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Existence of our World
created from "nothing" is probably not
more appreciable than the essence of Non-existence
in the view of omnipresent consciousness of the Creator.

Introduction
Medical therapy methods of various diseases of human body
and its systems are now prevailing in the public health service.
From the earliest times people tried to treat various diseases,
using poisons and their mixtures in different doses with medicinal
herbs and use of sun baths, mud baths etc. Before the start of the
21st century this tradition was modernized and gave considerable
results through chemical correction of human body systems.
Simultaneously, also from the ancient times, different treatment
methods were also applied that used physical factors causing
ionic and chemical processes, including electromagnetic
radiations (EMR), influencing human body in a certain range and
correction its condition by triggering certain mechanisms of
interaction with the central nervous system (CNS). These
exposures to physical factors led to rather chaotic methods of
treatment which were further developed after the invention of
electric and magnetoelectric devices and are now called
physiotherapy. The overall effect of its methods and techniques
with due consideration of many different factors have both
positive and negative consequences in their correction of the state
of human body organs and systems. Biomedical systems based on
physiotherapeutic radiations with subsequent recording of the
body reaction to them for the purpose of diagnostics and
treatment were developed almost at the same time. Such
electromagnetic systems of diagnostics include X-ray, magnetic
resonance
tomography,
radionuclide,
nuclear-magnetic
tomography, ultrasonic diagnostic systems and others similar
systems.
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It is obvious, that in addition to the positive effect of highprecision diagnostics given by those biotechnical complexes, one
should mention large doses of radiation affecting human body on
the whole and its systems, the consequences which are not
manifested immediately, but appear in the course of life of the
present and future generations in the form of hereditary diseases.
Powerful generators are also used during surgical
interventions — electrosurgical biotechnical systems, laser
surgical systems, ultrasonic surgical systems, gamma systems for
tumors removal etc. These surgical systems are powerful sources
of EMR with various frequencies. Comparative characteristics of
these biotechnical systems are shown in [3].
The name of the present work highlights the priority of
magnetic influences on human body, but it is necessary also to
take into account the induced electric fields generated both from
outside and inside the body. The concept of magnetoelectric
medicine includes all the ways of low-energy EMR influences on
human body with reduction of their dosage and capacity to
sparing, but to healing electromagnetic fields, with their primary
influence factor being a low-frequency magnetic field.
As it was already mentioned, all the enumerated ways of
EMR influence on human body in addition to the positive effects
also have negative ones, with distant time negative consequences
that are defined by simple criteria of estimation of patient’s
survival rate for a certain time, taking into account adaptation of
the human body to them, and taking into account the
characteristics of EMR affecting a human body.
Moreover, it should be noted that there are natural
electromagnetic radiations, chaotic or sometimes ordered by
obscure laws, such as fields of planetary, terrestrial origin, and
radiated by various stars and objects of space and non-space
origin, which somehow determine the condition of a human body
with deviations from normal and which are often observed by us
as negative consequences of such processes having certain
physical characteristics.
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Here we should recall EMR solar flares and electromagnetic
influences induced from the inside of the Earth, as well as
artificial, human-created EMR, such as EMR induced by electric
trains, power plant radiators, mobile telephones, radiating cellular
communication antennas, electric networks, telluric currents etc.
It is certainly difficult to estimate frequencies, modulations
and capacities of these electromagnetic radiations, as well as the
physical factor and the degree of their correcting abilities in their
influence on human body, both positive and negative, estimated
during a certain time, of the human body itself and biological
structures of these systems in general, resulting from the
application of these influences, because correction of cell
functioning, lymph and blood generation systems etc., and human
bodies in general may occur as a result of thermal EMR influence
(with large values), and non-thermal influence, due to
parametrical and electric resonances of different body structures
and summarized influence of those radiations. It is also difficult
to estimate the effect of "ordered" EMR, created by devices used
for physiotherapy, diagnostics and surgery, taking into account
induced Foucault currents in different organs and their
combinations.
It should be noted that various EMR frequencies penetrate
human body biotissues in a different way; this is why we need to
evaluate the ratio between Р (W) (capacity) and f (Hz)
(frequency).
Moreover we need to remember that human body has a lot of
active and electrically independent systems, but interconnected
through nervous conductors with reservation (which was proved
by many experiments and scientific works) — from the central
nervous system (CNS), receptors, nerve endings, cardio system to
the cellular level, impairment of which may cause most human
diseases.
The purpose of the given work is to build a theory of EMR
use to treat various diseases on the basis of scientific research
studying application of directed radiation of EM waves on human
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body systems and organs with biocorrecting (BC) medical effect
suggested by different scientists and proposed by the author of
this work in addition to medical treatment technologies mostly
based on use of medical products. These approaches may be
called biocorrecting magnetoelectric medicine. Biocorrecting
effect (BCE) as the main concept of the present work, as a
consequence of EMR influence, must have medical character,
after approval of their generators by public health bodies, and
must cancel gradually cancel well-known ways of patients’
treatment, especially medical therapy as preferable chemical
corrector of hereditary mechanisms.
Works and research done by many scientists and practitioners,
as it was already noted, confirm the possibility to use BCE, but
no precise identification of those possibilities in general and
separate physiotherapeutic influences in particular, regarding
medical effect from biocorrecting low-dose level EMR correcting
work of human body systems was offered in the literature.
It seems to be high time to order the accumulated experience
and scientific research results (and we need to address regulation
of electromagnetic parameters’ influence on human body for the
purpose of its treatment through CNS subsystems, which
regulates functioning of all human body systems and organs by
means of biotechnical complexes) and to consider primary and
secondary electromagnetic radiations in the body, and especially
generation of the induced magnetic component of those
radiations.
It is important to define EMR doses by capacity, influence
frequency, modulation of this frequency by low-frequency signals
taking into account work cycles of human body systems and cell
structures, and evaluate the condition of a human body by means
of tests and monitoring of its condition before and after influence
evaluating functioning of body systems and organs these
influences and return to normal conditions and to estimate the
parameters of postmedical "traces" of such influences.
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Since this topic was partially developed in work [5], possible
consequences of ultralow-frequency (ULF) EMR influences on
human body and its systems by the surrounding world as a source
of electromagnetic interactions on various frequencies, especially,
as it was already mentioned, on ultralow frequencies, and
estimation of possible reaction of human body to "undesirable"
EMR influences [4] at certain parameters of this radiation, it is
necessary to pay further attention to the possibility of these
influences’ division into "medical" and "oppressing" ones, i.e.
ones having negative effect on human body.
Theoretical research in the field of medical EMR can give
more clear understanding of the large-scale potential of
biocorrecting magnetoelectric medicine, including differentiation
of human body into several sub-body "covers", or fields, both on
the level of human body and its structures, and on the level of
CNS and its subsystems, which have characteristics peculiar for
each person as an individual, with the possibility to receive or
block useful EMR and during the whole life.
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Chapter 1
Approaches to resolving the question of resonance
variants of biotissues and brain structures
It is commonly known that physiotherapeutic influences
applied to human body have both positive, long-lasting "trace"
post effects after physiotherapy and negative aspects of changes
in body systems, which are manifested afterwards during the
remainder of life of a particular person in the form of diseases
which seem to have no apparent reason for such individual.
Post effects were rarely considered in their theoretical and
practical aspect because of the multifaceted character the sum of
physical factors influencing human body both for medical
purposes during physiotherapy, and coming from the outside in
the form of anthropogenic influences and influences of the
Universe. They depend on the place of residence of a person, the
level of background EMR, radiators existing near his house and
place of work, and in closed systems, such as submarine,
spaceship, plane, etc.
All of it was stated in the book [1]. The book makes an
attempt to estimate levels of their physical characteristics and
consequences of their influence on body systems and organs,
particularly on their receptor systems, which are connected with
CNS and CNS subsystems.
Moreover, it also discussed resonances during which there
was maximum influence on a certain structure of human organ,
system and body on the whole. The main goal of this work is
definition of these frequencies or resonant frequencies at which
EMR with necessary power and other parameters most
effectively influence the required structure or CNS with
maximum medical effect and with preservation of the
consequences of this useful influence for maximum possible
time. Thermal characteristics of EMR in our case are treated as
radiation frequency of the infra-red component of radiation of
9

the Sun or physiotherapeutic devices and have the same
prospects of application, as other EMR. One should also
consider the use of ultralow-frequency radiation that due to
certain amplitude and small power cannot be transformed into
thermal radiation, but still can cause changes in body systems.
Many works, such as [16], including [15], study influences
of weak electromagnetic fields on biological systems,
particularly of the magnetic component of these fields, which
can penetrate human body biotissues without attenuation. It was
found that launching of the mechanism of biochemical
transformations in body systems many times exceeds the energy
of weak low-frequency magnetic influences and transforms the
energy of these initial magnetic radiations into a launching
program having certain characteristics. Further we will offer a
theory of particles promoting considerable increase of this
energy, which makes it possible to eliminate these
contradictions. Since in consideration of this contradiction
scientists have not come to certain formulas or understanding,
and without that there appear additional questions that do not
allowing the scientists to concretize EMR treatment techniques.
As it was already noted, changes in the magnetic field of the
Earth, the Moon, the Sun, other planets and the space itself have
significant influence, including negative one, the state of human
body organs and systems, and human body on the whole, and
can be compared with strain influences during changes of
atmospheric pressure, change of ambient temperature and
require special research in order to understand the mechanisms
of their launching, their internal environment and the energy of
their internal environment, as well as variants of their
application at treatment of human body. A common factor in
changes of these physical factors is their low-frequency
character and small amplitude level of their magnetic
component.
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Transformation of these changes inside the body, including
strain influences, can be represented in the form of reception and
transformation of these changes in parametrical structures of the
body into electric and magnetic signals, changing the
functioning of electric processes related to generation of certain
potentials by the internal environment, opening certain "gates"
in the resonance range, beginning from cell structures to
functional, related to hormone generation, chemical
transformations in general, being a part of the chain of
functioning of a certain body system in coordination with other
systems.
Metabolism processes also fluctuate in the same wide range.
It should be noted that these processes are the main topic for
magnetobiology, focusing on studying bioreactions and
mechanisms of weak magnetic fields, from 1 mT and less. This
paper will describe both low-energy magnetic fields and
magnetic fields with large induction amplitudes, both in
physiotherapy, and in variants of treatment using biocorrecting
EMR (BC EMR).
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Fig.1. Parameters of low-frequency electromagnetic fields
Parameters of intensive magnetic fields, their frequencies
and values are shown in fig. 1 (see the fig. in Bingi, p. 267) [15].
One should to note the weak tool support for experiments
with weak magnetic fields and low reproducibility of results
using EMR with small vales of magnetic fields. Many authors
assume that high and good quality of parametrical
characteristics the reception contour for these fields by resonant
systems of the body requires high accuracy of radiation direction
and set of frequencies combined with their amplitude and
modulations. It is probably necessary to determine the time of
influences, taking into account the cyclicity of work of human
body systems and structures with certain sensitivity in the area
of estimated EMR influence, with certain amplitude and
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possible deviations during adaptation, resonances of the "living"
system of the body structure to influences and adaptation to
them. Sensitivity time of those structures presumably may be
connected with the cyclicity of work of human body systems
and chaotic introduction of ecological "pollution": substances
and EMR.
It is well-known, that genetic information or the "memory"
of the physiological life of previous and future generations is
recorded in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules. RNA,
more involved with such "memory" is synthesized during the
whole human life. The matrix for it is some parts of DNA
molecules (threads). RNA is a protein matrix. DNA and
ribonucleic acid (RNA) as carriers of human body "memory"
take part in immune reactions. They "remember" protein
specificity of harmful agents (virus, microbe, alien protein) and
stock up protein substances destroying these harmful agents.
(Length of several human DNA spirals is very big, about a
billion kilometers.) This is why studying EMR effect on human
body it is necessary to consider variants of resonances of DNA
and RNA structures and consequences of such influences.
Weak magnetic fields caused by temporary natural sources,
such as the Sun, the Moon, the stars etc., affect human body
irrespective of our desire and expose "potential" diseases by
indexation method through the increase of pressure,
temperature, change of general condition making a person take
measures on household level — sun baths, hydrotherapeutic
procedures etc., and their diagnostics in a medical institution and
treatment by the person himself with correction by external
physiotherapeutic influences, if necessary.
Variable low-frequency magnetic field freely penetrates into
living tissues, but its intensity decreases with the distance from
the generation source according to the law:

~

1
.
r2
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Many researchers noted that a variable magnetic field with a
frequency of 0.01-5 Hz induced on a human body causes an
abrupt change of the person’s brain EEG. His condition worsens
with brain suppression. It was also noted that leukocytes activity
as well as their number decreases during magnetic storms, i.e.
under weak magnetic fields.
As is known, cyclicity of most human body structures has
ultralow-frequency character [16]. When we estimate the results
of work of some scientists we can see that magnetic fields less
than 1 mcT have considerable influence on the correction
processes of biological systems activity.
Any electromagnetic field and its magnetic component at
high energy level cause as a first approximation Joule heat due
to eddy-currents in body structures. But at small EMR
amplitudes and magnetic fields the amounts of generated heat
and electric currents, are of course incomparable with huge
currents affecting human body in shock fields of NMR or MRT
tomographs and physiotherapeutic devices. But in our case we
will study "small" EMR influences on body structures taking
into account small spiral particles (SSP) filling human body as a
conductor, including electrons, ions and particles, which it will
be discussed below and which are basic particles of a magnetic
field.
Considering the counter-active response [16] on external
influences of large-value EMR, which reduces excitation of
internal induction of EMR, it is possible to conclude that weak
EMR freely pass through receptor systems. EMR influencing a
human body have different effects, which as experiments show,
depend not only on their frequency, but on the EMR form, their
modulations, power and aggregate influence.
Strengthening of these or those weak magnetic influences,
for example, from solar EMR, lunar EMR or intraterrestrial
EMR, is possible only at certain low frequencies, wave length of
which is comparable with total length of the brain neurosystem,
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the length of which is about 1,000,000 km, vascular system —
about 100,000 km, lymph system — about 30,000 km, and other
systems, such as endocrine system, system of blood purification
—liver, kidneys, blood formation system, etc. Weak magnetic
influences cause resonances with the above mentioned systems
or, more precisely, with elements of these systems. Endocrine
system may have resonant response, different from resonant
response from hypophysis, pancreas, hormone release systems
etc.
One may certainly assume, that very weak EMR of
cavitation processes involved in sounds pronouncing by a
person, work of the electric system in the ear, flavor receptors,
work of electric systems in human body, “thinking” both in
relation to the society and its moral principles, and in relation to
another person with active expression of internal feelings, also
cause weak magnetic fields which in the long term may uncover
consciousness and thinking of a person.
These topics are covered in many scientific works which
analyze and define the possibility of resonance of human body
structures and systems under their irradiation by low frequency
and low level EMR [16].
For example, brain as an oscillatory system possesses high
quality factor that was determined experimentally [16]. The
oscillations amplitude rises at fairly close coincidence of
parametric characteristics of brain structures and external
influence frequencies. We should also mention deviations of
human brain rhythms, for example, an alpha rhythm, which is
typical only for humans and is absent in animals, which may
indicate the connection between this rhythm and creativity and
creation of new objects by a person as a thinking subject.
Considering live systems, one should mention active
chemical, physical, electric processes at all levels of body
structures: from atoms, molecular and cellular levels to systems
and organs, their interrelation, and that the range of frequencies
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radiated by those structures is very wide: from gamma radiations
to ultralow-frequency radiations. At the same time, estimating
the parametrical data of these structures, we should mention two
states of structures in statics — mechanical dependency on each
other, accumulated electric charges, and in dynamics mechanical
transformations easily turn into electric ones, and electric into
mechanical and physical ones with accumulation of the total
electric potential. Let us remember the experiments made by
Galvani. Work cycles of all human body systems have a lowfrequency range, they amplify under a little push from the
outside, presumably by internal fields, which will be discussed
below, and adjust their duration and amplitude depending on the
applied frequency of electromagnetic influence and amplitude of
EMR signals.
With increase in EMR amplitude they are blocked by
shielding properties of the live matter, low characteristics of
biotissue impedances, feedback through receptor systems with
the counteractive response. These processes can be observed in
EMR application in physiotherapy.
Low frequency strain influences transformed into an
electromagnetic signal in the internal environment of the body
cause electric currents depending on the characteristics of the
body structures to which they are applied. As it was already
noted, electromagnetic processes in the body can be determined
by small spiral structures (SSP-SSS) that have pervasive
properties and are present in cells, molecules, atoms, the
characteristics of which will be discussed below, and that easily
create small value potentials of currents causing magnetic
changes in body systems and organs with accelerated action
characteristics, independent of electronic and ionic processes,
which, in comparison with these SSS, are very inert.
Energetically these particles as magnetic field structures are
connected with energy of the surrounding magnetic fields and
are a component of ionic structures of the body.
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Of course, a living system need continuous energy
replenishment extracted by the body from food components,
supply of proteins, mineral substances, vitamins for organs,
systems and cells, but in this case we should also take into
account the stability of electric characteristics of the sinoatrial
node, conductive paths of cardiac muscles, brain, receptor
systems, nervous system of the body in general with control of
each cell, disposal of this energy and disintegration products,
provided that the body needs to preserve necessary values of
electric potentials in each point of the body, with their regulation
in aggregate with the external environment, which is impossible
without small size structures and huge speed of interactions.
Human body response to ultra-low (ULF) frequencies from
0.001 to 120 Hz is internally conditioned, as was already told.
Thus, for example, the length of vessels and capillaries acting as
reception "antennas" of the blood system is about 1,000,000 km,
the length of neural structures of the brain also has a large
values, the length of the heart vascular system is about 5,000
km, liver - 2,500 km, muscular structures from 10 to 1,000 km
etc. Resounding at low frequencies of electromagnetic
radiations, as a result, the biosystem has possibility to amplify
the levels of low frequency signals through SSS-SSP, which
leads to various consequences depending on frequencies,
beginning from "useful", necessary for treatment and support of
body systems, to "hostile" ones, causing pathological changes.
Human body consists of two "electric" systems: ultralowfrequency, determined by chemical and electrolytic processes,
and ultrahigh-frequency, related to regulation through weak
magnetic fields in the body itself. Any "intervention" into action
of these weak magnetic fields causes oscillatory processes in the
body due to disregulation of all magnetoelectric system of the
body, including CNS, on ultralow frequencies with chemical
processes equal to their frequencies. Weak magnetic fields in the
human body are connected with external fields of SSS-SSP
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feeding them. It is impossible to shield oneself from this field.
This is connected with double action of those ULF frequencies:
on the chemical-ionic-electronic system of the body and on
weak magnetic fields which resonate at "multiplied"
magnetoelectric system of the body.
Considering the above-mentioned structures in detail, i.e.
breaking, for example, the blood system into subsystems —
veins, arteries, capillaries, it is possible to find resonant systems
on higher frequencies. We may do the same with the neural
system of the body, its heart, liver and other organs and systems.
As a result we will receive one more series of possible
resonances.
Further, it is necessary to discuss on function cycles of
human body systems and organs, which are regulated by the
central system (CNS) of the human body as a whole, as well as
subsystems and local independent sectors of hormone release,
stem cells, blood purification, blood saturation with oxygen,
from erythrocytes formation to their transportation to particular
areas of the human body, including brain, dream and rest cycles,
body growth and reconstruction of the cell array of the body etc.
It is also necessary to consider separately cellular structures
and cellular cycles of their functioning, such as membranes, as
resonators on cellular structures and an intercellular liquid as a
capacitor component of this resonance.
That is there are three resonant frequencies for cells and
intercellular structures: one for cells structures; the second is
frequency of exchange processes in cells and intercellular space,
and cells reconstruction.
The first of these frequencies can be theoretically calculated
on the basis of geometrical dimensions of cell membrane in a
particular organ, blood circulation rate, membrane density,
blood and lymph density parameters. The second frequency can
be calculated on the basis of CNS control of life cycles of
cellular structures, elements of cellular structures, various
18

“valve-like” chemical devices, including those for work of the
sinoatrial node of the heart and related to it, and in case of
emergency work of independent cells in the His bundle in
Purkinje fibers. The third is connected with the characteristics of
cell material formation in the body.
Most of resonant frequencies are in the range from 0.01 to
800 Hz, which is confirmed by many research [16].
To continue the idea stated above it is necessary to address
vital cycles — both circadian and lunar, and cycles related to
other planets, their rotation frequency round their axis, round the
Sun, round the Earth, and the resonances connected with
movement of planets’ moons, artificial moons of the Earth,
frequencies of internal movement of the Earth's mantle, since
they during their motion emit ultralow frequency EMR,
including solar flares, penetrating all structures of the Solar
system, including live organisms [5].
Rhythm disturbance discussed above upsets normal
functioning of the human body and its structures and systems,
which at certain repeatability cycles causes pathological
condition and further chronic diseases.
In general in a human body there are about 500 rhythms
[36], including circadian or daily rhythms, and a number of
oscillatory contours adjusted according to those rhythms, having
both direct and counteractive action, blocking certain large-scale
external influences.
It must be noted that receptor system of the eye, conducting
nerve pathways to the visual area of the brain and neural system
of recognition is also about 5,000 km, which may produce
visions distortion depending on EMR influences, including
distortion of the optical range and change of frequencies
determining the color scale of this range.
Considering CNS structures it is possible to say that human
brain may have resonant contours of neuron associations, and
depending on the brain structure they may be with partially
19

short-circuited (shunted) neurons, with partially or completely
opened neurons, with closed neuron system etc.
These variants may bring about different reaction of CNS to
EMR, its frequency and amplitude, as well as person’s
susceptibility to hypnosis, understanding of the surrounding
world, understanding of only certain concepts and limitation in
actions and knowledge, including the reaction to the influence of
the surrounding world. If, for example, hypothalamus is
affected, i.e. its cell are affected, then there can be systemic
disturbances of homeostatic functions of the body, including
function of hypophysis.
Earlier it was mentioned that weak EMR of speech
generation, even thinking, thoughts and EMR under hypnosis
can be perceived by other neural systems (of other people)
depending on the design of neural structures of a particular
person, which may lead to easy controllability of such people by
an object (a person) radiating EMR with partially "open" neural
structures.
If we evaluate all the above-stated and compare it with the
ideas of the book Old Egyptian Book of the Dead [10],
proceeding from ancient theories saying that a person consists of
seven shells, the first of which interacts with the corporal world
around us – which is a body and its components, the second
shell is its vital energy or "biofield" with electric system of the
whole body, the third shell is a subconsciousness, his sensuality,
desires and thoughts, this shell was mostly developed in devoted
people, tsars, high priests etc., the fourth is soul as a receptacle
of human consciousness, the fifth is soul, the reason or
subconsciousness, it is immortal and hands over the information
to the following embodiments (children and subsequent
generations), connected with time and place of birth, maybe
genetic information, the sixth shel is intellectual, the seventh is a
part of total energy of the Universe which penetrates everything
in space, and contents of all information on all kinds of past the
20

future transformations and protects from influences of hostile
shells of other people. It was also described by Paracelsus [11].
It is of particular importance to discuss the seventh shell,
which was considered above and it is similar to discussed below
flows of small spiral particles (SSP), or structures (SSS), which
are the same and penetrate the whole Universe, including
vacuum and human body [5].
Of course this hypothesis requires reconsideration of some
key parameters of generally accepted laws of physics and
chemistry as its component. It must be done based on from two
seemingly distant substances of live organism and vacuum. In
this case transformation of supersmall magnetic fields into the
big energy transformations is impossible without a certain
component with a small magnetic field, determining the
magnetic field itself, since both electronic and ionic
transformations are inert and may be considered only in case of
"gross" powerful influences occurring during application of
physiotherapy or diagnostics techniques.
It must be noted that SSP flow facilitate continuous
influence on the human body and correction of many CNS
systems, as well as inheritance systems through stabilization or
change of genetic parameters of a particular person in the space
of time intervals of life and individually for everyone. To a
certain degree general concepts used by astrologists are based on
this.
Antinodes of SSP (SSS) in space in the form of magnetic
flows in growing currents in physical bodies and in human body
make it possible, in respect of a person, to accelerate and slow
down life-support processes in all systems, including cellular
structures, and may also facilitate “launching” of systemic
diseases, including infectious one, they switch on resource
systems of the body during a disease, contribute to
“humanization” of a person.
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Chapter 2
Theory of small spiral particles (SSMP or SSS) participation
in biocorrection of human body systems
Further, in order to explain what SSP or SSS are, let us turn
to the theory of gamma-electromagnetic model of elementary
particles and atom, suggested by the author, which considers
spiral cores of electronic particles, electron, proton, neutron, and
other particles, which are small in size, but yet determine
distribution of magnetic fields and EMR throughout any space.
The present work [6] offers more acceptable and more
illuminating model of gamma-electromagnetic atom and
elementary particles. The Big Bang theory in new interpretation
allows us to consider the idea on elementary particles formation
and their combination into atom, and gives us a chance to make
a new attempt to prove the origin of atom, substance, space
formations and the Universe.
It appears that first of all it is necessary to start consider the
world from the "fixed" time - "now" and to move towards
consideration of formation time of the basic energy transforming
particle, being a component of gamma radiations, that is to
move in conventionally negative un-scaled time to the point of
elementary particles formation, to an arbitrary point of space.
Before that we should consider scientifically "proven"
objects of the material world — from electron, proton, and atom
to material objects of the surrounding world. Considering the
theory of runaway Universe elements with Universe rotation, let
us try to return them back to one "point", in which, as in a
generator, first of magnetic fields (based on SSP), then of
electromagnetic radiations (EMR), must have concentrated signs
of the possibilities for future development of the history of
construction of the physical world. This arbitrary "point" —
generator of SSP EMI, say, several hundred meters or million
kilometers in size, which has no meaning on space scale, should
22

have concentrated huge, but limited energy, with conditionally
infinite value of EMR frequency, generating at first SSP,
determining almost infinite size of the magnetic field, being the
power source, connected to structurally consecutive
transformations with the energy of pressure of initial energy
transformation or "explosion" of an-scaled allegedly supernova,
use modern language of astronomy.
As we know, the range of electromagnetic radiations (EMR),
known to physicists, is now from the shortest to the longest
more than 260 times, i.e. more than 60 octaves, provided that
visible for a person EMR (light) is about 1 octave.
EMR energy from ultralow-frequency (ULF) to long radiowaves is from 10-15 eV to 10-9 eV, ultrashort radio-waves (USB
range) from 10-6 eV to 10-3 eV, infra-red EMR range (IR range)
from 10-2 eV to 1,5 eV, visible EMR range from 1.5 to 3.0 eV,
ultra-violet EMR range from 3.0 to 100 eV, x-ray EMR range
from 100 to 106 eV, energy of gamma ray EMR range varies
from 106 eV to 1020 eV.
Energy of electromagnetic radiation can be described using
the Rayleigh–Jeans formula:

ω2
(
)
W ω , T = kT 2 2
4π c

Showing that EMR energy is directly proportional to
radiation frequency.
In order to prove what was stated above, let us theoretically
assume that gamma radiation can have frequency considerably
higher than frequencies radiated mostly by supernova star
systems (from 2*1019 to 2*1028 Hz). The origin and the
character of these radiations is yet unknown. We may
provisionally call this radiation as protoradiation of the
beginning of transformations.
In this theory it is assumed that high-energy gamma
radiation of ultrahigh frequencies and its flows (rays) are basic
in building SSP of elementary particles and the atom itself.
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As it was already mentioned, gamma radiations are
characterized by high energy. At a standstill, probably, in point
1 (fig. 2) at t ≈ 0 there was a substance made from the material
generating gamma radiation (protoradiation) in this point.
In the point of "explosion" or in the point of gamma rays
penetration (point 1, fig. 2), possibly from another generation
space or " explosion" point, as we assume there is a huge size
magnetic field, determined by SSP, which are generated in the
first interval of time, the lines of force of which are directed in a
semicircle from the same point 1 fan to the surrounding space.
Presumably the temperature in point 1 as a result of gamma
radiations reaches millions and more degrees. The space
extending after the "explosion" and saturated with gamma rays,
rotates with huge speed round point 1 (fig. 2) of the magnetic
field generated before it, determined by SSP (SSS).
Space around the expanding point 1 may have characteristics
with certain resistance to motion of gamma particles, magnetic
field and temperature accumulation, which slows down gamma
radiation motion (see fig. 2, item 2).
Magnetic field parameter in the center of distribution of
accelerated transformations in the intensity center,
conventionally called "explosion" as described by many classics
of physical theories, possibly during the rupture of the external
pressure shell of undefined matter round point 1 designated as
item 2 of centripetal forces, amplifies transformations in the
primary matter where it all existed.
Under the above described conditions formation of
elementary particles was determined according to fig. 2.
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Magnetic force lines, determined by
SSP

Spiral, still forming
elementary particles

Rotation direction
V- speed of rotation of the space of
elementary particles formation

Fig. 2

1 —point of maximum pressure, maximum temperature,
generator of almost infinite frequency of energy fluctuations
(range of primary matter of gamma radiations);
2 — space with unknown characteristics, "removed" outside
the limits of the Universe as a result of accelerated processes of
transformation and expansion of our Universe.
Small spiral structures (SSS) or SSP emerge at the initial
stage from point 1 during a small time interval with maximum
possible energy of gamma radiation and determine parameters
of the magnetic field, being the primary structure, promoting
snowball-like substance expansion (fig. 3) with further
generation of elementary particles e - (electrons), р + (protons).
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Point of growth origin

Fig. 3

Then е– и р+ are formed, in time and radius they have a smaller
energy of gamma radiations inside themselves, penetrated by
SSP as magnetic field elements, large in volume, with "loose"
structure, which can host considerable number of SSP or SSS,
determining spiral formation of elementary particles, through
their motion in a spiral during rotation from point 1 and huge
magnetic field determined by SSP (SSS) concentration in space
round apoint 1 (see fig. 3).

SSP3
SSP1
SSP4

Fig. 4
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SSP2

Temperature of EMR bunch determined at the moment of
formation or collision of magnetic particles and newly formed
elementary particles losing energy with bundle expanding round
point 1 (fig. 3), frequency of gamma radiations and residual
speed of space rotation and addition can be calculated
proceeding from today's physical characteristics of the Universe:
1 — residual average space temperature;
2 —residual magnetic field of the Universe;
3 — frequencies of gamma radiations in space, stars and star
formations;
4 — residual speed of the Universe rotation;
5 — residual EMR pressure in the Universe, which can be
defined (according to Hubble's theory) and which is the reason
of its expansion.
Having considered and transformed them, it is possible, as it
was assumed above, to determine values of temperature,
magnetic field, gamma- and general electromagnetic
components filling space, space rotation speed round point 1
(fig. 3), proceeding from "zero" or almost "zero" time of the
succession of events in the Universe and their combinations.
According to approximate calculations, rotation speed inside
the space being formed and filled can exceed 6 * 108 km/s, and
magnetic field — may exceed 108 Tesla.
Two characteristics of the emerging space of ultrahigh
frequency gamma radiation and magnetic field generated in
point 1 (fig. 3) are primary in formation of basic elementary
particles, and small spiral structures SSS (SSP) as elements of
themagnetic field filling the Universe presumably make the
basis of the structures of modern Vacuum. SSS penetrate all
substances and space and are grouped around EMR, being a part
of the magnetic component of the space of Universe and live
systems also, as was discussed above.
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Temperature, pressure, rotation speed are secondary, but it
should be noted that they are interconnected as characteristics of
the Universe. Approximate calculations of these characteristics
of the Universe are given below.
It must be noted that spiral forms of galaxies, are probably a
"product" of rotation with huge speed of the mass of formed
particles, which is "thrown out" into space after it reaches
certain critical mass, which can be calculated. This "product" is
an initial phase of galaxy formation, then expansion, with
formation of material atoms and molecules during its rotation,
and as a result of elementary particles collision and their
consecutive transformation into the substance of stars and
planets and components of interstellar space. The mechanism of
elementary particles formation will be described below.
The temperature in the point (fig.3) can be approximately
estimated, proceeding from the temperature in interstellar space
(ISS) (Т=2.7К), taking the volume of "today's" Universe, based
on its radius (R=0.5*1026).
As a result we get thermal capacity of the system:
Р = V Universe * Tiss + Vstart * Taverage star
Having determined thermal capacity of the Universe, it is
necessary to reduce the volume (V) of the Universe to the
volume of its initial condition Vo in the generator point.
Further, proceeding from simple formulas of heat
transformation, we can determine initial temperature in volume
V, i.e. in point 1 (fig. 3) during "zero" period of the Universe
formation.
In a similar way we can determine approximate size of the
magnetic field in volume Vo in the initial point 1, based on the
fact that magnetic field in the Space now is equal to 2÷3 mcG,
and taking into account magnetic fields of stars, planets and
other space objects, including in the substance created in the
process of the Universe development from point 1.
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During motion from point 1 (fig. 3) Vo towards expansion,
expulsion of external structures which, probably, exist round the
Universe, at high pressure in this object, in the huge magnetic
field of superhigh frequency electromagnetic radiation (EMR),
could deform its motion trajectory from the source - point 1,
moving in a spiral around magnetic force lines and forming
EMR spirals around each of magnetic force lines with high
frequency of gamma radiation, according to fig. 5.
Magnetic force line (MFL
or MSS)

Vector of EMR propagation

Fig. 5

During expansion from point 1 the speed of gamma radiation
propagation loses its energy, reducing speed of spirals formation
of future elementary particles during a small period of time, and
points A and B have high probability of contact and locking in a
spiral, in which EMR flow may move continuously, forming a
mass of particles during almost infinite time, in a spiral ring, i.e.
V spiral coils motion of radiation in point B < spiral coils motion of radiation,
in point A (fig. 5).
If such closing does not occur, then light flux, losing its
energy, turns into gamma radiation of located in the space of the
Universe and newly formed Galaxy or another space object
which is repeatedly transformed and is now called relic
radiation. The number of closed radiation transitions A and B
forms particles called electrons, protons, as well as "failed"
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particles with characteristics of other particles making Vacuum
and other unknown structures of the Universe. During space
expansion from point 1 and rotation there could emerge pulsing
flows of gamma radiations with decreasing frequency of those
pulsations, which resulyed in restriction of the elementary
particles formation time.
Elementary particles emerge as as a result of closing of
points A and B in EMR flows of gamma radiations. The number
of coils of each spiral will determine the quality of an
elementary particle, i.e. with a small number of coils it will be
an electron (e-), and with a greater number — a proton (р+).
Spiral in the particle volume is constrained by local magnetic
field closed through the coils and induced by the magnetic field
of point 1 at the moment of its formation (fig. 5), which
determines further existence of elementary particles. Further,
during the expansion magnetic field of each of the particles
connects particles in substance (atoms) and structures it taking
into account external conditions.
That is, it is assumed, that planetary model of the atom of the
beginning of the 21st century must be replaced with gammaelectromagnetic model of the atom consisting from spiral
elementary particles, connected by the magnetic field of each of
them that probably changes with higher frequency - of
(1020÷1028 Hz) order, as well as internal motion of of gamma
radiation EMR in the spiral. The spirals themselves contain the
basic energy component of the "initial" expansion Vo of the Universe
and the mass of substance of the Universe.
The proposed constructive diagram of an electron (e-) is
shown in fig. 6.
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EMR motion

An element of the magnetic
field of point 1 (fig. 1) that
formed the electron and
ensuring its stability in time,
consisting from SSP (SSS) flows

Fig. 6

Proton (р+) was formed in a similar way, but with greater
approximately 18,000 times greater number of spiral coils in its
structure. Thus presumably electromagnetic objects were
formed, that had certain charges, which it will be discussed
below, depending on the power of their magnetic component, as
well as spiral radii of the closed system, which depend on the
formation time interval.
That is at first electrons (e-) were formed, and they have
higher electric charge; after that protons (р +) or proton units
(quark) from which protons consist of of, were formed, they
compensate their charges, but one or several of proton elements
have a positive charge. Proton (р+) has a higher mass than
electron (е -), but charges in the atom nucleus are equalized.
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The mass of elements depends on the quantity of energy
enclosed inside, that is their internal flows EMR of gamma
radiations.
Further, after formation of spiral structures of elements, they
are probably chaotically combined into atoms, consisting of р +
and e – according to electromagnetic interactions, expressed in
elements of their magnetic fields, joining N number of electrons
(fig. 7).
Magnetic fiels of
elementary particles
Direction of gamma
radiation motion
Gravity force

Fig. 7. Gamma-electromagnetic model of atom

Magnetic fields of the flows of SSP (SSS) of elementary
particles interact and form common magnetic field of atom as a
result.
There is a question of dosing EMR radiations in spiral flows
and principles of their organization in combination with physical
characteristics, Н (magnetic field), Е (energy of the flows),
number of coils in the spiral, f (frequency of EMR radiations in
spirals) and, finally, the mass of the obtained element which is
determined by "cut-off time” in formation of magnetic field
force lines connected with speed of SSS or SSP distribution
during expansion from point 1 (fig. 7).
f or EMR frequency in spirals is close to infinity, K (t) is a
factor of frequency decrease from time or law of EMR
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distribution in large spaces (see fig. 7). The same can be said
about the speed of elementary particles’ motion in space.
As it was already said, the substance mass is determined by
gamma electromagnetic characteristics of the sums of particles
(e - р +, no).
Possible resonances during transformations are determined,
proceeding from characteristics of frequency decrease or
increase, energy and appearance of spirals, formation of e - р +,
no and other particles. In this case antiparticles are absent as an
ostensibility product in mathematics— they may be assumed,
but are impossible to use rationally.
The speed of magnetic field distribution after growth Vo of the
Universe and difference of EMR radiations determine most
characteristics of elementary particles.
Thus, elementary particles, interacting by their magnetic
fields, create substance at the moment of resonance between
atoms of substance and frequencies of energy EMR round such
substance. Substances further combine in a complex of space
scale substances, where EMR resonances around them and
energy characteristics of such complexes — planets, stars etc. —
form star systems and galaxies, with decrease of EMR
frequency and growth of total energy possibilities of those
complexes. All the above is shown in fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Characteristics of the change in objects frequency in the
Universe

t. 1. — formation of gamma radiation or primary radiation
and SSP (SSS);
t. 2. — formation of e - р +, no;
t. 3. — formation of substances;
t. 4. — formation of material complexes — planets, stars
etc.;
t. 5. — formation of stars, planetary systems;
t. 6. — formation of galaxies and metagalaxies;
t. 7. — formation of the World of the Worlds — megaglobal
material systems.
Now let us first of all discuss formation of systems or blocks
of substance as aggregate of atoms structures.
Magnetic fields of atoms of a substance (H) line up in a
certain way compensating magnetic fields by internal EMR
influence. At the same time in substance remain generated spiral
closed structures, which do not belong to the category of
elementary particles, but have magnetic fields and occupy
unstable position of SSP-SSS in the structural lattice of
substances. Any influence from the outside, in the form of EMR
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fields on these spiral structures, generates motion of those
particles together with fluctuations of interatomic
communications themselves and magnetic fields connecting
atomic structures.
It is commonly known that electromagnetic fields also
include a range of various frequencies, including infrafrequencies or heat, which is determined by the laws of
thermodynamics. When substance temperature drops to low
temperatures,
magnetic
fluctuations
of
interatomic
communications abruptly decrease, making it possible for nonstandard spiral particles move more freely and with greater
speed. On the contrary, at high temperatures, high pressure and
large magnetic field there is a rupture of electromagnetic links
between atoms and elementary particles of these atoms, the
result of which is a mixture of such particles and elements of
atoms, called plasma in physics. This particular mode of
radiation on planetary scale is connected with solar activity.
EMR of the Sun are a product of rupture of spirals in
elements or atom transformation of most light-weight substances
like Н2, but in the course of heating of their elementary particles
e-, р+, no to temperatures of the beginning of the process of these
elementary particles’ formation, creating the point — gamma
radiations generator similar to point 2 on fig. 1. These processes
are "warmed up" by internal condition of the Sun: high
temperature, high pressure and large magnetic field. Rupture of
spirals of elementary particles and other spiral formations
creates visible part of the spectrum in the course of gamma
radiations reflexion in the Sun center.
Decrease in temperature, pressure or magnetic field in any
part of the Sun reduces density of visible radiation, and
astronomers register "dark" spots on the Sun. Of course, there
can be a fluctuation point when temperature or value of the
magnetic field decreases — and elementary particles (e-, р+, no,
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etc.) emerge as a result of spiral formation — spirals break up
and a part of EMR is radiated into the space.
Such oscillatory mode makes it possible to “burn” with high
efficiency ratio both elementary particles, and "attracted",
including those from the terrestrial surface, and from space in
general.
It is possible that plasma warming on the Sun involves an
internal thermonuclear process and we should probably estimate
the degree of its influence on the Sun activity, since in first
approximation it would generate huge flows of gamma
radiation, but since ruptures of elementary particles occur inside
the Sun, only secondary or ten-fold reduced radiation reaches
the Earth when gamma radiations move from internal areas of
the Sun to its surface.
The spectrum of solar radiation on the Earth is mostly
characterized by transformed radiations (intrasolar gamma
radiations caused by rupture of spirals in elementary particles)
first inside the Sun, then in solar atmosphere, then
transformations of these radiations in the Space, then repeated
transformations in the atmosphere of the Earth.
Generally the mass of interstellar space, or ISS, is 3% of the
mass of the Galaxy that equals 1.5*1011*m of the sun. As is known,
with interstellar space concentration in one place of the Universe
it can give origin to stars, planets in constant transformation.
Before it in this formation there should be a process of
radiations generation outside, transforming ISS substance into
systematically radiated heat.
Death of supernovas or any of stars returns their substance
into ISS. Basic element of ISS is hydrogen making 70% of its
mass, 28% is helium and 2% other elements.
Star substance (SS) and its internal energy together with the
energy of interstellar space and its internal energy
(electromagnetic energy of ultralow-frequency radiations and
kinetic energy) make it possible to determine energy stored at
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the initial stage inside the object and in the Universe on the
whole.
Conventional speed of light determined by physicists as a
constant is regulated by SSP or SSS concentration in space or
other space. In aggregate they can be called the basis of vacuum.
Vacuum characteristics are electric and magnetic constants,
which characterize parameters of SSP-SSS penetrating through
atoms, electrons, protons etc. and determining electromagnetic
density of vacuum. Their excitation in one point of space by
means of EMR generator provokes transfer of this excitation to
another point of space. These excitations are EMR generation
and their transfer to big distances in space or other space. And
EMR deceleration in "our" space, including Small Spiral
Particles (SSP) - components of Vacuum, gives almost constant
speed, which is called the speed of light. As is known, the speed
of light is

Vc =~

1

ε 0 μ0

,
where Е0 и М0 are electric and magnetic constants.
It is clearly that for another space, on the other hand of SSPSSS concentration, this speed exceeds EMR with more or less
speed of light. From here various variants of the course of time
may emerge. It must be noted that it seems that the same
processes as on the Sun, take place inside planets, with a
difference that planets have another structure of substances, that
is determined by closing (shielding) of processes of various
EMR emissions by core structures — rocks, gases, liquids,
heavy elements cooling the flows of magma etc. Only ultralowfrequency EMR with small size magnetic field may reach the
surface of the Earth.
Surely, confirmation of the theory described above requires a
lot of scientific research and experiments, but it is worth it, since
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in case of positive results there will be an opportunity to extract
the energy of gamma radiations stored in elementary particles.
The energy stored in each particle, and then in substance, is
huge and "accumulates" huge energy in the arbitrary point of
their generation in space. The huge magnetic field of this
arbitrary point pushes away newly formed particles since their
polarity is identical.
This energy can be released from elementary particles if we
recreate the characteristics of that "arbitrary point» (point 1 fig.
1) from which everything originated in a local part of space.
Therefore, no mater what dimensions elementary particles
have, as a result they can only receive the energy stored in the
spirals of elementary particles. A large number of new spiral
formations may emerge in collision of these energies with a loss
of characteristics of elementary particles, i.e. they will be
shattered. I.e. there can appear a small element of the Sun (its
activity), and spiral particles are so-called photons, having both
electromagnetic and “partially” corpuscular properties and are
reflected in the form of solar spectrum or in emission processes.
If we consider a thermonuclear explosion in terrestrial
conditions, with a fuse from plutonium, we know some physical
characteristics of the beginning of explosion in its center.
t = 107К, р = 109 atmospheres, explosive yield 100 GW.
Taking into consideration the theory described above, it is
assumed that high energy and powerful radiation appear after
rupture of spirals of elementary particles at the initial stage of
explosion, i.e. there appears a point of generation of broken
spirals in the form of gamma radiation of particles.
Then these explosion characteristics quickly reduce their
values, and ruptures of spirals of elementary particles stop.
Radiation during explosion take in total about 5%, including
penetrating gamma radiations, are close to radiations of broken
spirals, and electromagnetic impulse, the origin of which is
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connected with chaotic ruptures of spiral particles and
combinations of various EMR frequencies.
Attempts to create constantly operating system of
thermonuclear process in "Tokomak" type systems, as it seems,
do not give positive results because of outdated theories of the
structure of elementary particles. Similarly unpromising is
creation of huge colliders on opposite proton bunches used to
obtain new components of elementary particles. These
experiments may result in gamma radiations and a lot of SSPSSS.
As it was already said, atom structure consists of spiral
elementary particles connected by magnetic fields, and the most
powerful magnetic field is between р+, no and they are attracted
not by their charges, which are not essential in this case, but by
opposite directions of gamma radiation flows in each of them,
similar to two conductors with flows of electric current.
Also electron e - is attracted not by its charge, but the
magnetic field of the sum of р+, no. The more р +, no are there in
an atom, the greater number of electrons can be in the atom
structure (SSP-SSS can be present inside an atom in the number
determined by the value of magnetic fields of its components).
But the more e- elements are there in the structure of an atom,
the weaker is the attraction to the "core" of the atom, р+ and no
since their magnetic field can be distributed unevenly in relation
to e- (electrons).
Charge of elementary particles is not the basis for atom
formation, the atom is always neutral, even if one electron
leaves its structure, i.e. it turns into a particle with a changed
electromagnetic field which allows it in the absence of electron
to attract similar atoms or atoms of other substances with
excessive magnetic field, i.e. SSP and SSS.
Charge of elementary particles is probably determined by the
speed of gamma radiation motion in the spiral (fig. 9).
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Electrons "born" before protons have higher speed of
motion, and the length of their route is much shorter, which
form magnetic field of an electron with higher frequency than of
a proton. It makes it possible for electrons to leave the atom
volume much easier.
We may assume, as it was said before, that resonances of
elementary particles’ frequencies, their magnetic fields can form
an atom. The frequency of those magnetic fields is very high,
and the range of frequencies can be determined based on
parameters of the spectrum of frequencies of relic radiation and
gamma radiations in Space.
Magnetic field
force line

e-, p+ generation
point

Fig. 9

r1, r2 — distances of elementary particles formation.
Provided that according to Fig. 9 q ~ m e- / r1 ~ m p+ / r2,
where q is the charge of the particle.
Electron leaving an atom makes work, which will be
transformed into a negative static charge.
Atom without an electron as a neutral one can have a
"positive" or an opposite charge. "Positive" or "negative" are
rather arbitrary symbols, because what prevails is first of all
interaction of electromagnetic fields of elementary particles.
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Considering the question of the origin of spirals around
powerful force lines of a magnetic field after “the beginning of
transformations”, in our approximate understanding of the
processes of origin of Our World, it seems, that channels of
elementary particle spirals’ formation emerge in some
fluctuations of a magnetic field, which cause pockets (grooves)
around magnetic force lines, into which the energy of the
"beginning" of gamma radiations penetrates and "is shrouded"
by a part of the magnetic field, with frequency of this magnetic
field flows acceleration during rotation of radiations around this
field.
Occurrence of the frequencies of change of the magnetic
power field after elementary particles formation closer to infrared range of thermal warming up of elementary particles leads to
formation of plasma that cools down in space and leads to atom
formation in various configurations, many of which were
unstable for various reasons, and consequently today only more
stable ones still exist. However the process of atoms
decomposition under certain conditions may continue, but it is
impossible to find it in a small interval of time.
All the above gives theoretical assumptions of existence of
"another" scenario of the course of events, and emergence of
other groups of atoms and substances on their basis.
We should separately discuss values of the characteristics of
elementary particles e - р +, no etc. and how they are determined.
According to the formula λ = h/mV, where: λ is wave length,
h is Plank's constant (6.63*10-34 J*s), V — particle speed.
Mass can be determined as: m=h/λV.
The speed of "initial" radiation distribution, proceeding from
the initial acceleration, during energy distribution in the initial
period can be calculated, using the works of Nobel laureates of
2011 in physics, taking as a basis "today's" acceleration of
motion of star systems in the Universe and the time of this
expansion equal to 14 billion years, leading us to point 1 fig. 3.
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As a result of approximate calculations the speed of "initial"
motion of gamma radiations is close to almost infinite values
(V~1012 km/s.).
As a result the mass of gamma radiations in motion inside
the spirals of elementary particles in relation to the mass of
electron at the beginning of existence of the Universe decreases,
i.e. in aggregate in the flow of motion of these particles in
spirals the mass of elementary particles e - р +, no etc. amounts to
values reduced in comparison with the moment of formation due
to losses of electromagnetic interactions during the time of their
existence, which is determined as almost 14 billion years — the
time of existence of the Universe.
Then structures of atoms make substances configurations
depending on temperature and pressure and possibilities of
elementary particles and atoms’ "fastening" with each other with
optimum variant of such configuration.
For example, carbon in different above-stated modes may
have 3÷5 various structures of substance configuration.
Similarly, other elements of Mendeleev’s periodic system can
have various structures.
Residual magnetic fields of elementary particles influence
motion of gamma radiations inside the spiral, as well as
characteristics of this magnetic field.
As it was already said, zeroing of such magnetic fields and
release of gamma radiations requires a considerable magnetic
field, which is probably what happen in solar structures having
high pressure and cavitation processes in the Sun, causing high
temperature and high pressure, that have certain cycles and are
connected with their rupture and periodic decrease in solar
activity intensity, according to heterogeneities in hot plasma of
the Sun, its multi-component character, and pressure inside the
plasma formation.
EMR coming from Sun (also in the form of sunlight), as it
was already mentioned, are a product of "broken" spirals of
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elementary and other particles that emit primary gamma
radiations, since earlier we spoke about vacuum as a structure
consisting of minimum-energy spiral structures (SSP-SSS),
penetrating into all substances and space of the Universe.
Conductivity in the substance structure is determined by
motion of these structures inside the conductor after a potential
is applied to a conductor. Motion of these structures having a
magnetic field forms a magnetic field around the conductor.
When such conductor is connected to a certain frequency
generator, minimum energy structures (MES) fluctuate with the
same frequency, causing variable magnetic field consisting of
SSP-SSS flows. Occurrence of a magnetic field around a
conductor in both case causes excitation (motion) of the
surrounding conductors of same structures (SSP-SSS), and they
receive energy which is radiated in the form of electromagnetic
radiations. Motion of these (SSP-SSS) is impeded by atoms
structured in the substance, which fluctuate at quite high
temperatures. This determines electric resistance of conductors.
In case of substantial increase of generation frequency from 100
MHz and higher electric current flows by means of SSP-SSS on
the surface of the conductor. SSP in this case are SSS specified
earlier as a variant of this frequency. This is why in this theory
the basic particle determining electric current and magnetic field
are SSP-SSS, rather than electrons.
Under considerable decrease of temperature to 2÷7 K,
thermal fluctuations of atoms in substance structures cease and
SSP-SSS can freely pass conductor space when a potential is
applied to it, i.e. we get superconductivity. Electric current, just
as in case of high-frequency generation, flows on the conductor
surface, and we get Meisner effect that characterizes
interrelation of electromagnetic, magnetic and temperature
characteristics of substance, as “at the beginning” of the
Existence, and at present.
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Certainly, the theory of gamma electromagnetic model of
elementary particles and atoms assumes deceleration of gamma
flow motion inside the spiral with time. It causes change of
atoms and molecules parameters, and it is possible, there is a
verge, where "atoms-weaklings" cannot form complex
molecules, including organic ones, and there will be Life
"disintegration", and all energy possibilities of atoms will be
distributed throughout the Universe with decrease in internal
activity and Universe fields, and thus the pressure forces on the
external environment of our Universe. The environment will
start to compress our "inactive" Universe to the size of
formation of the "source of formation” of yet another Universe.
Such pulsing image of "our" world does not assume formation
of the "point", whence everything originated, but assumes the
existence of "space-jelly" from which everything emerges.
Drawing conclusions about new gamma electromagnetic
model of elementary particles and atom, it must be noted that it
eliminates many contradictions at dead-ends of today’s physics
and gives another insight in possible influence of SSS on
functioning of human body, its brain and CNS as a whole.
Without summary of this theory all further narration about
influence of weak magnetic fields on human body would not be
clear.
Further on we are going to lean on the theory above,
allowing us to explain the character of magnetic field, its
capability to penetrate "live" systems almost loss-free and ability
to take part in resonances of certain structures of human body
systems.
In book mentioned above [6] offers the theory of origin of
conditional particles - electron and proton - as spiral structures
in simultaneous birth of small spiral structures penetrating
everywhere, but concentrated in considerable numbers in
substances with dense structure and magnetic properties.
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Thus, all structures, both on the Earth and in space around it
are saturated with these SSP-SSS. They form the basis of
Vacuum as a physical object.
These small spiral structures (SSS) react to small magnetic
fields much more actively, than big structures, which are inert
and require higher energy consumption for molecular and
atomic interaction and fast reaction to EMR.
When high levels of EMR influence human body, they
engage big molecular structures in active processes, but SSS
have small participation in such process and become either
"background" or residual magnetic fields of "strong" influence,
determining positive effects of physiotherapy.
As it could be seen from the previous text of this work, SSS
in small EMR can determine the mechanism of biological
reception, accumulating in the small magnetic fields generation
area, amplified by resonant processes.
The statement that only Joule and Debye heating give
biological effect in a certain part of structures of human body is
topical for some SHF and higher frequencies. Attempts to
explain magnetic reception by a magnet crystal, though they
presumably exist in some insects and birds, who are guided in
their actions by the magnetic field of the Earth, have no
confirmation in human body [16].
It must be noted that SSS, according to proposed concept,
determine many aspects of brain activity and CNS in general,
and determine the speed of complex problems solution by a
person, structure of his memory and other brain subsystems.
EMR of SSS fields are low-frequency, small in size, are
generated in brain and diagnosed by electroencephalograph as α,
β, σ and other brain frequencies. SSS massifs are coordinated by
weak interactions of brain EMR intended for “internal use”,
regulation, ability to process information flows received from
receptor zones and systems. Neurons are complex brain
structures, being a basis for SSS, and are notable for the
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magnetic field created around them due to ionic processes. Lowfrequency radiations caused by ionic processes, are not
perceived by neurons, since the frequency ratio of ionic
transformations and low-frequency electromagnetic radiations
caused by SSS, differ by 8-9 or more orders of magnitude.
Attempts to find system of EMR reception in body systems
in a form of impulse in a certain kind of biotissues is
complicated by constant dynamic changes of interstructural
values of blood and lymph filled liquid volumes and reduce the
probability of projection to a certain organ due to multi-layered
structure of biotissues. Search for magnetic structure in the body
as an ideal magnetic field reception cell in animals and plants
has not yet given any obvious results. At the same time this
theory of electromagnetic fields accumulation in a human body
does not explain many processes.
In the world surrounding us on the Earth sensitivity to weak
magnetic fields in orientation systems of birds and search engine
of shockfish is one of most surprising. Sensitivity level of their
magnetic receptors is from 1 to 10 mcT, telling us about huge
possibilities of magnetic fields reception by live systems.
Electromagnetic pollution, vortical electric currents, induced
EMR of various origin in the reception point of the structures of
a certain organ cause their unstable functioning due to circular
orientation in ULF EMR radiation, also connected to EMR of
the Sun and of the planets.
Representation of cellular structures of organs in a human
body as a sum of impedances, capacities, inductances in three
planes, including brain, with aerials and amplifiers, can be made
only in case of precisely built diagrams similar to chips in
electronic schemes, in certain parts of a body, because of
reception and resonances of weak EMR signals and reactions to
them, their selection and "conceived" application in case of
diseases or their orientation to human zombing. Biological
"echo" as a product of chemical processes influenced by small
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value EMR can be connected, it is assumed, only with structural
SSP-SSS, that like a cloud of bundles of magnetic flows
intertwine inside human body, as initially "light-weight", this is
why they are more dynamic than electrons. (Speed of SSP
motion should be discussed in a separate theoretical work.)
We should to pay attention to the fact that heat is also a flow
of EMR with infra-red range frequencies, though in many works
the thermal factor of physiotherapeutic influence is
distinguished from other EMR.
Transformation of SHF frequencies and other ranges
together with great capacity values of human body, if taken
abstractly, are also transformations of radiations energy of a
wide range into infra-range frequencies with bundles of EMR in
re-radiations. Certainly, these high frequencies roughly
reconstruct biochemical processes in structures of human body
organs, the consequences of which can be negative and may be
manifested during the whole life.
As it was stated above, brain, as well as whole human body,
has gamma electromagnetic structures, or as it was shown in this
work, SSP-SSS [6] vacuums having small size and capacity for
of electromagnetic control. ULF signals, that probably form
magnetic and electronic fields, with an ability to test brain
activity, its adjustment under external influences, SSP as it was
already said, are present in any environment: in vacuum, in
atmosphere, in live systems in more or less equal shares. Their
concentration in magnetic materials can be considerably higher,
than in air, and their number in brain is much higher than in
atmosphere. This makes it possible for conductors and brain to
radiate them outside by means of electromagnetic radiation
(EMR).
Knowing impedance differences between biotissues, it is
possible to approximately determine the currents caused by
EMR, having both external and internal influence [3]. Biotissues
with low impedance depending on geometrical characteristics –
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such as thickness, volume, and conductivity can have electric
currents induced by magnetic field and secondary currents,
induced by others in biotissues. In each organ the currents and
EMR caused will be different.
Following this primary effect manifestations of EMR
influence on biological object are determined by hierarchy of
organization levels peculiar for the given biological object, that
is at the level of a unicellular organism or a separate cell of a
multicellular organism these manifestations of biosynthetic
processes in the cell, affinities between plasmatic membrane
receptors and corresponding antagonists, peculiar functions for
the given cell etc. On higher supracellular levels of multicellular
organism organization: level of organ, system, complete
organism, effects of EMR influence cover ever increasing range
of manifestations.
Correction of hormonal and mediator functions regulation
under the influence of EMR is shown both in stimulation, and in
inhibition of functional activity of endocrine glands, mediators
exit to the internal environment of an organism and a number of
other effects. Correction of immune reactions under the
influence of EMR also can have different character (stimulation
or oppression) depending on what type of influence provides
normalization of disturbed homeostasis parameters.
At the same time, no matter how small spiral particles (SSP)
penetrating the whole organism are, they can participate in
magnetic process at various levels, influencing all processes —
from cell to organ and system.
Even weak magnetic influence, or influences on an organism
by small particles (SSP) that penetrate whole organism with
penetration factor 0.99, cause induced currents and EMR, which
due to their accumulation in certain organs and systems cause
biological response, including response of the receptor system.
Information theories of weak magnetic fields perception,
including those of artificial origin, have small reliability. But it
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is necessary to recognize that each cell of the body has key
mechanisms of biochemical processes. And so we can speak
about continuous "dialogue" between cells of in a body, their
connection into an organized community like the "world
community", maybe even on a higher level. Since this dialogue
can go on at small values of magnetic fields, small lowfrequency flows can "thoughtlessly” influence this "dialogue" or
direct it, having caused "avalanche" course of disease.
In this case, if we take the above-stated as true, cells of a
human body and brain cells can be included into one organized
community with different functional purposes. But in order to
explain these processes we need to develop a theory capable to
prove it with some approximation.
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Chapter 3
On possible treatment of human diseases using
influence on CNS structures
Brain research was and is carried out in several directions —
from direct contacts to the brain, with implantation of gold
electrodes [2] and reception of information on processes in the
structures of certain parts of the brain and to estimation of the
signals radiated by the brain [5].
Electrodes introduction in brain structures makes it possible
to estimate the potential and rhythms of the given point in the
brain using amplifiers. If we examine such points on the cerebral
cortex surface on the whole area of the brain, we may obtain the
information on electric activity of the brain and neurons with
some margin error taking into account adaptations to
interference.
But it was found that any interference into brain cells causes
inadequate reactions, both in the cells where an electrode is
entered, and in the systems of the body connected with the given
brain area [2].
Determination of brain radiations with the help of
encephalograph makes it possible to diagnose work of certain
brain sections, to fix some parameters of body condition on the
whole and its systems in particular.
Separation of the rhythms of electromagnetic radiations of
the brain, its harmonics, and combination of those rhythms can
provide new aspects of diagnostics of various diseases, which
will be discussed later.
As was shown by numerous studies, electric activity of
human brain is manifested in the following basic rhythms on an
electroencephalogram [5].
Delta rhythm. Amplitude of oscillation reaches 500–1000
mcV, frequency – 0.5-3 Hz.
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Alpha rhythm. Rhythm amplitude is changeable, varying
from 0 to 120 mcV, its frequency is 8-13 Hz.
Beta rhythm. Frequency is 14-40 Hz and amplitude
is 5–50 mcV.
Gamma rhythm occupies the range from 40–100 Hz and
higher.
Theta rhythm. Its frequency is 3-7 Hz and amplitude
is 40–250 mcV.
Mu rhythms and lambda waves. Mu-rhythm has a frequency
of 9 ± 2 Hz and amplitude of 20–40 mcV. Lambda waves are
observed in the form of single positive oscillations with
subsequent, sometimes negative, phase with a period of 250 ms
and frequency of 4 Hz.
All the above allows us to speak about brain rhythms as
about certain spectral signal components that was mentioned
above.
If we try to draw spectral characteristics of the assumed
signal built on brain rhythms, it will look as follows (see fig.
10).
The X range has not been exactly measured yet and requires
scientific research studying rhythms and their values.
Values of harmonics frequencies and potentials of brain
signals are shown in table 1.
Graph of the electric potential module of brain rhythms is
shown in fig. 11.
Taking into account the data in fig. 10 and in table 4 and the
general theory of signals, it is possible to make a conclusion on
the form of this EM signal, both through inverse Fourier
transformation and Hartley transformation. The X range must be
approximated on the basis of our assumptions. (See options I
and II.)
If we assume that α, β, θ, γ, Δ, mu and lambda as human brain
rhythms are harmonious components of the signal radiated by
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human brain, then Hartley transformation will give us the
following:
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Fig. 10. Spectral characteristic of the assumed signal, built on the basis of brain rhythms
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Таблица 1

β-rhythm

γ-rhythm

5

C-rhythm

α-rhythm

B-rhythm

60

26

~ 2.5

5

~3

4

~ 2.2

A-rhythm
(newly
introduced)

θ-rhythm

2.5

Deviation
range (Hz)

Δ-rhythm

Brain
Rhythm

4

3΄

3

2΄

2

1

1΄

Denotation

54

70

27

13.5

11

8.5

5

3.5

1.75

Harmonic
(rhythm)
frequency in
relation to 0 (Hz)

~ 15

~ 20

~ 10

~ 150

~ 20

~ 250

~ 120

~ 1,000

Umax
(mcV)

Table of harmonics of the signal emitted by human brain

–

–
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component has a
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the harmonic
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–
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Fig. 11. Diagram of the electric potential module of human brain rhythms
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H (ω ) = ∫ (sin ω τ u − cos ω τ u + 1)
0

dω ,

Shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Harmonic components comrarable with Fig. 10

This allows us to say that the basic signal looks like as
follows:

Fig. 13. Signals emitted by human brain

General conclusion from the material above is as follows:
brain continuously during its whole life radiates ULF EMR.
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Unlike the classical electroencephalogram superslow
oscillations of potentials undergo considerable changes when a
person is under hypnosis and his brain is subject to slow coding
signals of the hypnotist that the hypnotized person can not
suspect.
We would also like to note in addition that all processes in
human body are inseparably linked with time, during which they
occur. This connection works, first of all, through control of these
processes by something like a bioelectromagnetic generator
determining biorhythmic characteristics of work of the whole
organism during its "survival" on Earth. Synchronization of this
biogenerator takes place through the influence on the sensory
system brought by slowly changing physical factors of
cosmophysical and geogene character, which determines receptor
generation of periodic synchronizing pulse with certain
parameters. Signals of the basic biogenerator determine the
dynamics of work of various CNS sections, including brain core
structures, which control processes taking place in the body. In
their turn, physical and chemical processes taking place in the
body organism at any level with the help of receptor systems
induce generation and transmission of signals, processed in CNS
and forming subsequent logic of organism functioning and
generation of signals directed outside. Quickly changing physical
factors influencing an organism through receptor system via SSPSSS form in CNS a condition for starting of processes and
reactions in the organism correct their duration and “quartz” the
reference point in time frameworks of particular physiological
processes and organism functioning on the whole.
The processes described above can be quite clearly interpreted
on an electroencephalogram, where we can distinguish second,
ten-second, minute and even hour rhythms of CNS functioning in
a person. Recently ever increasing attention is paid to questions
of circahoralian, daily, multimonthly, long-term rhythmics and
bioelectric brain potentials during those rhythms.
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Let us evaluate these rhythms from the point of view of their
influence on human body. Circahoralian endocellular rhythms are
called ultraradian ones. Such rhythms with periods from 20
minutes to 2 hours are known for many cell properties: protein
synthesis and its stages — aminoacylation and incorporation of
amino acids, secretion, aspoplastic current, enzymes activity
(about 20 of them were studies in different cells), ATP and
adenylate
concentration,
including
other
adenosine
monophosphate polyimines, cells breathing and their sizes, etc.
They were found in bacteria, monocellular organisms and in cells
of various vertebrate and invertebrate animals, as well as in
plants, in various nervous and ferruterous cells.
We also know circahoralian rhythms of different organs. In
vertebrate animals they, for example, include integrated breath
rhythms, heartbeat frequency (pulse), body temperature, brain
activity, concentration of hormones in blood (about 10 examples
of different hormones in various animals and in humans).
Rhythms of activity of the digestive system also have clear
circahoralian components: such is the rhythm of saliva synthesis
and secretion, secretion of pancreas and bile enzymes, stomach
and intestine contractions. Animal behavior and their mobility is
also characterized by circahoralian periodicity.
Some circahoralian rhythms were found in observations of the
same live cell. It was possible to determine circahoralian rhythm
of UF absorption of protein in isolated neuron of cancer
mechanoreceptor, actually protein content in neuron perikaryon.
Usually circahoralian and other rhythms are estimated by total
measurements of cell population, for example, cultures consisting
from many thousands of cells or section of a body containing
thousands of diverse cells of several tissues or biopsy material
with complex cellular structure. Rhythm definition in one cell
allows us to consider a cell an elementary oscillator.
Being irregular, with seemingly chaotically alternating
different periods, circahoralian rhythms are stable in their set of
periods. Under essential nonspecific influences on cells, for
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example, during studies of environment temperature, oscillations
remain, and the set of periods changes only a little. This
phenomenon is called “temperature compensation” and
characterizes the stability of the link between circahoralian and
circadian rhythms.
Circadian rhythms of many studied functions consist of
circahoralian oscillations. Circadian rhythm, as we know, has an
accurate pacemaker and is a part of genetic programs of an
organism. Formation of such rhythm from chaotic (though
organized) oscillations brings some instability - both of 24-hour
"average" period and the position of maximum during the day.
These parameters are measured individually.
Fractal, that is chaotic fluctuations are not initiated from
outside by some timer. For example, the diameter of the Sun
changes, some pulsars flicker; there are also circahoralian
irregular quakes of the earth’s surface that are different from
earthquakes. It is still difficult to connect all these changes with
circahoralian endocellular rhythms. Scientists have been looking
for an internal measuring tool of circahoralian oscillations, trying
to detect the influence of one endocellular rhythm on another one.
It is obvious that such driver of different circahoralian rhythms
can be a circahoralian rhythm with some basic cellular character.
Two big groups can distinguished among the well-known
biological rhythms. The first has an obvious timer. They include,
first of all, circadian rhythms, that developed as a reaction of
organisms to the change of day and night, as well as other
rhythms lasting several hours, for example, tide rhythms of the
World ocean, reaction to lunar attraction, and more extended
rhythms lasting many days — lunar, seasonal, annual, etc. The
second group of rhythms includes cellular ones. These are fast
and superfast rhythms: micro- and millisecond, for example,
elementary rhythms of neuron electric activity, connected with
SSP (SSS) flows; second-long pulse rhythms of calcium "waves",
etc.; minute-long — glycolysis fluctuations, enzymes activity;
circahoralian also metabolic, elementary for the rhythm of protein
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synthesis and integral for enzymes activity, pulse, activity of
protein synthesis, brain activity, etc. Integrity is a characteristic
feature of biorhythms. Even long initiated from outside and
genetically programmed rhythms are formed from short cellular
ones. Circahoralian fluctuations and other cellular rhythms, most
likely are also fractal ones, that is, though they are both
determined and natural, but in their essence they are chaotic
changes. It seems that integrity of circadian rhythms itself
determines their certain instability and possibility of directed
influences on their parameters in the process of life.
Further we will consider structure of performance capabilities
of the central nervous system (CNS) and brain in particular,
taking into account the hypotheses given in chapters 1 and 2 of
the present work, and estimations of possible influence on by
EMR for the purpose of treatment.
Of course, scientists pay great attention to brain physiology,
its composition, its development from an embryo, to definition of
its structures and connections of these structures with body
systems, including receptor system, which in many respects
determines the development of a person as an individual.
The following brain characteristics are important for this
given work:
– brain volume, which is about 1,400 sm3;
–1 mm3 contains 40 thousand neurons;
– neuron size is from 7 to 70 microns;
– 1 mm3 contains 1 m of vessels;
– neuron is in glia, that isolates it electrically from other
neurons, glia feeds neurons;
– 1 g of brain contains 30 times more oxygen than muscle;
– brain is washed by neurolymph flows, which gets to the
brain through veins;
– the length of all connections is about 1 million km;
– the length of brain blood vessels is about 100 thousand km.;
–brain absorbs about 20 % of oxygen getting into human
body;
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– neurons use only blood glucose about 115 g a day;
– neurons generate electric impulses with frequency from 0.1
to 250 Hz with certain modulations frequencies;
– there are electric characteristics of neural cell with L, C, R,
good quality of contour, resonance frequency, range of contour
frequencies;
– during brain cooling pulse activity of brain neurons slows,
particularly in motor core etc. We may list much many
characteristics of brain neuron activity, but we have listed the
characteristics that can be used further to explain influence of
brain activity on human body systems and organism as a whole.
The characteristics above make it possible to determine
resonances, both electric, and parametrical of certain brain
structures. Besides, it is necessary to pay attention to "defective"
neural networks chains. They include the following types, such
as: closed, partially-opened, and partially-short-circuited. Their
type determines human brain capability, its sensitivity to external
EMR, and various resonant systems and frequencies of their
resonances and ability to influence other people. This is
particularly topical for people who have brain with partiallyopened neural networks.
Influence of brain separate structures, such as thalamus,
hypothalamus, cerebellum, hypophysis, regulating major body
functions, on human body condition is well-known. They have
their own characteristics, both structural and electric, which
allows us to speak about the possibility to use external EMR
(instrumental) that may have auxiliary impact on human systems
and organs, both positive, and negative, impeding their work.
Antenna fields of neural chains and brain blood system allow
us to speak about possible reception of ultralow-frequency
electromagnetic radiations (ULF EMR), wave length of which
coincides with wave lengths of radiations of the Sun, planets, the
Moon in their motion and rotation about their axis and magnetic
(electromagnetic) processes inside the Earth, planets and flares in
solar atmosphere and in their internal environment.
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This is why researchers find that even insignificant magnetic
flows affecting brain on low frequencies may cause serious
changes in activity of human body of systems [16], though they
their influence is amplified by small spiral structures (SSP-SSS)
which form both external environment of magnetic radiation
flows, except for atoms and molecules, and internal, considering
magnetic fields bundles in human body and their amplification by
their receptor systems and SSP-SSS resonances — a missing link
for explanation of the processes above.
Another group of researchers of brain activity in another area
are psychotherapists. Most known of them is Z.Freud.
Studying of brain through human behavior— unconditional
and acquired reflexes, phobias, the unconscious, through public
laws — has allowed scientists to delineate a problem of
complexity of adaptation of a person and his brain to changing
living conditions and instincts, motivation, transforming, often
not to the best, work of neural brain structures.
The idea to consider dream as a continuation of variants of
real-life situations was suggested by ancient philosophers, trying
to interpret elements of such dreams. "Games" with dreams
transform life into “dream-like existence”, i.e. abstract existence
decoding and zombing people. Besides, look at human life and
human physiological requirements, all requiring regularity, led to
hyperbolization of sexual motives as a basis of society
development.
Of course, psychotherapists did not take into account common
physical facts of words rhythmics definition, idea of a word as an
electromagnetic process, its connection with cell neurons,
recognition of signs, images, harmonious voice structures,
reaction to light, color, smells, and sounds. Influence of these
characteristics on human brain is visible in connection with
children training in various reality situations.
If the brain of a developing organism is imprinted with
indecent behavior of the surrounding world, when he cannot
generate his own opinion and cannot find the "outlet" for the
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rhythmics of positive motives or any positive person, then the
rhythmics of "disgrace" will shape his brain structure close to
primitive forms of existence in the society. This explains the level
of people’s behavior in some countries.
Here we need to give an example of education in religious
families, without any claim for originality. Studying the history
of one’s own people, holidays and prohibitions, studying of
prayers and life economy through main provisions of the Torah,
the Talmud, the Bible or the Koran becomes a launching pad in
life for such children substantially superior to that for other
people. Loss of religiousness and thus loss of rhythmic prayers
and a mystical element reduces their potential in development of
their own brain, thus personal prospects of development.
ULF EMR emitted when we pronounce religious and public
truths and ideological stimulation of justice in the state gives
brain structures that orderliness that is missing from chaotic brain
structures in antisocial people, whose basis of actions is
destruction. Low frequencies of human brain interaction and
ordered frequencies of natural electromagnetic radiations in many
respects coincide in normal state of human life cycle.
Mass changes of these frequencies in the society in
consciousness (brain) of its people can cause disordered EMR,
which may cause destruction of rhythms of the surrounding
physical world and, on the contrary, changes in external EMR
frequencies may bring about destructive public cataclysms,
caused by people’s consciousness and their actions.
All the aforesaid is well confirmed by ancient sources of
knowledge — from Egyptian melampi or their owners, to priests
of Egypt to Moses, to Platon, Paracelsus and other researchers,
and to exchange of wisdom, relationship in the society from
generation to generation, symbols of that wisdom can change and
take any "colors" and words, but destruction of states, their
societies that are departing from their understanding or not
knowing their roots, is quite possible.
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If we look at Paracelsus' works that describe "shells" of a
person and magnetic fields (the concept of an electromagnetic
field did not exist that that time), we can see the same truths and
formulas of the priests of Egypt who lived in 2000 B.C. [10].
And today, as was shown in this work, researchers come back
to understanding of complex “shell-like” human body structure,
where one the shells is connected with the Universe, as it
assumed, through non-uniform massifs of small spiral structures
(SSS), precisely regulating many processes in human brain and
body systems. SSS may include a particle called neutrino, which
every second penetrates the Earth and human beings at the rate of
6х1010 per sm2, with possible ULF modulations. Others SSS,
called leptons also can influence human body, though the
dynamics of SSS "behavior" in human body should still be
investigated taking into account the idea that it is flows of these
particles that form a magnetic field, as the author believes.
Magnetic fields of particles or SSS-SSP flows can attract
others SSS with a small charge to proton and electrode structures,
as well as to structures of atoms and molecules. Dipole character
of magnetic structures causes creation of homogeneous flows in a
magnetic field (SSS).
The links between the functioning of brain and the whole
organism is obvious [2]. In their theoretical studies many
scientists and practitioners look at human illnesses through
functional symptoms of disorders of the state of an organ, body
system, through analyses, electric characteristics of biotissues and
systems etc. It should be noted that local reasons causing these
diseases, are mostly the major ones, and methods of their
treatment through surgical interventions help healing the patient.
However, systemic diseases with disorders in blood
circulation system, sexual function disorders, growth disorders,
disorders in endocrine glands, brain, heart, kidneys, liver etc.
often have chronic consequences for a patient and should be
mostly diagnosed in their initial stage, then their functioning can
be modified. In case of late detection of those diseases cellular
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structures of the affected organs in the system, restructure their
work pathologically, which causes such diseases as diabetes,
blood diseases, impotence etc.
Since this work offered estimations of resonances and
possibility of electromagnetic (magnetic) stimulation of some
structures of human body systems through low-frequency
radiation in the range from 0.001 to 200 Hz, it is necessary to use
these theoretical research and practical scientific studies to
develop real techniques and to create biotechnological treatment
systems using biocorrecting (BC) electromagnetic radiations (BC
EMR) with small amplitude and frequency, aimed at brain
subsections, blood formation system, breath, heart etc.
Realization of the ideas suggested above idea should be based
on specific approaches to consideration of various systems of
human body from the point of view of dosage accuracy and
accuracy of topographical EMR impact for treatment of certain
diseases taking into account the layout of brain areas,
cardiosystem circuitry, cycles of work of the blood formation
system etc.
If we take into account the fact that biocorrecting frequencies
do not coincide with resonances of human body systems and can
shift depending on the patient’ condition, we need to develop
precise biotechnical systems reacting to such changes and
providing such characteristics of electromagnetic signals, which
have small period of time to identify resonance of the CNS
structure, taking into account shift of this resonance from its basic
value, and, because of biochemical reactions can determine the
new value and influence it.
Since further we need to determine possible variants of
treatment of diseases through CNS (brain and structures
connected with it), we need to consider structures of brain
subsections together with the ideas stated above, with comments
on possible biocorrecting EMR influences.
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Fig. 14
1. Brain stem (BS, see fig. 14) is a major brain structure. It is
located between big brain hemispheres and the spinal cord and
includes thalamus, cerebral peduncle with quadrigeminal plate,
cerebellum, pons varolii and medulla.
According to classification brain stem includes the following
brain formations: paleoencephalon including medulla;
metencephalon including pons varolii and cerebellum;
mesencephalon with cerebral peduncle and quadrigeminal plate;
diencephalon including thalamus, epithalamus, hypothalamus and
metathalamus. It is expedient distinguish medulla, pons varolii
and mesencephalon in the brain stem. A scope of nerve structures
of central brain sections, surrounded by descending conductors
and having relatively large size is located in the same area.
We must note that this is a rather closed system, since brain
stem functions are carried out by its own neural device. The stem
houses various nuclei and conducting paths facilitating realization
of certain mechanisms, including behavior mechanisms from
simple to complex, acquired in the course of adaptation in the
society.
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Influences of BC impulses on BS can affect behavioral
functions of a person, both in positive and negative way.
2. Medulla or oblongated marrow (M, see fig. 14) consists of
a shell generated by groups of nuclei, connected among
themselves and with nuclei of other groups. Medulla houses a
pair of cranial nerves — hypoglossal, connected to muscles of the
tongue and hypoglossal device. Close to them there are pairs of
cranial nerves — auxiliary, connected to shoulder girdle muscles.
Vagus nerve nuclei are located at middle levels of medulla,
including motor, sensory and parasympathetic ones. Top
departments of medulla house inferior olives. The bottom of
ventricle contains posterior vegetative nucleus of vagus nerve —
part of bulbar section of vegetative nervous system. It has fibers,
connecting it to unstriated muscles of internal bodies, glands and
vessels. This is why vagus nerve carries out major functions in
human body. Apart of vegetative center corresponding to vagus
nerve nucleus, medulla also has other vegetative neural pools
which take part in processes of tear and saliva secretion, in
activation of the vasculomotor center and centers regulating
activity of sweat glands, breath and other processes. The ninth
pair of cranial nerves — glossopharyngeal nerve — includes
motor and sensory parts. The glossopharyngeal nerve contains
conductors of general and flavor sensitivity. On the edge of
medulla and pons varolii there is a motor nucleus of the facial
nerve and sensory nuclei. The vestibulocochlear nerve consists of
two neural formations, absolutely different in their structure and
function. This is why two sensory nerves are distinguished in it.
The first of them ends in two acoustical nuclei, and the second in
vestibular nuclei of the stem. The latter transmit information to
deep structures of the brain, first of all to thalamus, and then to
cerebellum and in cerebral cortex. In the literature there is data
about bilaterial connections between vestibular nuclei and
cerebellum, dentate body, vestibular nuclei and reticular stem
formations. Medullar can regulate important systems of the body;
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therefore influencing it by BC EMR can help in treatment of
many diseases.
Thus medulla and pons varolii are important components of
brain stem, and their structural and functional organization is
much more complex, than that of the spinal cord. These two stem
sections are called metencephalon.
It must be noted that paths of pain, temperature and tactile
sensitivity collected in one bunch pass through medulla. This is
important for development of biotechnical structures regulating
those parameters.
The sum of cellular and nuclear formations of the stem is the
major cerebral system carrying out basic integrative and
supervising functions of the CNS.
We may note that stem neurons, located in medulla and pons
varolii, are connected with thalamus and subthalamus, and
medulla neurons with hypothalamus.
Two-way connections of nerve structures located in the
central sections of the stem part of the brain with hypothalamus
indicate participation of those structures in the wakefulness level
regulation.
At the same time stimulation of normal behavioral
organization of hypothalamus area promotes development of
conditioned reflexes or expressed emotional reactions inherent in
humans.
Thus, the stem and its controlling neurons are vital cerebral
formations, integrating, supervising and adjusting general and
specific reactions in the course of adaptive activity of a person
and its organism.
3. Cerebellum (see fig. 14) is located in a cranial fossa under
occipital hemispheres of the big brain. It consists of vermis and
two lateral hemispheres.
We distinguish two surfaces of cerebellum — top and bottom,
and two edges — anterior and posterior. Genetically cerebellum
of mammals is divided into three parts — ancient, old and new
cerebellum. The grey matter forms cortex of cerebellum and
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nucleus. Another part of cerebellum consists of white matter. The
cortex covers the whole surface of cerebellum. White matter of
cerebellum houses such nuclei, as dentate nucleus, fastigial (core)
nucleus, spherical one, etc.
Cerebellum receives all kinds of afferent signals, including
acoustical and visual ones. Efferent neurons are Purkinje cells
which are activated by sensory stimuli. The special attention is
given to the role of Purkinje cells in mechanisms of cerebellum
activity. These cells are thought to participate mainly in lock
mechanisms of the brain. Cerebellum performs lock control of the
system of supraspinal regulation of muscle tone.
Cerebellum interaction with other brain structures is carried
out by means of three pairs of peduncles, namely: inferior,
medium and superior.
Cerebellum cortex has a three-layer structure and contains
five types of cells, namely: granular, basket, star cells, Goldgi and
Purkinje cells. The latter are of special importance since they
serve as an entrance for cerebellum to other brain systems and an
entry for afferent polymodal information coming to cerebellum
cortex by means of two afferent systems. Activity of Purkinje
cells changes during sleep. Scientists think that cerebellum is
reciprocally connected with frontal motor and associative parietal
brain cortex, making two reflex loops. One of them passes
through sensorimotor cortex, and another covers the associative
area of the cortex.
At present basic cerebellum nuclei are considered as reflex
centers with elements of integrative activity at their level. It was
noted that the functional role of separate cerebellum nuclei and
nuclear zones is multiple-valued. For example, intermediate
nucleus is mainly responsible for reflex tone, and dentate — for
motion accuracy, speed, and smoothness. However, integral
conscious and unconscious motor activity is carried out by means
of constant intra- and infra cerebellum interactions.
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Research has shown that low-frequency electric stimulation of
cerebellum causes distinct reaction in the cortex of big
hemispheres with changes of frequency in stimulation impulses.
We need to underline that the main way of information
transmission from mechanic receptors in limbs is spinal –
cerebellar path. This path provides impulse transfer telling about
sensation of the position of body parts in space from the first
central neurons of this path.
Many scientists think that cerebellum acts as an intermediary
helping to achieve coordination with other systems, and
maximum support of demands and requirements of the motor
system [2].
It is assumed that injury of cerebellum causes gait disorder,
intentional
trembling,
nystagmus,
adiadochokinesis,
dissymmetry, hypomyotonia and characteristic speech disorder,
and stimulation of its activity can reduce destructive processes in
our body as a whole.
Treatment by influence on cerebellum by BC EMR has good
prospects due to various functions of the cerebellum.
4. Mesencephalon or midbrain (see fig. 14) lies between pons
varolii and thalamencephalon or betweenbrain. It consists of two
basic components: tectum of mesencephalon and cerebral
peduncle. Cerebral peduncles include base and cover.
Mesencephalon includes black matter, quadrigeminal plate, red
nucleus, and nuclei of cranial nerves. Quadrigeminal plate forms
a cap and is located over encephalocoel — Sylvian aqueduct
Sylvian aqueduct connecting the fourth and the third ventricles.
Oculomotor nerve is located on the internal surface of
cerebral peduncles, and trochlear nerve is located on their
external surface.
Thus, mesencephalon houses both ascending conductors to
thalamus, cortex of the big hemispheres, and descending ones,
going from the cortex through thalamus to medulla and other
brain formations. Scientific research is needed to study influence
of biocorrecting EMR the mesencephalon.
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5. Thalamencephalon or between-brain (see fig. 14) consists
of thalamus, metathalamus, hypothalamus, epithalamus and
subthalamus area.
Thalamus is a massive pair formation having an oval form,
occupying the most part of the between-brain, forming its dorsal
part and located in the center between the big hemispheres.
It is also considered as an important subcortical link of
sensory and motor systems of the brain, as well as a link of the
intracentral regulation system.
All thalamus nuclei to a certain degree are characterized by
switching, integrative and modulating functions, which allows us
to determine how sensory systems of the brain learn to function
normally, that can be useful for development of technical
regulation systems.
Non-sensory relay nuclei of the flows of thalamus switching
pulse come into the cortex from not-sensory other formations of
the brain.
Impulses caused by receptor stimulation first reach relay
sensory and nonspecific nuclei in thalamus, where they are
switched to neurons of associative nuclei in thalamus, and after
certain organization and integration with flows of others impulses
go to associative zones of the cortex, determining the condition of
a person, including "deja vu".
Influence of BC EMR has huge prospects in treatment of
various diseases, including psychophysiological ones.
6. Basal ganglion is a set of subcortical nuclei, located in the
center of the big hemispheres in the white matter. We mean three
pair of formations: neostriatum, pallidum, and claustra.
Neostriatum is mainly a nucleus with a tail, it has close
connections with sensomotor, frontal and associative cortex.
Neostriatum has a close relationship with thalamus and cortex
in their performance of complex operations of superior brain
subsections.
According to scientific data, pallidum is a nonspecific relay
nucleus functioning as an intermediary in efferent pulsing.
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Claustra is located between the putamen and insular cortex,
and phylogenetically it is a number of efferent paths of the
claustra, innervating all fields of neocortex and deep structures of
the brain, this nucleus takes part in sleep regulation. Claustra is
an important integrative and associative center related to
orientation reflex, sexual behavior and is a part of general lock
system of the brain, based, among others, on public principles.
Influences on basal ganglion requires well-developed
techniques of BC EMR application to treat sleep disorders, sexual
disorders, correction of the lock system in case of social disorders
in the society.
7. Hypothalamus is a rostral diencephalic end of the brain
stem. Morphological connections of hypothalamus are extensive
and connect it to almost all sections of CNS. We know about the
role of hypothalamus in regulation of the function of
cardiovascular system, breath, digestion, endocrine systems, sleep
and wakefulness regulation, emotionally-motivational reactions,
thermoregulation, metabolism and other processes, which is
confirmed by numerous studies [1].
Noradrenergic systems of various sections of hypothalamus
play an important role in thermoregulation, regulation of foodrelated behavior and emotional reactions, motor activity,
secretion of hormones of the front lobe of hypophysis, sleep and
wakefulness, function of cardiovascular system. Dopaminergic
neurons of hypothalamus are of great importance in regulation of
neuroendocrine functions and in thermoregulation.
Hhypothalamus influences functions of human body not only
through the nervous system, but also through internal secretion
glands.
Hypothalamus takes an active part in sleep and wakefulness
regulation. It is established that lethargical sleep in epidemic
encephalitis is caused by damage of subthalamus area.
Hypothalamus is very important in neurohumoral and
hormonal regulation. At the same time any influence on its nuclei
is accompanied by a complex of reactions from many systems of
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the body, expressed in mental, somatic and visceral effects.
Influence on hypothalamus requires extra care, but prospects of
BC EMR application in treatment of many diseases are huge.
8. Limbic system is a complex of closely anatomically and
functionally interconnected brain structures playing major role in
regulation of emotionally-motivated behavior.
Scientists note hypersensitivity of limbic structures to low
frequency pulse currents. Rather interesting are the results of a
research studying the phenomenon of limbic "swinging"
developing under regular electrostimulation, for example, of the
tonsils [1].
9. Hippocampus is a pair of segmented subcortical formations
located deep inside mediobasal sections of temporal lobes of the
brain.
Hippocampus is called the heart of limbic systems, since it
has multiple functions: from complex motivations and sociallybehavioral actions to simple emotionally-vegetative reactions.
Electrophysiological studies of hippocampus revealed its
specific ability to generate theta-rhythm of 4-10 Hz. Thetarhythm of hippocampus is of particular importance. There are
data on various sets of frequency characteristics in the thetarhythm range, corresponding to certain conditions or motions of
an animal. Functional role of this rhythm is connected with longterm memory processes. Scientists distinguish low-frequency
theta-rhythm of hippocampus correlated with motion and not
connected with motor activity. Amplification of the theta-rhythm
of hippocampus in animals correlates with a high level of
emotional stress like fear, aggression, strong hunger, thirst, sexual
need, as well as paradoxical phase of sleep. It coincides with
amplification of the alpha rhythm in the new cortex, and, on the
contrary, in a drowsy condition we observe oppression of the
theta-rhythm of hippocampus and spindle-shaped activity in the
new cortex is observed. Similar picture is noted in needs
satisfaction. Scientists consider the shift of theta-rhythm
frequency range to higher frequencies as a motivation factor,
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which gives us the chance to capture these frequencies and to
exclude the motivating factor in case of alcoholism, drug
addiction and other habits. Thus, the integrating role of
hippocampus is connected with functions of many systems of the
brain. All the above shows that BC EMR have ample
opportunities in treatment of the motor system during the post
apoplectic period, and aggression reduction etc.
10. Tonsil or, more precisely, almond-shaped amygdale
complex is a pair subcortical formation located symmetrically in
the depth of temporal lobes and consisting of a group of nuclei.
Tonsil functions are multiple and mostly connected with vital
support of defensive behavior actions.
BC EMR electrostimulation of various parts of this almondshaped complex causes various reactions in the range from
simple vegetative to complex difficult behavioral ones.
Usual electrostimulation of the central tonsil nucleus causes
complex vegetative and somatosensory effects: increase in
heartbeat frequency, change of respiratory cycle duration,
reduction of breath depth, enlarged pupils, and termination of
current locomotor activity of mouth and tongue muscles in
animals. Scientists note the role of tonsils in emotional perception
of pain. Electrostimulation of various tonsil areas influences
speed of formation and strength of food conditioned reflexes. The
structure and level of motivation, thresholds of emotional
reactivity are connected with differentiated stimulation of
separate areas of this almond-shaped complex. Tonsils play an
extremely important role in formation of fear and protection
attitudes, organization of defensive and aggressive reactions.
Influence on tonsils by BC EMR will allow us to motivate a
person for various actions connected with labor, as well as
compulsory military service.
11. Cerebral cortex is a thin layer of grey matter containing
nerve cells and covering the surface of the big hemispheres. On
the surface of the big hemispheres there are sulci or fissures
dividing it into convolutions. Each hemisphere is divided by the
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sulci into lobes: frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital, limbic, and
island of Reil.
Sylvian fissure is the deepest. At its bottom there is a special
lobe — island of Reil with a cap. Central Rolandic fissure is
located on the lateral surface of the hemispheres. It separates the
frontal lobe from parietal one whereas the latter sides with the
occipital lobe. There are two concentrically located fissures on
the medial surface of the hemispheres. They surround the
callosum, and then turn into hippocampus fissure that ends with
hippocampus or horn of Ammon. These three fissures limit the
circular area called limbic convolution. Olfactory bulb is located
on the bottom surface of the big hemispheres, it is a termination
place of primary olfactory neurons and beginning of secondary
neurons, that identifies smells.
In total we identify 11 areas in the cortex allocate including
52 fields.
Cerebral cortex is a large agglomeration of neurons and has a
layered structure. Such agglomerations house a number of
connecting fibers, transferring impulses.
This six-layer structure of the new cortex is preserved in
adults, but the number of layers in separate areas can increase or
decrease.
Importance of interrelations between separate structural
formations and their role in general brain activity increase with
brain development and complication of the external environment.
The problem of functions localization is solved accordingly.
Function localization reaches particular complexity in the cortex
of the big hemispheres of human brain.
Frontal lobe is a part of the big hemispheres of the brain,
located in front of the central fissure. This lobe includes
precentral, motor and premotor areas and the frontal (prefrontal)
area.
Broca's area, which is connected with motor speech function,
is located in the posterior part of the bottom frontal convolution.
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Extensive, multidirectional system of connections in the
frontal lobe facilitates integration of information from the
external world and internal environment. Common signs of the
so-called frontal syndrome are absence of the initiative and
apathy in combination with euphoric mood, abstract thinking
disorder, and inability to learn new things, rigidity in behavior
and statements, disinhibition in inclinations, carelessness and
absence of criticism. If the left part of the frontal area is affected,
it causes disorder in speech and conceptual thinking, and
affection of the orbital frontal cortex causes dissociated
personality.
It is known that in the postcentral region of each hemisphere
houses a somatotopic projection of the opposite side of the body.
Postcentral region has multiple associative connections with the
central region and with other sections of cortex, as well as
projective connections with the thalamus. Among proprioceptive
sensitivity neurons there are “motion neurons” and “position
neurons”. In the somatosensorial cortex there were also found
neurons connected with receptors of the internal organs, which is
important for external regulation of functioning of these organs.
Possibilities of BC EMR influence on cerebral cortex are so wide
that they will require years of scientific research, but the future
result will justify itself despite all expenses.
12. Temporal area is notable for greater complexity of its
structure and variety of its functions. On the external surface of
the temporal lobe there is a primary projective acoustical area.
Affection of this area causes phonemic hearing disorder - the
syndrome of sensory aphasia. These sections of temporal cortex
in the dominant hemisphere are connected with speech function.
Bilateral destruction of temporal lobes causes development of
amnesia syndrome, derealization and depersonalization
syndromes, as well as severe emotional turmoil, disorder of
inclinations, memory and higher mental functions. Influence on
the temporal lobe by BC EMR impulses can facilitate memory
improvement and calm emotional frustration.
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13. Parietal area of the brain is located in posterior sections of
the big hemispheres and belongs to associative cortex areas. The
interparietal fissure divides the parietal cortex into two areas —
superior (top) and inferior (bottom).
Parietal cortex of the brain has no direct connection with
peripheral receptor devices, and receives afference from primary
sensory areas that control its functional status and ensure modalspecific response character. If the parietal cortex is damaged, the
most complex analytico-synthetic processes of higher neural
activity are affected.
Parietal cortex is considered as a means of higher integrative
activity of human brain, regulating processes of biological and
social adaptation.
Agnostic disorders are determined by a combination of
several disorders: dysfunction of the subdominant block forming
dynamic image of the body, apparent disorder of intracentral
regulation, significant loss of motor and sensory functions. A set
of those disorders makes it impossible for the brain to form and
further use information images of the body, which leads to self
awareness disorders and absence of critical assessment of
physical handicaps and diseases in a person.
In the occipital area there is a visual analyzer the central part
of which - a primary projective zone- is located in the area of
calcarine fissure, covering adjoining to parts of sphenoid
convolution and lingual gyrus. Electric stimulation of the
occipital area of the brain causes the feeling of light, darkness,
different stains, etc. Stimulation of other cortex areas does not
give such results.
Many scientists consider that the main function of primary
visual areas is accurate perception of visual objects with all their
details. Secondary visual areas ensure image recognition and
dreams projection on the surrounding images, as well as sense of
proportions of beauty, individuality of another person.
Its function consists in recognition of symbolical images,
letters, figures, body language etc.
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Thus, cerebral cortex is the highest section of CNS and carries
out processing of many types of information, decision-making
and realization of complex forms of behavior in animals, and
various forms of social behavior in humans. Significant
peculiarity of the cortex is that the big hemispheres with their
almost complete asymmetric identity are functionally unequal.
Functional asymmetry of the cortex of hemispheres is one of
manifestations of pair activity of the brain.
As for inter-hemisphere relationship it is believed that the left
hemisphere in people specializes on verbally-symbolical
functions, and the right one on spatially-synthetic ones. There is a
hypothesis about lateral brain specialization. It says that in the
course of training the right hemisphere works on deduction
principle, i.e. first performs synthesis, and then analysis, and the
left hemisphere functions on induction principle, first analyzing
the information, and then synthesizing it. It is believed that the
cornerstone of functional inter-hemisphere asymmetry is a
dominant mechanism, or excitation centers in the CNS,
determining readiness for a certain kind of activity at a given
time.
Studies on humans have shown that the right hemisphere
plays primary role at early stages of skills mastering, and the left
— after their development. In humans, as well as in animals, the
right hemisphere is more emotionogenic. The right hemisphere
activates emotions, and the left one locks them in some cases.
It is established that an injury of the right and left brain
hemispheres causes various emotional reactions. Damage of the
majority of areas of the left hemisphere is accompanied by the
sense of "loss". Patient feels helplessness and depression. If the
right hemisphere is damaged, the patient looses awareness of own
illness.
Research has shown that the right (mute) hemisphere
embodies peculiar human characteristics. It is capable to receive
and process information at the level of human thinking and
related to it processes of learning and memory. The right
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hemisphere solves problems more successfully and has better
capacity for abstract thinking, than the speech (left) hemisphere.
The right hemisphere is more advanced in forms and people
recognition, than the dominating one.
The right hemisphere has a greater ability for geometry and
orientation in space, the left one — for calculation. The left
hemisphere is related to speech, the right one is "mute". The left
it is capable for vocal expression, the right one — for musical.
The left one analyzes new information, the right one perfectly
well understands images and melodies, and identifies already
familiar melodies.
Consciousness and self-consciousness of a person is also
provided by teamwork of the two hemispheres, and each
hemisphere brings its own specificity in realization of various
forms of mental activity. Normally consciousness of the right and
the left hemisphere exists in the brain of each individual. United
consciousness consisting of two qualitatively different
components is a particular property of human brain.
Psychological studies of right-handed and left-handed people
have shown that their verbal intelligence is identical, while
lefthanders’ nonverbal intelligence is much lower, than in righthanded people. Lefthanders’ visual and spatial orientation is also
worse than in right-handed people. It is believed that the right
hemisphere participates in processing of emotional information
and formation of emotional expression to a greater extent than the
left one.
It also turned out that the right hemisphere processes
incoming information faster, than the left one. The right
hemisphere mostly performs visual and spatial analysis of
stimulus, and the results of this analysis are transferred to the left
hemisphere that performs final higher semantic analysis and
irritant recognition. Thus, temporal area of brain has a large
number of functions, which means it is expedient to work on
various directions of BC EMR application— from accelerated
learning to correction of self-consciousness of a person.
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14. Functional status of the brain.
As is known, any form of behavior of body systems and its
psychotype is generally under control of two antagonistic systems
in the brain — activating (progressive) and deactivating
(oppressing).
The dynamics of the functional status of the brain is mostly
reflected in the change of frequency of bioelectric waves of the
cerebral cortex. Transition from sleep to wakefulness, from rest
to intense attention etc. is accompanied by a considerable change
of frequency of brain biopotentials.
Change of the functional status under tiresome stress is
reflected in considerable reduction of high-frequency components
of reactions of reorganization of brain bioelectric activity.
Decrease in the functional brain status is accompanied by
amplification of slow waves of theta and delta type.
General functional brain status determines peculiarities of
organization and course of integrative processes having different
complexity. Neurophysiologic basis of physiological and
pathological changes in general functional status of brain and
human body as a whole are aerodynamic processes at different
levels of organization of CNS sections and subdivisions.
It is generally accepted that general functional status of the
CNS includes three leading mechanisms, one of which is
conditioned by reorganization in the form of change of the nerve
code of information transfer and peculiarities of its processing;
the second mechanism is connected with reorganization of nerve
centers as information receivers; the third mechanism determines
correction of work control of the CNS itself and body organs and
systems.
Adaptation to changes in "internal conditions” takes place
mostly not by restoration of damaged links from brain reserves,
but by formation of a new stable condition ensuring optimum
possible adaptation in the course of the disease to external and
internal environment by reorganization of functioning of many
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systems and brain structures, including initially non-damaged
ones.
As is known, wakefulness and sleep are different stages
(cycles) of the functional brain status. In sleep— wakefulness
cycles scientists distinguish such levels, as extreme level of
tension, active wakefulness, quiet wakefulness, drowsiness,
which with decrease in wakefulness level turns into sleep. Each
level is determined by various ratios of vegetative, motor and
reflecting them electroencephalographic activity with certain
rhythms. Sleep is a functional state of a person with specific
behavioral manifestations in vegetative and motor sphere, which
is characterized by absence of purposeful (except for sleep itself)
activity, maximum akinesia and no response to sensory
influences of the external world. Sleep is a set of two basic
alternating phases — slow sleep and fast sleep. Several stages of
sleep can be identified on an encephalogram: domination of alpha
waves — wakefulness, decrease of activity and flattened irregular
slow waves — falling asleep, spindle-shaped activity —
drowsiness, delta-wave and a complex of slow waves — light
sleep, high amplitude delta-wave — deep sleep. The cycle comes
to an end with a stage of paradoxical sleep.
Mental state of a person is understood as a complete picture of
his mental life for a certain period of time, including both
subjective experience of the person, and ways of its expression
reflected in the psychotype of the person and his adaptation to
changing conditions of his physiological and mental existence.
Gnostic component of mental state is understood as cognitive
processes playing an important role in controlling this condition.
Particular mental condition caused by real and imagined
obstacle for the desired goal is frustration after failure, manifested
by intense experiences of uneasiness, despair and other negative
emotional reactions and conditions. One of the basic forms of
psychophysiological conditions is stress. By definition, stress is a
nonspecific reaction of an organism to any outside pressure or
demand. Stressful reaction is an extremely nonspecific set of
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psychophysiological changes depending on the nature of the
stress inducing factor.
External symptoms of stress can be manifested either in
agitation, or inhibition with full termination of the activity of the
systems subject to the influence of stress factors.
In many people chronic stressful reaction can cause
dysfunction, and then pathological disorder of the affected organ
(the organ showing clinical signs of excessive stress, leading to
structural changes in tissues and functional system of the targeted
organ).
Stressful activation can be a positive motivating force
improving subjective “quality of life”.
Emotional stress can help a person to overcome a conflict
situation and satisfy vital requirements for survival. Regulation of
stressful situations in sleep through influence of BC EMR can
stabilize the state of a person and decrease the level of affection
of his organs, which is the main task of such correction.
Brain information field (BIF) is neural, mostly cortical field
of brain, perceiving, storing and processing information on the
basis of which the brain makes decisions. In a narrow sense BIF
is its structural and functional area ensuring processing of
information necessary for decision-making. The most stable part
of this field is the functional structure of the “I” complex
according to Z.Freud, with its numerous relations to other
information systems (internal and external).
Dynamic active information field (or a matrix of long-term
memory), continuously built and rebuilt under the influence of
information flows from the external and internal environment
includes information on previous experience of the person.
BIF is first of all a physiological phenomenon, though the
information stored in this field can be not only physiological in
its origin, but also, for example, social.
In the course of the disease a cerebral information field of the
disease is formed — this is the information on the disease
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manifestations, restrictions imposed by the disease on the body
and the person, which is stored in long-term memory in the brain.
Material substratum of the cerebral information field of the
disease are long-term memory matrixes storing information on
disorders in vital activity of the body, caused by the disease, and
peculiarities of functioning of the body in the conditions caused
by the disease.
Artificially created stable functional connections
Physiology knows three kinds of functional connections: a
conditioned reflex, an unconditioned reflex and a system of the
sum of a series of perceptions of the external world with
predisposition to a certain combination of images.
It has been established that certain typical effects of BC EMR
electrostimulation of subcortical nuclei of deep brain structures
having topical diagnostic and prognostic importance, can be
considered as stereotaxic neurologic symptoms and syndromes.
The latter provide both the launch mechanism and the realization
mechanism with reorganization of intracentral relations, more
often belonging to an optimizing type. These processes correlate
with local in the electrode area, systemic and general cerebral
reactions and conditions.
The method of BC EMR electrostimulation of subcortical
brain structures in comparison with medical destruction is more
sparing and safe, and in comparison with medicinal therapy —
much more effective.
Depending on the effects of electrostimulation four kinds of
neural areas of subcortical structures were identified. Areas of the
first kind are links in the system of intracentral brain regulation.
They include mid-center, reticular and ventrolateral nuclei of
thalamus, black matter, or so-called unknown zone, and the pale
globe. Electrostimulation of these subcortical nuclei (8–50 Hz) in
all cases results in a complex of neurologic, mental,
electrophysiological and biochemical reactions of optimizing and
activating type. This complex reaction can be called cortical
activating electrostimulation.
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Areas of the second type include the following: thalamus
nuclei: anterior, lateral, dorsomedial, pulvinar, etc., and putamen.
Electrostimulation of so-called subcortical nuclei (8–50 Hz) does
not cause cortical stimulation.
Estimating possibilities of electrostimulation of different brain
sections and systems, we can speak about promising outlook of
application of biocorrecting electromagnetic radiations directing
certain electric and magnetic impulses on those sections for
correction of disorders in the electric system of the brain, and
stimulation of necessary qualities in a particular person, for
example, for memory improvement, inhibition in stressful
situations, treatment of organs and systems.
Before we estimate the efficiency of EMR parameters for
physiotherapeutic influences in physiotherapy, let us consider
electromechanical properties of biotissues and EMR interaction
with biotissues and the CNS.
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Chapter 4
Properties of human body biotissues and EMR
interaction with biotissues
As it was already mentioned above, the nature of physical
processes occurring in the nervous system (and in the sensory
complex in particular), determines the type of parameters
influencing the character of these processes and the nature of the
field in which these parameters are manifested. In our case we are
talking about parameters of biotissues surrounding components of
the nervous system and reflecting electric and magnetic properties
of those biotissues. These parameters of tissues are their
conductivity (ρ), characterizing concentration and mobility of freecharge particles in biological tissues and their dielectric (ε) and
magnetic (μ) permeability. Values of these parameters determine
power characteristics of the electromagnetic field appearing in
biotissues under the influence of physical factors, and allow
quantitative evaluation of the processes taking place in them.
Estimation of conductivity parameters is made with the help of
impedometry [3] in interaction between the applied voltage and
certain measurement currents causing minimum change of
biotissue parameters.
The structure of various biotissues and internal environments
includes ions, spatially oriented polar and non-polar
macromolecules with various linear dimensions and water dipoles.
Different tissues contain them in unequal proportions; this is why
each of them has particular dielectric properties and conductivity,
taking into account SSP-SSS activity.
Conductivity of living tissues is determined by concentration
of ions and their mobility. Specific conductivity of the intercellular
liquid with maximum content of current carriers — ions — is
rather high — 1 Sm ⋅ m-1.
Because of small amount of intercellular liquid making only
one tenth of the volume of different biological tissues, and
expressed compartmentalization of the latter (significantly limiting
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the mobility of ions contained in them), specific conductivity of
whole organs and tissues is considerably smaller that conductivity
of their environments. It reaches its maximum values (0.6–2.0 Sm
⋅ m-1) in liquid environments of the body organism (blood, lymph,
bile, spinal liquid, urine), and in muscular tissue (0.2 Sm ⋅ m-1). On
the contrary, specific conductivity of bone, adipose, nervous tissue,
and in particular of coarse-fibered connective tissue and tooth enamel
is much lower — 10–3–10–6 Sm ⋅ m-1.
Skin conductivity depends on its thickness, state of its derivatives
and water content. Thickness of epidermis in most areas of the body
is 0.07–0.12 mm, and on palm surfaces and sole surfaces it reaches
0.8–1.4 mm. Water content in the surface layer is only 10 % of the
weight of cells, reaching 70 % in deeper layers. The area of sweat and
sebaceous glands, hair follicles varies on different areas of the body
and makes 0.5 % of the surface of skin integument. Because of these
features specific conductivity of separate skin areas differs
significantly and amounts to 10–3–2⋅10–2 Sm ⋅ m-1.
Dielectric permeability characterizes polarization of biological
tissues, its value for various biological tissues is 103–106.
Those values of specific conductivity and dielectric permeability
were given for a constant electric field. However, a cardinal feature of
human body is dispersion of the electric properties of its tissues,
connected with the state of charged particles under the influence of
EMR with various frequencies.
Research has shown that increase in frequency of background
electromagnetic field (EMF) causes decrease in capacitance and
impedance of the cell membrane. This is why EMR with frequency
of 104–108 Hz influence endocellular structures, which determines
participation of ions of both extracellular and endocellular structures
in total conductivity of biotissues. On higher frequencies ions have
not time to follow changes in EMR. Substantial growth of specific
conductivity occurs as a result of influence of SSP-SSS.
Several dispersion areas are distinguished in dispersive
dependence of dielectric permeability, which indicates difference
of tissue polarization mechanisms in various frequency ranges of
EMR. Each polarization mechanisms is characterized by a
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frequency near which the delay in shift (turn) of various cellular
and subcellular structures and biological molecules in respect to
EMR dynamics is at minimum.
Each area of dielectric permeability dispersion is determined
by cells and compartments polarization. Double electric layer
formed near the membranes surface takes part in it. One of its
parts is formed by negative charges of hydroxyl and carboxyl
groups of membrane glycoproteids, and the second by electrically
connected to them mobile positive charges. Under external EMR
they move along the membrane surface and carry away the nearsurface layer of water in relation to the cell. This phenomenon also
determines macroscopical superficial cells polarisation. The
dispersion area covering frequencies of 104–108 Hz, is caused by
structural polarization of cellular membranes, involving
albuminous macromolecules, and on its top border — globular
water-soluble proteins, phospholipids and smaller subcellular
structures. Dispersion area on frequencies of 108–109 Hz and
2⋅1010 Hz is respectively correlated to processes of orientation
polarization of molecules in free and bound water, as well as lowmolecular substances like sugars and amino acids (in the
frequency interval 109–1010 Hz).
In further analysis of the mechanisms of biological action of
electromagnetic radiations we need to take into account that their
penetrating power is caused, first of all, by conducting properties
of various biotissues of the body and is determined first of all by
their physical condition.
Let's now consider magnetic properties of biotissues. Unlike an
electric field biological tissues influence the energy of an external
magnetic field to a very small degree (about 10–5). Most of them
belong to diamagnetics (the sum of magnetic moments of the
biological molecules making them equals zero), which transform
the energy of a magnetic field very poorly. Thus, the energy of a
magnetic field absorbed by cellular structures does not exceed 10–
16
J. Magnetic permeability of cells and almost all liquids of the
body is 0.99995. Some substances being a part of various
structures of the body (oxygen, iron salts, some hydroperoxides
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and radicals) have their own magnetic moment which is not
dependent on the external magnetic field. Such low-molecular
connections belong to paramagnetics, magnetic permeability of
which is 1.00005. Difference in magnetic permeability of dia- and
paramagnetics does not significantly change the character of their
interaction with an external magnetic field since their values are of
the same order.
Magnetic condition of biotissue substance can be characterized
by setting a magnetic moment of M of each unit of its volume,
called a magnetization vector. Knowing the M vector, we can
allow for mutual influence of environment and the magnetic field.
Biotissues having electric and magnetic properties described
above and just like physical bodies having in their structure
dynamic electrically charged particles can generate their own
(internal) electromagnetic fields and react to external ones and
regulate their characteristics and degree of their distribution in the
body.
Key parameter of electric and magnetic fields, characterizing
the degree of biotissue substance reaction to their influence, for a
magnetic field in the substance is its magnetic induction
determined as:
В = μ0μН + М,
–7
Where μ0 = 4π ⋅ 10 G/m is a magnetic constant; Н is field
intensity; M is a magnetic moment of the substance; μ is magnetic
permeability of the substance.
For an electric field its intensity is

E=

D−P

εε 0

,

Where D is electric induction; ε is dielectric permeability of
the substance; P is a degree of polarization of the substance; ε 0 is
an electric constant.
One of basic laws defining the principle of mutual
transformation of electric and magnetic fields in an
electromagnetic field, is Faraday law of electromagnetic induction,
according to which change of the magnetic flow passing through a
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closed-loop conductor causes electromotive power EMF in the
latter, proportional to the rate of flow change.
In a constant magnetic field induction EMF may occur under
the influence of changing in time magnetic flow passing through
the closed-loop conductor, which can be found moving the
conductor across the magnetic induction lines of the field.
Thus, any change of magnetic field in biotissues, just as in
physical bodies causes occurrence of a vortical electric field.
Let's formulate quantitatively the law of electromagnetic
induction. EMF along a random closed curve in space equal to
integral from the electric field intensity, taken with a reverse sign:
− ∫ Edl
L
,
can be determined by the change rate of the magnetic field,
covered by its contour, i.e.
d
BdS
dt ∫S
.
Therefore we can write the generalized law of electromagnetic
induction using only values characterizing the magnetic field:

− ∫ Edl =

d
BdS
dt ∫S

.
This equation is called the second Maxwell's equation.
The direction of contour tracing L and direction of positive
normal n to surface S (dS = ndS), leaning against this contour, are
interconnected.
Thus, random change of an electric field in space and its change
in time are interconnected: change in time in some point causes
occurrence in the same point of an electric field changing in time.
Distribution of electromagnetic energy in biotissues
Interconnected changes of power characteristics of electric and
magnetic fields cause distribution of electromagnetic waves in the
substance, which transfer energy of these fields to biotissues. The
character of electromagnetic waves distribution in biotissues is
L
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determined by electromagnetic properties of these biotissues and
frequency characteristics of the radiation itself.
Taking into account high anisotropy of electromagnetic
properties, both of separate systems and organs, and the body in
general, distribution of electromagnetic waves in various
bioenvironments results in their reflexion, refraction, dispersion,
absorption, diffraction and interference. In this connection the
speed of electromagnetic waves distribution in the body is lower
than in the air, and consequently, their wave length decreases also.
Wave length in biological tissues λB is determined mostly by
dielectric properties of the environments they consist of and can be
determined using the formula:

λБ =

c
f ε

,

Where ε is dielectric permeability of biological tissues; f is
frequency of electromagnetic oscillations; c is light velocity in
vacuum.
The amount of energy transferred by electromagnetic influence
in biotissues as wel as energy losses of charges of the biotissues
under the influence of an electromagnetic field, is determined in
→

the physics of electromagnetic substances by Poynting vector П .
→

→

→

П = Е × Н [W ⋅ m –2],
→

→

where E is electric-field vector and Н is magnetic-field
vector, related respectively to dielectric and magnetic permeability
of biotissues.
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Absorption, %
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Fig. 15. Frequency dependence of the share of absorbed
electromagnetic radiation (in percentage to irradiation rate) in
human brain structures under head irradiation:
— Absorbed in skin;
• • • • • • • • • • • • — Absorbed in the cerebral cortex;
— Penetrates into subcortical

brain

structures
When electromagnetic radiation EMR passes through
biotissues, its intensity decreases exponentially. Distance, at which
the value of electromagnetic energy decreases e2 (approximately
7.3) times, is called penetrating power of electromagnetic
radiation. Main factor, contributing to reduction of
electromagnetic radiation intensity is electromagnetic energy
absorption of in biotissues.
Significant accumulation of electromagnetic energy takes place
in the systems of charged particles of cellular structures or induces
their transfer to intercellular space.
Further transformation of the energy of an electromagnetic
field into the electric one by various body tissues is determined by
their capacitance XC:
XC =

1 ,
2π f C

And into magnetic energy by inductive resistance XL:
X L = 2π f L ,
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Where f is frequency of electromagnetic oscillations, C —
tissue capacitance, L is tissue inductance.
Inductive resistance in calculation of living tissue impedance Z
(total resistance to alternating current) is taken into accoun only in
calculation of conducting paths of nerve ensings from a receptor to
the CNS or from the CNS to an organ, in other cases it accepted as
minimum. Therefore Z for biotissues has only two components:
Z = R 2 + X C2 ,

Where R is tissue electric resistance.
As it follows from formula 6.6, biotissue capacitance decreases
with increase in frequency of the influencing electromagnetic
field. As a result the intensity of the current passing through
various organs and tissues increases.
Dependence of biotissue impedance values in their various
conditions (Z) and determining them resistance from the frequency
of an electromagnetic signal influencing them is shown in fig. 16,
17.

f kHz

Fig. 16. Frequency dependence of active resistance R, capacitive
resistance Xс и total resistance Z, as well as phase shift ϕ for left
hand forefinger (two ring electrodes 4 cm from each other)
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f , Hz

Fig. 17. Frequency dependence of active resistance R of a
normal and a necrotic biotissue: 1 — norm; 2 — heating at
50°C during 2 minutes; 3 — heating during 4 minutes; 4 —
boiling during 20 minutes.
Dependence between specific and active resistance of
biotissues and age and perspiration intensity is shown in Fig. 18.

Age, years

Fig. 18. Specific electric resistance ρ2 and water content
(1) of brain tissues depending on age at 1 kHz frequency
Thus, biotissues mostly interact with the electric component of
electromagnetic radiation, whereas for sensory systems its
magnetic component is also significant.
Frequency of electromagnetic radiation is a regulator of
predominant influence of the electric component.
Resonant phenomena in biotissues
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Oscillatory systems that are capable to resound can have quite
different nature. Such systems in substance can include electrons,
electron shells of atoms, magnetic and electric moments of atoms,
molecules etc. However in all cases the overall resonance picture
remains the same: the amplitude of oscillations and the energy
transferred to oscillatory system from the outside increase near the
resonance. This increase stops, when energy losses (friction,
thermal dispersion) compensate its growth.
Each biotissue in a certain physiological condition has its own
peculiar set of frequencies of its oscillations (frequency or energy
spectrum). Own frequencies νoi can be in a wide range of
frequencies (from 102 to 1022 Hz). This set of frequencies is shaped
by various functional and structural parameters of biotissues and
body systems, as well as the CNS.
Physical basis of resonance
The classical description of resonance is reduced to solution of
a problem about one or several linear harmonious oscillators. If a
harmonious oscillator, that has its own oscillations with deviation
m and circular frequency ω0, is subject to a periodic external
force F = F0cosωt and friction force (resistance), its amplitude
and phase of established oscillation will be determined,
accordingly, as:

Dependence of oscillation amplitude х0 on frequency ω is
shown in fig. 19 at different values of Q, Q = ω0 / γ. The higher is
Q value, the sharper is resonant peak of the dependence x0(ω).
Half-width of the peak is connected with Q value Δω = ω0/Q.
High Q value facilitates resolution of close resonant peaks.
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Fig. 19. Resonance curves x0(ω) for different Q values
Q, Q3>Q2>Q1
Optical resonance
We can say that optical resonance is selective absorption of
infra-red, visible or ultra-violet light by biotissue substance.
Absorbing a photon, an atom (molecule) of biotissue substance
goes into excited state and after collisions with other atoms
(molecules) returns into its basic state. Energy excess turns into
kinetic energy of moving particles, which means that biotissue
heats up.
Energy spectrum of molecules unlike the spectrum of atoms
has additional levels in low-frequency range, responding to atoms
oscillations in molecules. This not only leads to additional
resonances in infra-red part of the spectrum, but also creates a thin
structure of spectral lines in the visible part of the spectrum.
Additional lines appear because a quantum of oscillations is
absorbed or radiated simultaneously with a photon. Often these
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lines merge into bands or strips, and the spectrum gets striped
character. Besides, even lower frequency quanta of rotary atoms
motions can participate in the formation of the thin spectrum
structure. Temperature decrease usually causes a thin structure in
a spectrum.
It must be noted that optical resonance is possible not only in
light absorption, but also in its radiation (so-called induced
radiation).
Magnetic resonance
Electrons, many nuclei and atoms as a part of biotissue with
unclosed electron shells (so-called paramagnetic atoms) have their
own magnetic moment. If we constant magnetic field with
intensity H to a substance, the magnetic moments precess round
the direction of the field taking into account SSP-SSS particles.
According to the laws of quantum mechanics, μH projection of
precessing magnetic moment (μ) to the field direction Н is
quantized, that is it can take only a series of discrete values μH =
gμm, where (μ) is value of the magnetic moment, (g) is Lande
splitting factor, (m) is an integer taking values — I,-I+1,-I+2 … +I
(I is particle spin in ħ units). Each projection of the magnetic
moment has a corresponding additional energy:

ΔEm = - μ HH =-gμHm,
That is there is Zeeman splitting of energy level. The interval
between adjacent Zeeman sublevels is, obviously, ΔE=gμH.
If we irradiate biotissue substance with variable frequency
electromagnetic radiation, then at frequency there will be resonant
absorption of the energy of the variable field. If frequency of the
variable field (set by a generator) is fixed, and the value of
constant magnetic field Н changes, then resonance occurs at
certain value of field H, and there can be several resonances
instead of one. This phenomenon is called a magnetic resonance.
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Since proton mass M is approximately 1840 times greater
than the mass of electron, magnetic moment of a proton, is
respectively less than the magnetic moment of an electron. This
is why frequencies of nuclear resonance belong to the area of
long radio-waves. This is why scientists distinguish electronic
magnetic resonance (EMR) and nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR).
Electronic magnetic resonance, in its turn, can be divided into
paramagnetic (EPM), ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic
(AFM).
Elementary particles in the body can acquire electric dipole
due to displacement of the central ion into one of noncentral
equilibrium positions or in case of introduction to substance of
extrinsic molecules with constant electric dipole moment.
There are many different kinds of resonance; there is no need
to discuss them all. Let us name just two more of them:
Acoustic resonance — selective absorption of the energy of
high frequency acoustic waves (hypersound) in paramagnetic
substance placed in a constant magnetic field.
Parametrical resonance — selective
excitation of different
oscillations in a substance by means of periodic change of some of
its parameters.
Interaction of electromagnetic radiation and radio
frequency (RF) radiation with biotissues and body as a whole
Influence of any external physical factor on a bioobject causes,
first of all, change of the electric status of its biomolecules and
cells in the influenced area due to pyroelectric, photoelectric,
piezoelectric effects and re-structuring of polarization domain.
Influence of EMR energy on various tissues and body
environments causes directed displacement of charged particles —
ions, as well as redistribution of electric charges and formation of
the volumetric dipole moment (tissue polarization). Orderly and
directed motion of ions in biotissues creates conductivity current
in them. Individual processes of frequency-dependent polarization
of water dipoles, biological macromolecules, subcellular structures
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and cells in the external electromagnetic field form a displacement
current.
Constant electric fields cause unidirectional motion of ions to
the poles. Besides, there is a displacement of electronic clouds of
atoms and molecules (electronic polarization) or orientation of
dipole molecules (orientation polarization). The result is
redistribution of ions content in various tissues. Motion of
connected ions may cause cells displacement in the electric field.
Variable electromagnetic fields cause mutidirectional pendular
motion of ions and oscillatory displacement of dipole molecules,
whose polarization is proportional to electric intensity of the field,
and also depends on its frequency and linear dimensions of
biological molecules.
Biological effects of a low frequency electromagnetic field (f <
105 Hz) are mainly caused by conductivity current, basic carriers
of which are SSP-SSS. Current density in tissues under external
EMR does not exceed 2.3 ⋅ 10–3 А⋅m–2 in interstitial tissue and 10–6
А⋅m–2 in intercellular space. EMR Influence through antennaelectrodes (metal conductors with high specific conductivity),
applied to a body, produces considerable conductivity currents in
the body, that can cause change of functional properties of nerve
and muscle tissues of the body, cells of which have exitable
membranes.
Threshold value of conductivity current intensity, causing
excitation of nerve receptor and conducting tissue, is determined
by the frequency of the influencing electromagnetic field. When it
increases, threshold value for the current also increases. Influence
of electromagnetic field of 3 ⋅ 103 Hz on a biotissue through skin
integuments does not cause excitation of nerve endings and
efferent nervous muscular fibers.
Moreover, in tissues with a high water content the length of
electromagnetic waves decreases 6.5–8.5 times as compared with
air. In tissues with low water content these laws are less expressed,
and wave length in such tissues decreases 2–2.5 times. Thus, on
EMR frequencies above 3 ⋅108 Hz wavelength of electromagnetic
radiation is less than the sizes of human body, making possible
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only local influence of ultrahigh frequency electromagnetic
radiations on the body of a patient.
Due to small tissue absorption of the energy of electromagnetic
field in a low-frequency range there is no appreciable heating of
tissues, since heat generated by biotissues is far less than
metabolic heat generation of the body (1.3W⋅ kg–1) and does not
exceed the value of thermal energy dispersion capacity of
biological tissues.
On the contrary, high frequency electromagnetic radiations in
addition to conductivity currents cause in the body considerable
electric induction currents. The latter determine transformation of
electromagnetic energy into thermal one mostly because of friction
in viscous cytosol environment, water dipoles and biological
molecules oriented in the external electromagnetic field.
Physiological mechanisms of heat transfer in the body (heat
conductivity, convection, evaporation and radiation) do not
compensate occurring heat generation in high-frequency range, as
a result of which irradiated body tissues heat up. Both conductivity
current and displacement current in the frequency range of 106–2
⋅107 Hz can cause hyperthermia. In the frequency range exceeding
2 ⋅107 Hz displacement current plays a leading role in the heat
generation mechanism in tissues.
Due to high dielectric permeability electromagnetic waves
energy absorption in biotissues with higher water content is 60
times higher, and penetrating power is 10 times less, than in
tissues with small water content in dielectric permeability
dispersion areas 1, 2.
Thermal effects in biotissues under the influence of a radiofrequency electromagnetic field. Dependence between energy
characteristics of electromagnetic field absorption in biotissues
and frequency.
Thermogenesis in tissues is a major element of regulation in
system of homeostasis support of the body. Let us consider
thermogenesis mechanism in biotissues in detail and determine the
parameters of an electromagnetic field that describe it.
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Thus, we can distinguish two basic types of physical reactions
in biotissues under the influence of an electromagnetic field as
launching regulation mechanisms: polarizing (oscillator) and
thermal ones. The first reaction type determines electromagnetic
properties of biotissues and provides for changes of osmotic
processes in cells and tissues, determining electromagnetic field
distribution in them. In low-frequency and high-frequency ranges
transformation of electromagnetic field energy into the thermal
one is mostly connected with conductivity losses on complex
resistance of a biological tissue, due to heat generation in tissues
by induced ionic currents.
Due the fact that up to frequencies of several dozens MHz the
size of human body is smaller than the wavelength, tissues can be
considered as conducting environment. Let us calculate the
amount of heat generated by a person under the influence of
electric and magnetic components of the electromagnetic field on
biotissues on the basis of formulas used for a quasistatic field. In
this case the capacity absorbed in a unit of volume, in first
approximation can be expressed by direct current laws:
Р = i2 ρ,
Where Р is specific capacity, W/m3;
i is passing current, A;
ρ is specific volumetric resistance of the considered part.
The calculation is made for frequencies from 100 kHz to 1
MHz using the following assumptions:
1. Human body was taken as a homogeneous conducting
ellipsoid.
2. Only homogeneous field was considered, in which human
body is placed along the force lines.
In this case for electric field:
iE = 1,3ּ10-17 f E.
For a magnetic field:
iH = 1,3ּ10-15 f H,
Where f is frequency, Hz;
Е is electric field intensity, W/m;
Н is magnetic field intensity, A/m.
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The amount of heat (Q, cal/minute), generated in human body
tissues will be determined by the following ratios:
QE = 2ּ10-20ρср f2E 2,
QH = 2ּ10-16ρср f2H2,
Where ρср is average specific resistance of human body tissues,
which in practice is taken as equal to the value for muscles (170
Ohm/sm).
In the higher frequency range electromagnetic field energy
transformation into thermal energy is connected not only with
conductivity losses, but also with dielectric losses.
Electromagnetic energy absorption factor is proportional to the
frequency and values of electric parameters of tissues
(conductivity and dielectric permeability) which, in their turn, also
change with frequency. In the low frequencies range evaluation of
estimation of electromagnetic field intensity (allowable influence
on a person in work conditions) is made in the induction area.
Field intensities can be calculated on the basis of the following
ratios:
H =a

V
K1 S ,

E=a

V
K2h ,

where V is measured voltage;
K1 and K2 are coefficients depending on the form and size of
irradiating electrode;
S is section area of the electrode;
h is length of the electrode.
Threshold intensity for thermal effects occurrence in tissues of
living organisms on frequencies about 500 kHz is 8,000 W/m or
1,600 A/m. Threshold intensity decreases with frequency increase.
So, on frequencies of 15–20 MHz these parameters are
respectively 2,500 W/m and 200 A/m.
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As is known, in the frequency range up to 1 MHz induction
resistance was not found. This is why at first approximation
biotissues may be presented just in the form of RC chains.
Generally mathematical solution even of this simplified problem is
very difficult. In the range up to 10 MHz in a theoretical
estimation minimum intensity of an external electromagnetic field
(EMF) at which biosystem reaction is possible, is 104 V/m
(thermal effect in tissues), but experiments established reaction at
the intensity of 10-4 V/m (vascular conditioned reflex of a person).
Death of animals under the influence of an electromagnetic
field occurs when body temperature rises above the critical level or
41˚C–42˚C. Such temperatures cause irreversible processes
disrupting of or the system of thermoregulation (about 500 V/m
for 60 minutes).
However, the character of processes causing death of living
organisms, depends on the conditions of EMR influence:
localisation of the affected part of the body, heating speed and
time.
For example, influence of electrosurgical devices on biological
tissues with the use of local coagulators using thermal effect of an
electromagnetic field, total influence on other tissues can be
insignificant, since high intensity fields of concentrate in a small
volume near the electrode and quickly decrease with the distance.
Besides, time of influence is too small to cause significant
functional and morphological changes in the tissues.
Thus, the frequency of influencing radiation determines
biotissues interaction with this field, thereby determining the depth
of its distribution in the human body. Thermal oscillator and
primary electromagnetic physical reactions in cells of tissues give
reflex reactions through the receptor system corresponding to the
type of the receptor and its configuration.
The reactions formed by the CNS in body systems under
EMR influence
Electromagnetic field influence on metabolism in human
tissues and organs is noted on different frequencies. Changes were
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recorded practically in all observed structural formations. Huge
physiological changes very dependent on frequency were noted
when influencing the head.
We may illustrate the statement about frequency dependence of
biotissue reactions to the influence of electromagnetic field on the
basis of the results of studying carbohydrate metabolism in the
body. On frequencies from 10 to 100 kHz blood sugar level
gradually increases, whereas on higher frequencies it decreases
below the norm.
At the same time, in the narrow range 300–800 kHz frequency
such dependence of occurrence is not observed. After 20–30
minutes of influence by field 1,500 V/m the level starts returning
to normal. Full rehabilitation takes place in 60–90 minutes. At
frequency up to 1 MHz blood sugar level grew 4.5 times on
average. Subsequent (after an hour) influences caused greater
increase of blood sugar level (5.5 times in case of the fourth
influence), and on frequency of 1 MHz the effect gradually
weakened (up to 2 times after the fourth influence).
The described distinction in direction of the effects indicating
dependence on frequency is connected with different depth of field
penetration in a tissue. Thus, changes in the body under the
influence of low frequency EMR are vaguely specific: such
changes can take place also as a result of other agents. These
changes are determined by the influence of electromagnetic
radiation on various departments of nervous system, which in case
of its direct influence on the central (regulator) sections causes
inhibition reactions, and in case of influence on the peripheral ones
(receptors and conducting paths) — to reactions of stimulation and
improved conductivity.
Having determined basic physical parameters of human
biotissues, as well as mechanisms of their interaction with an
electromagnetic field, let us consider direct influence of an
electromagnetic field on the sensory system, and it regulator
sections in particular.
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As it was aready said, such influence of EMR field can either
disturb or not disturb the function of this or that regulation link,
improving its activity if the influence parameters are close to the
parameters of its own signal and vice versa, when a forced mode is
imposed on system, to distort the signal in the sensory system.
Let's describe body reactions to the influence of microwave
range electromagnetic field on brain divisions.
Exponential impulses are considered to be the closest to living
organisms’ own electric signals.
People working under the influence of an ultrahigh frequency
(microwave) field, usually complain about undue fatigability,
periodical or constant headache, excessive irritability and
drowsiness. Prolonged influence of a microwave field causes a
number of nonspecific reactions, most significant of which being
the reactions of the central nervous system developing like
asthenic conditions. Changes in vegetative nervous system are
expressed in prevalence of vagotonic reactions reflected in
hypotonia, brachycardia and change of heart conductivity.
Phase changes of the structure of peripheral blood (indices
lability) were also noted with subsequent development of moderate
leukopenia, neutropenia, and erythropenia. Changes in marrow
have the character of reactive compensatory regeneration stress.
Usually these changes occur in people who by the nature of their
work were constantly under the influence of electromagnetic
radiation of rather high intensity. People working with magnetic
and electromagnetic radiations and people living in the coverage
of an electromagnetic field, complain about irritability, impatience.
In 1–3 years some of them have a feeling of internal intensity,
fussiness, and attention and memory disorders.
Moreover, scientists noted a decrease in olfactory analyzer
sensitivity and while recording cortical electric activity they noted
the occurrence of irregular slow waves.
Such integrated body reaction as electric activity of the brain is
determined both by reflex and direct influences of the environment
factors. Judging by the fact that under the influence of microwave
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powerful fields on the head scientist noted only reactions in the
form of increased number of slow waves and spindles, it is
possible to speak about mostly central action of the microwave
field in the conditions of these experiments. Let us note that reflex
EEG reaction to a UHF field is expressed in desynchronization of
brain impulses (rhythms).
Penetration depth of microwave energy in skull tissues of
mammals at the frequency of 2,400 MHz is about 1 sm, which
ensures direct influence of EMF not only on the cortex, but also on
subcortical brain formations. Experiments were also conducted at
the frequency of 600 MHz and showed deeper penetration of
microwaves and direct influence of the field on brain tissue.
In case of irradiation of only heads of monkeys scientists
observed frequency deceleration and amplitude increase in the
electric activity of the cortex. Body temperature did not change
significantly. All these changes disappeared 24 hours after the
experiment. This can be considered as a reaction of non-thermal
genesis, occurring due to dysfunction of diencephalon (betweenbrain) and mesencephalon (midbrain) as a result of molecular
changes in ganglia and neurons.
Influence of a microwave field on electric activity of a brain is
accompanied by short-term desynchronization reactions, ocurring
at the moment when the generator was switched on or off. Such
reactions also were observed when studying the influence of UHF
field. We consider these reactions as approximate, ocurring
irrespective of the basic character of EEG reactions to EMF.
It must be noted that in experiment with monkeys after effect is
manifested not only in the off-effect, but also in prolonged change
of electric activity of the cortex after the microwave generator was
switched off, i.e. after transient process fading in the generation
system.
In studies of the central nervous system sensitivity to
microwave fields of different range and different PFD (power flow
density) it was established that sensitivity rises with increase in
wave length from centimeter to meter range and increases with
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PFD increase in all ranges. The sensitivity curve of the central
nervous system to a microwave field is close by its form to WeissLapicque’s classical curve for electric stimulation. It is yet
impossible to define threshold intensity of a microwave field, but
it is below 0.02 mW/cm2.
As a result it is possible to note that:
— Influence of continuous microwave EMR (wave length 12
sm) with PFD from 100 to 1,000 mW/cm2 or pulse microwave
field (wave length 52 sm) with PFD from 2 to 50 mW/cm2 on a
head caused increase in the number of slow high-amplitude and
spindle-like oacillations of the cerebral cortex biopotentials.
Sometimes a microwave field caused ocurrence of convulsive
discharges in the cortex. Strength and average latent period of the
basic responce depended on field PFD. With increase in PFD
strength changed from 20 to 90 %, and average latent period
changed from 70 to 25 seconds. Reaction to an intermittent field
showed smaller latent period, than reaction to a continuous
microwave field.
Excitability of the cortical ending of the visual analyzer
increased under irradiation with microwave field with PFD 100–
300 mW/cm2 and decreased at PFD near 1,000 mW/cm2, which
showed phase action of the field.
— In addition to basic EEG reactions in the microwave field,
scientist note reaction to generator switch-off (the off-effect) with
strength of 13-20 % and average latent period of 15–20 seconds.
Moreover, at the moment of generator switching on (in 31 % of
cases) and at the moment of its switching off (in 12 % of cases)
short-term desynchornization was observed in electric activity of
the cortex, reflecting approximate reaction of an animal to the
stimulus.
— Microwave field, as well as UHF field, causes electric
reactions of the brain the a big latent period and long after effect
and mostly connected to direct influence of the field on the brain
tissue.
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Influence of an electromagnetic field on isolated biotissues
and cells
In some case it is inconvenient to study widely the influence
of an electromagnetic field with various frequencies and to
identify effects of their interaction with biological structures
during their life time - at least because of the complexity of
biological objects and interrelation of all processes taking place
in them.
Modeling experiences on isolated tissue or cell samples
make it possible to evaluate direct influence of an
electromagnetic field on particular structures of the affected
tissues as a physical body, and their morphological and
functional changes under the influence of physical processes.
As an example let us take studies of changes in carbohydrate
metabolism in isolated liver tissues under the influence of
comparatively low frequency EMR— from 0.5 to 20,000 kHz. It
is significant that exactly in the frequency range close to 500
kHz, the effect is minimal at intensities from 1,000 to 4,000
W/m. 1,500 mW/m causes glucose decrease by several percents,
and 4,000 mW/m cause 8 % increase as compared to the norm.
Physical and counteractive reactions in biotissues and
body systems under the influence of magnetic fields.
Background magnetic fields.
Magnetosensoric aspect
Magnetic fields are formed in body biotissues around
currents of influencing them electromagnetic fields. The
maximum value of magnetic induction of such fields in tissues
with high conductivity subject to variable EMF does not exceed
10–10 T in interstitial tissue and 10–13 Tl in intermolecular
space. Analysis of magnetic induction values allows us to
conclude that such fields cannot effectively interact with
biological molecules of various body tissues and their influence
can be neglected.
When body biotissues are subject to a constant magnetic
field supramolecular liquid crystal structures in them become
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oriented in relation to the vector of magnetic induction. The
result of such orientation shift are forming own magnetic fields
of supramolecular complexes, directed, according to Lenz’ rule,
against the external magnetic field and weakening it. Such
diamagnetic effect is most expressed in phospholipid
components of biological membranes. This is why they can
have their own mechanical rotation moment moment, and they
can move in membranes and cytosol. At the same time, due to
expressed
viscosity
of
cytoplasm
and
cells
compartamentalization, the amplitude of such motion cannot be
significant.
Vortical electric field id considered one of major
contributors in the mechanisms of variable magnetic field
interaction with an organism. Intensity vector of the electric
fields induced in biological tissues by variable magnetic fields,
is always directed perpendicularly to the magnetic induction
vector, and its force lines have the form of closed coils —
vortices. In modeling experiments intensity of vortical electric
fields induced by a magnetic field with frequency of 50 Hz and
induction of 10-4 T in surface body tissues amount to 22–42
W⋅m–1. Electric fields of such intensity can cause motion of the
charged particles, significantly increasing the probability of
subsequent biophysical and biochemical processes in various
body tissues.
These features lead to a change in liquid crystal state of
phospholipid components of biological membranes, decrease in
electric potential, induce phase sol-gel transitions in cells
cytoplasm. Thus, variable magnetic fields can modulate
physical and chemical properties, as well as metabolic and
enzymatic activity of body cells and tissues. With increase in
magnetic field frequency arising vortical currents are effectively
absorbed by conducting biotissues (blood flow, lymph flow)
which can cause their considerable heating.
It should be noted that in attempt to determine the threshold
of magnetic field perception it was found that in experiments
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with EEG registration in rabbits it was approximately 100 Oe,
in experiments studying conditioned reflexes in fish it was 10–
30 Oe, and in experiments recording motor activity in
bullfinches it was 1–2 Oe.It is possible that under natural
conditions for some animals changes of intensity of the
magnetic field of the Earth are the threshold ones.
Threshold intensity for human body is close to the intensity
of the magnetic field of the Earth, as was noted earlier.
Major levels of physical factors of magnetic character
surrounding a human body and also formed by it depending on
frequency, are shown in fig. 20.
ENMF

City noise

Muscle, MMG

Geomagnetic noise

power line disturbances

Heart, MCG
Eyes, MOG
Brain, initiated response
Brain, MEG

f, Hz

Fig. 20. Dependence between the level of magnetic factors
(physiotherapeutic influence) and frequency
We have already discussed the nature of background magnetic
influences on human body in this work, first of all they include:
— Own magnetic fields of the body;
— Magnetic disturbances created by industrial frequency
currents;
— So-called city noise (moving transport, lifts, oscillating
structures of buildings etc.);
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— Geomagnetic disturbances connected with structures of
buildings and magnetic objects in EMF of the Earth;
— Fluctuations of the natural magnetic field of the Earth
(ENMF).
Figures below show human magnetograms.

Fig.21. Magnetocardiogram (1) and electrocardiogram (2)
of human fetus after 29 weeks of pregnancy:
П — fetus; М — mother

contraction

relaxation

Fig. 22. Magnetomiograms near an elbow (1) and palm (2)
in frequency range 0–150 Hz
Alpha-rhythm on a magnetoencephalogram for reflex closing
of an eye is shown in Fig. 22. Magnetic fields of a human body for
reflex control are shown in Fig. 23. Levels of magnetic field
induction and electric potentials having different nature of human
body are shown in table 2.
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Eyes open

closed

Fig. 23. Alpha-rhythm on a magnetoencephalogram

Fig. 24. Human magnetic fields: 1 — magnetocardiogram; 2 —
magnetomiogram of biceps muscle of arm during its contraction; 3
— magnetooculogram of an eye during winking; 4 —
magnetoencephalogram of near occipital area
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Table 2
Induction level of magnetic field (B) and electric potentials of
human body (ϕ)
Studied parameter

Magnetic
parameter

V,
pT

Electric
parameter

ϕ,
mcV

Cardiogram

MCG

50

ECG

2000

Fetus cardiogram

Fetus MCG

5

Fetus ECG

20

Miogram

MMG

2

EMG

1

Oculogram

MOG

10

EOG

300

Encephalogram

MEG

1

EEG

50

Visual response

Visual
response

0,2

Visual response

10

Relative density ρrel of human tissues is 1.06.
Basic contribution to the amplitude of external background
influence on network frequency in magnetocardiosignal band is
made by the first 3–5 harmonics of the network signal spectrum.
As experimental research has shown, the amplitude of its
fundamental harmonic, as a rule, exceeds other components more
than 10–100 times. Such magnetic fields, as a rule, are created by
long force lines, change in space according to the law 1/r and fade
rather slowly. Besides, such background magnetic influences
cause induced currents in electroconducting structures of buildings
and installations, that cause secondary magnetic fields and
increase of the spatial gradient on network frequency. Secondary
magnetic fields also have considerable amplitude to 10–7–10–9 T
and its gradient up to 5⋅10–9 T, but the respective frequency range
lies below 0.1 Hz [56].
Since magnetic field of the Earth is ~ 0.5 Oe (oersted) on
its surface, and the variable component is 7 ⋅ 10−4–10−5 Oe and is
comparable with the value of oscillations of the magnetic field of
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the Sun on the surface of the Earth, we should note the possibility
of formation vortical currents of the constant component of the
magnetic field of the Earth in human body of the order of 40 A/m,
and changes within 0.02 A/m.
Variable magnetic fields created by SSP-SSS flows, as well
as constant ones, can modulate physical and chemical processes,
and metabolic and fermental activity of body cells and biotissues
due to absorption of the energy of vortical currents caused by this
field in conducting biotissues.
In experiments inducing magnetic fields about 1 oe nearby
in surface biotissues of human body the intensity of the field of
vortical currents is from 30 to 80 V/m. Electric field of such
intensity can cause motion of charged particles, which in turn
determines subsequent biophysical and biochemical processes in
various body systems, organs and biotissues. Decrease in magnetic
field level to the level of the variable component of geomagnetic
field the intensity of vortical current field reaches 0.01 - 0.03 V/m,
close to magnetic functioning levels of heart and brain.
Take into account the fact that function of cells and its
components is affected by voltages less than 100 mV, we can say
that any distortion of the magnetic field of a person by
anthropogenous magnetic fields of equal value, for example during
diagnostic testing as NMR tomography, generating induction up
to several thousand oersted with huge amplitude of the variable
component of this change, is reflected in the function of heart and
its cells as well as brain cells.
It must be noted that in human body there are no
magnetospecific receptors, but magnetic energy of a molecule can
exceed the energy of thermal motion and thus even small size
magnetic fields can cause orientation or reorientation and
concentration changes in biologically active macromolecules,
enzymes, nucleonic acids, complex proteids etc. This is a
launching mechanism for reflex reactions taking into account the
activity of SSP-SSS flows and it is reflected on the kinetics and
rates of biophysical processes in which these compounds take part.
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Also important is magnetic fields influence on inert
biotissues through chemical reactions based on free radical
mechanism, such as reactions involving O2 and many other energy
components and enzymes, and reactions changing permeability of
cells membranes. Such influences of magnetic field also change
parameters of endocellular and extracellular liquids in this field,
their conductivity, viscosity, dielectric permeability, optical
activity etc. Ions activity increases accordingly, both in blood and
in other biotissues. Magnetic fields, as all physiotherapeutic
influences have inherent trace character, in which organism
reactions to the physical factors taking place under their influence,
continue for some time after termination of the physiotherapeutic
influence. For example, after the termination of diagnostic
physiotherapeutic influence of NMR tomography its trace
influence can be observed for 45–75 days.
Let's consider reactions of human body and animal
biotissues and systems to the influence of an external magnetic
field with various characteristics and localization, determined
experimentally, let us also try to identify body systems with most
specific reactions to magnetic field influences.
People subjected to prolonged influence of magnetic fields
(hands in a field with 350–3,500 Oe intensity, and head less than
150–250) for 20–60 % of their working time, most often had
deviations on the part of nervous system. These deviations were
characterized by headaches, heart pain, fatigue, appetite decrease
and instability, insomnia, increased perspiration, feeling of itching
and burning on their hands.
EEG studies of such people showed the tendency for
prevalence of inhibition processes in the cerebrum. Slow waves
and spindles in α- rhythm were noted at rest and in light test.
Neurologic studies often indicated central origin of
oculovestibular disorders caused by magnetic field influence.
Studies of the cardiovascular system showed predisposition to
bradycardia. Many authors believe that magnetic fields most likely
cause the first stage of parabiosis (lability change) in the
vegetative nervous system. Though they come to conclusion that
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these changes stay within the limits of physiological changes, the
tendency in the change of functional status of the body is the same
as under the influence of more physiologically powerful
stimulants, UHF and microwave fields.
As it was already noted, magnetic field also has sensory
influence on the visual analyzer. D'Arsonval was the first to show
that under the influence of a variable magnetic field a person has a
phosphene sensation. Later this fact was noted in many other
works. The phosphene phenomenon can be observed in occurrence
or disappearance of a constant magnetic field, and under the
influence of a variable magnetic field with frequency of 10-100
Hz. It is believed that phosphene sensation is a result of retina
stimulation.
It was assumed that the phosphene phenomenon occurs
only as a result of EMF induced by the magnetic field and depends
on its value, but it was proved that phosphene degree depends on
duration of magnetic field influence.
In addition to phosphene, scientist also noted other changes
in visual analyzer activity under the influence of a magnetic field.
In a variable magnetic field people’s clear vision stability
decreased. A constant magnet, brought close to the subject’s nape
changed visual images suggested during hypnosis, and reinforced
visual hallucinations caused by mescaline intoxication.
Important role of the nervous system in vertebrate animals’
reactions to a magnetic field is highlighted in many studies, but
these changes are not limited only by its participation.
In works done by researchers from Perm, magnetic field
influence on the whole complete body caused increase in the
number of leukocytes and decrease in erythrocyte resistance in
guinea pigs, 10 % increase in body weight in mice in comparison
with control group and decrease in their oxygen consumption.
People subjected to a magnetic field showed increase in gastric
juice acidity and increase in large intestine peristalsis.
Studies of osmotic processes in muscles and permeability
of skeletal muscle in vital staining have shown that magnetic field
raises their osmotic permeability.
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After guinea pigs were 6 times for 30 minutes placed in the
field of 700 Oe intensity, at them showed vasodilatation with
subsequent hyperemia and haemorrhage especially in their lungs,
liver and central nervous system.
Most systematically and widely studied was the influence
of a constant magnetic field with intensity of 2,000–5,000 Oe on
mice. It was shown that pregnant females placed in the field with
intensity of 2,500 Oe, has healthy offspring, but little mice were
approximately 20 % smaller, than newborns in previous litters of
the same mothers. After the influence of 3,100 Oe field on
pregnant females newborns lived only a few days; under the
influence of 4,200 Oe field embryos resolved in the uterus. Little
mice placed in the field at the age of 3–4 weeks grew more slowly,
than control animals, and males grew more slowly, than females.
Strong field (5,000) inhibited their growth even more intensively.
The magnetic field had almost no influence on the weight of adult
mice.
If mice were placed in the field before reaching sexual
maturity, they could adapt and develop in the magnetic field, but
mature 7 week old males died after 10-day stay in the field. No
female died in these experiments.
In males who died under the influence of a magnetic field,
liver weight was 50 % lower, than in the control group, whereas
their lungs, hearts, kidneys and testicles weight did not change.
Neoblasts were found in spleens of mice that stayed in the field
with intensity 4,200 Oe for 5 weeks and were killed 3 months after
the experiments ended.
Rectal temperatures of mice while they stayed in the
magnetic field decreased by 0.8°C. Such lowered temperature
remained for a month after the influence ended. After their stay in
the field motor activity of mice increased by 50 %. Animals who
were subjected to the influence of a magnetic field, ate
approximately 14% less food, than mice in the control group and
their metabolic efficiency (food / motor activity) was 60 % higher.
Menstrual cycle of mice females staying in the magnetic
field was disrupted, but was immediately restored after the
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influence ended. No fertilization was observed in males and
females who simultaneously stayed in the field with intensity of
3,000 Oe, but it could occur, if one of sexual partners was not in
the field.
The number erythrocyte did not change under the influence
of a magnetic field, and the number of leukocytes decreased by
30–40 %. After the influence ended, the number of leukocytes
returned to 100 % of the initial level, was slightly below it in the
next two weeks and in a month returned to the norm. The number
of lymphocytes grew only after the influence by the field.
The observed changes in blood composition make it
possible to use magnetic field as a means preventing development
of radiation disease in which the number of leukocytes sharply
decreased. If radiation influence resulted in 30% death rate,
preliminary stay in a magnetic field absolutely removed the lethal
effect. If radiation gave 80 % death rate, this indicator did not
decrease, but mice that have stayed a magnetic field, died later,
than mice in the control group.
After inoculation of mammary tumor mice that have stayed
in a magnetic field lived 43 ± 9 % longer, than control ones, and
their tumor weight was 250 % higher, than in control mice.
Pathoanatomical studies have shown that magnetic field prevents
metastasises, but does not interfere with the growth of a primary
tumor.
It was shown that morphological changes in the spinal cord
and skeletal muscles in mice under the influence of a magnetic
field are especially distinctly manifested in case of a functional
load like swimming for 15 minutes. Single influence of the field
for 6 hours does not cause visible qualitative changes in
morphological and histochemical properties of immunogenesis,
and repeated influence for 6 hours during 15 days reduced natural
resistance of white mice to Listeria. It was shown that influence of
variable or constant magnetic field on the body affects
immunogenesis, in one cases improving it (hemagglutinins
formation) and inhibiting it in others (development of antiviral
immunity).
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On the basis of electric indicators of brain function let us
determine reaction of its structures to the influence of a variable
magnetic field.
— After 1–3 minute influence of VMF (variable magnetic
field) with intensity of 200–1,000 Oe on the head scientist
observed statistically-valid increase in the number of spindles and
slow high-amplitude potentials in the electric activity of the
cerebral cortex. Latent period of this primary reaction varied from
5 to 100 seconds, and strength reached 52 %. At the moment of
electromagnet switching on and off sometimes there was a shortterm desynchronization reaction in the cortex. After the
electromagnet was switched off, scientists observed off-effect with
average latent period of 15 seconds, with the form of electric
activity changes reminding the primary reaction.
— While registring neurons pulse activity in various brain
divisions it was found out that VMF does not change total activity
of all examined neurons. But the latent period exceeding 10
seconds reversibly reduces the number of neurons not changing
their activity. The number of excited and inhibited neurons under
VMF increases in approximately equal degree. Pulse reaction of
visual cortex neurons to a flash of light increased its intensity
under the influence of VMF. This effect later remained as trace
one.
— VMF causes nonspecific electric reaction of the brain
similar to the reaction occurring under the influence of UHF and
microwave fields.
In electrophysiological experiments we found similarities
in physiological action of VMF, UHF field and microwave field
and ionizing radiation. In experiments using other techniques
scientists noted similarities in effects of VMF, light, UHF field and
ionizing radiation. If we add data from literature about
peculiarities of development of conditioned reflexes to a thermal
stimulant, almost whole scale of electromagnetic waves will be in
the area of our attention. Thus, various parts of the spectrum of
electromagnetic oscillations may have similar physiological effect
on the central nervous system of vertebrate animals. This
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similarity is more expressed when there are no specialized
receptors for perception of some parts of the spectrum of
electromagnetic oscillations. For example, similarity in the effect
of light and VMF in blind fish is more expressed, than in normal
ones.
Physiological basis of this similarity is direct influence of
EMR on the central nervous system. The greatest reactivity to
EMR is peculiar to the cortex of the big hemispheres and
betweenbrain. In animals without developed cortex (fish), most
reactive is their betweenbrain (hypothalamus in particular).
The greatest influence of EMR on main regulator center of
the brain where nervous and humoral integration ways converge
makes us assume, that even weak influences on this center can
cause considerable physiological changes.
Insufficient attention given by neurophysiologists to direct
action of stimulants on the central nervous system can be
explained by many reasons. The main of them is absence of the
methods for direct determination of the functional status of the
central nervous system. Only after wide introduction of
electrophysiological methods scientists received experimental
evidence of direct action of some stimulants on the CNS.
Central nervous system remains extremely sensitive in the
physiological sense and stable in the morphological one. This is
why CNS can be the first to react to a stimulant for which there is
no special receptor, and may be to a stimulant for which such
receptor exists. Thus action of any stimulant can be considered as
polyreceptor. For example, retina, skin, and betweenbrain may
react to light in fish. Increase in UHF field intensity can involve in
the reaction heat, pain receptors and even stretch receptors in
muscle tissue in addition to the CNS.
Subsensor action of penetrating factors is one of the
reasons which prevented their recognition as a physiological
stimulant. In this respect EMR perception reminds action of
introreceptors. Slowness of the reaction to subsensory stimulants
does not allow us to recognize their signal meaning, on the basis of
which fast motor reactions are formed in animals. Only fish were
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able to develop conditioned reflexes to a magnetic field, but their
strength was considerably lower than the strength of conditioned
reflexes to light and sound. It is possible, that EMR are those
physiotherapeutic influences that determine many rhythmic
processes in the body.
Studying of the biological role of EMR will entail a
revision of some general provisions of physiology, especially
neurophysiology. Even now we can raise a question about
existence of a slow system of regulation, existence of a receptor
brain function and polyafferent action of stimulants.
Mechanisms of physical interaction between optical range
radiation and biotissues. Photobiological processes in
biotissues.
Let's consider physical principles of interaction between an
electromagnetic field of an optical range and biological tissues.
Interaction between optical radiation and the surface of
human body can be determined using the following physical
mechanisms: reflexion, dispersion, radiation, and its transmission
through biological tissues. Some part of optical radiation is
reflected, another disperses in all directions, the third is absorbed,
and the fourth passes through various layers of biological tissues.
Relation of these parts to incident radiation flux is characterized by
reflexion, dispersion, absorption factors and tissue and
environment transmission factor. Most often the objects of
influence for optical range electromagnetic fields are skin
integuments.
Let's define interaction mechanisms in more detail. Optical
radiation reflexion factor of slightly pigmented skin is 43–55%
and it depends on many reasons. For men it is 5–7% lower, than
for women, and cooling of a skin area reduces reflexion by 10–
15%. Increase in skin pigmentation leads to decrease in the
reflexion factor by 6–8% (fig. 25). Increase of the angle of light
incidence on the skin surface leads to essential increase in
reflexion factor up to 90%.
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Fig. 25. Dependence between reflection factor of fair human
skin and wavelength of optical radiation
Dependence between the penetration power and
wavelength of optical radiation is shown in fig. 26. As can be seen
from the figure, light penetration depth increases with transition
from ultra-violet radiation to orange light with wavelength from
0.7–0.8 to 2.5 mm, and for the red light it is 20–30 mm. In the near
infrared band (wavelength of 950 nm) penetration power reaches
its maximum and is 60–70 mm, and in the medium and far bands it
sharply drops to 0.3–0.5 mm.
Penetration power,
L, mm

Wavelength, λ,
mcm

Fig. 26. Power of optical radiation penetration into human
skin
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Fig. 27. Range of human eye transmission factor τ in the
visible part of spectrum:
1 — average spectrum for 28 samples; 2 — spectrum is
received by superposition of separately measured values of τ factor
of the cornea, aqueous body, lens and hyaloid membrane (9
samples); 3 —spectrum of diffused light direct transmission
through samples (1 and 2 — transmission spectra for collimated
laser beam).
Absorption of electromagnetic radiation energy by
biological tissues initiates photobiological reactions (effects).
Photobiological reactions include processes beginning with light
absorption by one of biologically important compounds and
ending with certain physiological reaction of the body.
Though photobiological processes are very diverse, each of
them can be divided into a number of stages:
1. Light absorption.
2. Intramolecular processes of energy exchange.
3. Intermolecular transfer of energy of excited state (energy
migration).
4. Primary photochemical action.
5. Dark period transformations of primary photochemical
products ending with formation of stable products.
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6. Biochemical reactions with photoproducts participation.
7. General physiological response to light action.
Fig. 28 shows radiation spectra of the Sun at the surface of
the Earth and of some artificial sources used in a clinic. By the
character of biological action on human body and animals the
whole spectral range can be broken into several areas, each of
them responsible for induction of certain effects.
• Infra-red area (wavelengths 750–2·106 nm): thermal
effects.
• Visible area (wavelengths 400-750 nm): sight,
photoperiodism.
• Ultra-violet area (wavelengths 200-400 nm):
biochemical effects.

UV-C UV-B UV-A
Ultraviolet radiation

Visible light

Infrared radiation

Fig. 28. Spectral radiation distribution
1 — of the Sun reaching the Earth surface (short-wave border
285 nm); 2 — erythema luminescent lamp of EUV type; 3 —
tanning luminescent lamp of ZUV type; linear spectrum of gasdischarge mercury-quartz lamp PRK-2
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One of major techniques in studying primary stages of
photobiological processes is measurement of spectra of
photobiological action.
Quanta energy absorption in body tissues results in electronexited states of molecules caused by quantum energy transfer
(internal photoeffect) and electrolytic dissociation and ionization
of biological molecules. The character of primary photobiological
reactions is determined by the energy of quanta of optical
radiation. In the infra-red area the energy of photons ((1.6–2.4)
⋅10–19J) is enough only to increase the energy of oscillatory
processes of biological molecules. Visible radiation with energy of
photons (3.2-6.4)⋅10-19J can cause their electronic excitation and
photolytic dissociation. Finally, quanta of ultra-violet radiation
with energy (6.4-9.6)⋅10-19J can cause ionization of molecules and
destruction of covalent bonds.
At the subsequent stages the energy of optical radiation is
transformed into heat or forms primary photoproducts acting as the
launching mechanism of photobiological processes. The first type
of energy transformations is mostly typical for infra-red radiation,
and the second for ultra-violet one. Analysis of the nature of these
processes allows us to claim that specificity of optical radiation
effects of depends on wave length.
Intensity of photobiological effects in the body depends on the
intensity of optical radiation, which is inversely proportional to the
square of distance from the source to the irradiated surface. Hence,
in clinical practice they determine not the intensity, but irradiation
dose at certain distance measuring the irradiation time.
Among physiological body reactions in response to
electromagnetic influences of optical range radiations, at its
various levels, we can distinguish negative and positive
photobiological processes.
Negative photobiological effects in human body and animals
can be divided into two types: phototoxic and photoallergic.
Phototoxic effect is light damage of skin or eye, not
accompanied by allergic reactions. Clinically it is manifested as
erythema, edema, pigmentation, lenticular opacity etc.
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Photoallergic effects include primary immunological
mechanism of allergic sensitization.
Positive photobiological effects in animals include:
• Sight;
• photoperiodism — regulation of daily and annual cycles of
life in animals by cyclic influence of light/darkness. The process is
carried out under the action of visible light. Photoperiodic
receptors in humans and mammals are eyes, in some birds —
hypothalamus, in fish — epiphysis, in insects —brain;
• Production of vitamin D from provitamins, taking place
under the influence of UV light.
Mechanisms of physical interaction of laser radiation with
biotissues. Photophysical and photobiological processes in
biotissues. Factor and receptor chain of transformations
On the basis of the previous material we can make draw a
conclusion that factors of optical radiation, determining the type
and character of photobiological processes going in body tissues,
are radiation wavelength and intensity. Thus, more precise
management of these factors opens wide opportunities for control
of photobiological processes in the body. It also concerns
regulation of radiation influence time on biotissues. Use of optical
laser sources of radiation gives us such opportunities. Laser or
optical quantum generator is a device emitting light in the form of
directed focused, highly coherent monochromatic, polarized beam
of electromagnetic waves.
Existing lasers cover a wide range of wavelengths: from ultraviolet to submillimetric.
Depending on the character of interaction of laser radiation
with biological tissues we can distinguish three kinds of
photobiological effects:
1) Photodestructive influence where thermal, hydrodynamic,
photochemical light effects cause tissue destruction. This kind of
laser interaction is used in laser surgery. Let us note that lasers
make it possible to reach radiation energy density about 1015 V/m2
while radiation density of the Sun is only of the order of 107 V/m2.
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2) Photophysical and photochemical influence of laser in
which light absorbed by biotissues agitates their atoms and
molecules and causes photochemical and photophysical reactions.
Therapeutic application of laser radiation is based on this kind of
interaction.
3) Non-agitating influence when biosubstance does not change
its properties in the course of its interaction with light. These are
such effects as dispersion, reflexion and penetration. This kind of
radiation is used for diagnostics (for example, in laser
spectroscopy). Ability to concentrate light energy in space, time
and in a spectral interval can be used for selective influence of
radiation on atoms, ions, molecules and molecular complexes,
making it possible to start photophysical and photochemical
processes in tissues, and reflex reactions in the body, including
ones at information level.
Photophysical reactions are caused mainly by object heating
to different temperatures (within 0.1–0.3°С) and by heat
distribution to biotissues. Temperature difference is more
expressed on biological membranes, which leads to Na + and K +
ions outflow, opening of protein channels and increased motion
of molecules and ions. Photochemical reactions are caused by
excitation of electrons in atoms of the substance absorbing the
light. At molecular level it is expressed in the form of
photoionization of substance, its restoration or photooxidation,
photodissociation of molecules, and their reorganisation —
photoisomerization.
In biological body structures redistribution of its own
electromagnetic fields and free charges under the influence of laser
radiation photons causes direct “energizing” of the irradiated body
elements. Primary chemical reactions are accompanied by
emergence of a small number of free, which, in turn, launch chain
oxidation processes of biosubstrata.
At present it has been proved that low-intensity laser radiation
has expressed therapeutic action.
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Laser therapy uses light flows of low intensity - less than 100
mV/cm2, which is comparable to intensity of the Sun radiation on
the surface of the Earth on a clear day.
Low-intensity (not destructive) laser radiation stimulates
metabolic cell activity. Stimulation of biosynthetic processes can
be one of important factors determining the action of low-intensity
of laser radiation on major functions of cells and tissues, vital
activity and regeneration processes (restoration).
Spectrum of biopolymers absorption of optical range
electromagnetic waves is rather wide. Thus proteins depending on
complexity of their structure absorb light from ultra-violet to infrared spectrum: elementary protein structures (amino acids, various
residues of albuminous molecules, etc.).
Biological liquids, being complex multicomponent systems and
having properties of liquid crystals, react to weak external physical
influences by structural substance alteration. Existence in their
structure, particularly, in blood, of uniform elements (erythrocytes,
leukocytes, thrombocytes, etc.) significantly raise susceptibility
and sensitivity of liquid body environments to external influence
of various physical factors, including low-energy laser radiation.
Low-energy laser irradiation of a bioobject causes various
effects in tissues and organs connected with direct and mediated
action of optical range electromagnetic waves.
Main manifestations of this action can include cells reradiation
of electromagnetic waves, transfer of low-energy laser radiation
effect through liquid body environments or transfer of such
radiation through channels of the sensory system of the body.
These distribution mechanisms of laser radiation action in the
body show that in a highly organized system and human body in
particular, all its elements are closely interconnected, and each of
them can change its condition just reflecting or causing change of
any other element or the system as a whole.
Thus, electromagnetic fields and radiations have certain spatiotemporal energy distribution in biotissues, which during their
interaction during distribution is transformed into other kinds of
energy (mechanical, chemical, thermal, etc.), which in turn causes
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potentials generation in respective receptors (strain receptors,
thermoreceptors, etc.). The complex of CNS reactions including
primary responses, directly caused by the influence of a physical
factor, and adjustment or trace reactions determined in feedback
by changes in biotissues under the influence of these CNS
responses, cause physical and chemical shifts and biological
processes in the body, which form the final therapeutic effect
caused by the influence of the physical factor on the body.
Thus therapeutic effect from influence of a physical factor
(laser radiation) on elements of a living organism and on a
biotissue in particular is determined by the homeostasis degree of
the object. Homeostasis degree, in turn, characterizes conditions
and processes ensuring reaction of body systems to external
disturbance, and it, being a function of CNS development, is the
lowest for biological molecules and the highest for vertebrate
animals.
From the point of view of application of physical research
methods to study processes occurring in biotissues and caused by
the influence of physical factors, of the greatest interest is are areas
with very small and very big intensity. In the first of them it is
possible to use more sensitive physical research methods that do
not require powerful light flows and, hence, do not cause
distortions in measurement results due to homeostasis of living
matter even at local level. The second area is interesting because
measurements results are also not distorted by regulator
mechanisms of the biosystem, since it is already perishing.
However, in this case we deal only with organic matter, the
structure and the properties of which correspond to the moment of
its life termination.
Traditional applied photobiology using light sources and based
on thermal influences, has been quite successfully developing for
many centuries (there is evidence that phototherapy using sunlight
and medicine made from fruits and plants were used in ancient
Egypt and India several thousands years ago) and now it has
turned into practical photomedicine with three main areas:
diagnostics, therapy and surgery. Along with the problems which
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have been solved for a long time using knowledge of optical range
electromagnetic fields and physical features of the sources of these
radiations, together with appearance of new sources forming new
types of radiations that can be rarely met in the external
environment, such as laser, this science stimulates setting and
successful solution of the problems that either were not raised at
all are, or were solved in an indirect way, and reaching a new level
for solution of traditional questions.
Influence of cosmophysical factors on some physiological
parameters
Not less significant in their influence on homeostatic processes
in the body, than physical factors of terrestrial origin, are so-called
cosmophysical factors (CPF), having as a rule background and
rhythmical character of influence. Today it’s obvious that we don’t
have sufficient research results accurately defining specific
dependence of physiological changes in the body organism on
CPF influence and gravitational fields in particular, to get a full
picture of influence of those physical factors on homeostatic
processes in the body.
Let's quote some research results describing the influence of
cosmophysical factors on physiological processes in the body.
There is a hypothesis about the influence of cosmophysical
factors on antioxidant adaptation mechanism based on numerous
observations of fluctuations in the rate speed of oxidationreduction reactions in vitro during changes of solar activity level.
Also it proved the existence of close correlation links between
changes in the rate of reaction of unitiol nitrite oxidation by nitrite
ion with variations of the gravitational field of the Earth, caused by
its rototraversing motion under the influence of the Sun and the
Moon.
According to the results of research of 2,500 donors scientists
conducted biorhythmic analysis of the content of lymphocytes and
segmented neutrophils, and their ratio or “leucocytic factor” (LF)
in peripheral blood, characterizing the state of adaptive system of
an organism. They also analyzed erythrocyte sedimentation rate
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(ESR) in the same donors (observation period May, 2000 —
March, 2001).
As a result they discovered periodic changes of the analyzed
values (12–14 days and ~ 32 days), coinciding with rhythms of
changes of the rate of unitiol oxidation reaction and gravitational
field variations. Moreover, they found periods 3–5, 7–9, 18–21
and ~ 130 days. By the way, the period of 130 days has a good
analogue among the periods long-periodic nutation — 131.7 days.
These facts, as well as correlation between LF and parameters
of SH - SS exchange in oxidation-reduction blood system found in
stress conditions in animals and humans, attest to possible
gravitational nature of those factors. At the same time, high
negative correlation between lF and ESR, apparently, allows us to
consider great ESR values as a sign of deadaptation of an
organism.
Main principles of physical transformations in biotissues
and receptor reactions under physiotherapeutic information
influence. Levels of information receptor systems. Risks in
physiotherapeutic information influences
Energy of information type received by a biosystem at lowintensity physiotherapeutic influences, including natural ones, such
as changes of the magnetic field of the Earth, electromagnetic
fields of solar origin, gravitational impulses, chemical, medical
influences, etc., is far less than the energy of its response to such
influence. This fact was used as a reason to describe this
phenomenon as interactions of information type. Information
aspects of causality in biology and medicine are now
underexplored, but there is no doubt that information relations are
closely connected with the ability of living system to use
principles and mechanisms of counteractivity. A live organism,
due to its fine-tuned non-enthropy processes, is in the state of
steady imbalance, and any influence on its biosystem can be
positive for it only in interaction with the internal information
program.
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Thus, human body, due to well-adjusted internal processes, is
in such condition when physiotherapeutic influence can have
positive medical effect on it only with adequate perception of this
influence by the internal information system functionally
organized on the basis of specially "programmed" CNS.
Having a large supply of stored energy for realization of
chemical processes, an organism in the presence of respective
launching signal can use it for automatic or pre-thresholdautomatic activation (deactivation) of its systems, which can be
used to treat various pre-disease conditions that may not be
registered a the person. For pre-threshold-automatic activation the
organism sometimes has just to receive some quanta of sunlight of
a certain spectrum or some dose of physiotherapeutic influence
with small power intensity from the environment (internal or
external).
Information type of influence does not imply using of thermal
processes in tissues as ones launching therapeutic effect, but
considers them as adding load on the CNS due to its significant
physical and humoral components.
Because of trigger mechanisms of generation existing in
human body and strengthening of the influencing it physical factor
of a certain type acting on a certain point on the body, connected
humorally with the sensory system of the body and having certain
frequency of influence, it is possible to provoke response of the
body as united, wholistic system.
Thus, strengthening of low-intensity physical influences in
biotissues and biosystems, and launch of physical and chemical or
reflex process can be realized by means of resonant processes, the
type and character of which is determined by structure and
functional state of biotissues and biosystems in the body and the
nature of the influencing physical factor. At the same time
resonances in the body are possible only on the frequencies that
are realized as parameters of its internal physical factors.
Fig. 29 shows dependence of ideal absorbed capacity at
resonant frequencies on the linear dimension of a bioobject model
under various radiation frequencies.
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Maximum efficient absorption, B/kg
to V/m2

Radiation frequency, MHz

Fig. 29. Resonances (maxima) of averaged by weight
radio-frequency microwave absorption and corresponding
resonant frequencies for tissue--equivalent elongated
spheroidal models of humans and various kinds of animals

Figures designate: 1 —average human; 2 — rhesus monkey; 3 —1
year old child; 4 —child of 10 years; 5 — guinea pig; 6 —rat; 7 —rabbit;
8 —mouse

As receptor systems of the first level in the context of
information influences we will take systems, corresponding to
BAPs with their certain structural and functional configuration and
frequency-resonant perception of physiotherapeutic influences.
To the second receptor level we will refer sensory systems
corresponding
to
photoreceptors,
auditory
receptors,
chemoreceptors, olfactory receptors and taste receptors, which
structurally and functionally are more complex than other sensory
systems and ensure polyfactor perception and multilevel analysis
of information in decision-making in their regulatory departments.
Energy intensity of the physical factor necessary for formation of
action potentials on this receptor level is considerably higher than
the one causing similar receptor activation of BAP structures.
Living organism is basically a nonequilibrium dissipative and
coherent structure and has a spectrum of its own frequencies. In
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particular, in the sixties academician Devyatkov N.D. et al.
discovered resonant character of radiation interaction with
bioobjects in extremely high frequency range (30–300 GHz)
showing the “information role” of this radiation, that is a
possibility to control biological processes at the level of
intercellular interactions and also at the level of the whole body.
In this connection devices with the following characteristics
can be used in therapy to influence the system of the first receptor
level: frequency of electromagnetic radiations from 40 to 63 GHz
(λ= 7.5–4.9 mm) and capacity no more than 0.1 mW, allowing to
bring into resonance massifs of receptor cells and vascular endings
of BAPs and thus form information about the physiotherapeutic
influence in the sensory system.
Higher frequencies corresponding to wavelengths from 400 to
1,400 nm, radiated by low power laser devices, also cause
resonance of molecules in receptor cells.
It should be said that described reception levels are
interconnected and are the major condition for full-scale
functioning of the CNS, since without normal inflow of sensory
information to the cerebral cortex through the system of lemniscal
tracts, other CNS departments cannot support adaptive behavior of
human body in general.
Small intensity sound waves, beginning from infra-frequencies
of an order of 0.01-10 Hz to ultrasonic frequencies, perceived both
by strain-receptor volume of the whole body, organs or body
structures, including BAP and auditory receptors, and
bioenvironments such as blood, lymph, intercellular and cellular
liquid, also belong to information physiotherapeutic influences and
at certain characteristics affect both receptor levels.
Information physiotherapeutic influences also include
harmonic sound signals coming through auditory receptors to the
CNS and from there to certain organs. The questions of reaction of
an organism, its organs and systems to such physiotherapeutic
influences, including music, are still not clearly understood, but
positive effect of harmonic classical music and negative effect of
aggressive, dynamic music has been proved. Just like under the
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influence of hypnosis, music can either make the heart beat faster
or slow heartbeat down, reduce or to increase blood pressure, to
change the psychological state of a person.
Another principle of information influence, chemical, is
realized at all levels of the sensory system — from receptors to the
CNS, and in organs and systems both as reflex and as a result of
direct influence.
Principles, according to which chemical influence affects
biosystems, are similar to chemical reactions going in the body
under the influence of physical factors. Organism reaction in this
case depends on the formula and the quantity of chemical
substance.
So, introduction of medicinal product in a human body (mud
treatment, balneotherapy, and electrophoresis) through the blood
system or gastrointestinal tract is in fact the same
physiotherapeutic influence, since those applications chemically
regulating humoral functions of organs or systems ensure
bioelectronic response in the whole organism. As a rule,
medicinal treatment is carried out using doses of the substance
deliberately exceeding doses sufficient for launching a
therapeutic process, which along with medical effect within the
given organ or system can lead to homeostasis disorders in the
whole organism and cause generation of bioelectronic signals in
its systems that inhibit activity of its receptor systems, which as a
result can cause occurrence of processes destroying defence
system of an organism, that protects it from the influence of
physical factors of the environment.
In addition to the question about security measures when
using information physiotherapeutic influences, we should
mention about the possibility of Jericho effect as a result of
physical and chemical resonances of certain structures and
human body systems leading to destruction of the system or the
organ or its elements (similar to falling of Jericho walls under the
influence of resonance caused modulating shout of ancient Jews
who surrounded that city).
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If we consider mental state of a person under
physiotherapeutic influences, we need to note that various kinds
of mental diseases are connected with poisoning by different
influences, including medicinal products. Moreover, conditioned
reflexes developed as a result of frequent consumption of certain
information physiotherapeutic influences (including medicinal
products), can change electrolytic processes in the body so much,
that physiological principles of human body that have been
formed for millenia will functionally change, resulting in
subsequent physiological degradation, both concerning the
organism that acquired new reflexes, and in subsequent
generations due to changes in genes.
Biorhythmics of the CNS and human body on the whole.
Influence of changed biorhythmic parameters on certain
processes in the body
All processes in the body are inseparably connected with the
timeframe in which they occur. This connection is realized, first
of all, through control of those processes by means of a
bioelectromagnetic generator (biogenerator) — BEMG,
determining biorhythmic characteristics of functioning of the
whole organism. Synchronization of this biogenerator takes place
owing to the influence of slowly changing physical factors of
cosmophysical and geogene character on the sensory system,
which determines receptor generation of periodic clock pulses
with certain parameters. The signals of this basic biogenerator
determine work dynamics of various sections of the CNS,
including cortical structures of the brain that control the
processes taking place in the body. In their turn, physical and
chemical processes taking place in the body at any level, with the
help of receptor systems ensure generation and transmission of
signals processed in the CNS and shaping subsequent logic of the
functioning of the organism. Quickly changing physical factors
influencing an organism through its receptor system form in the
CNS a condition for launching (termination) of processes and
reactions in the body, thus correcting their duration and reference
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point in the time frame of certain physiological processes and
organism functioning in general.
The described processes can be quite exactly identified on an
electroencephalogram where we can find second, ten-second,
minute and even hour rhythms of human CNS functioning.
Recently increasing attention is focused on questions of one-day,
multimonthly, long-term rhythmics, and of their bioelectric
principles.
As we already wrote, duration of physical factors influence
plays defining role in formation of qualitative and quantity
indicators of functional changes and respective counteractive
response to them in the body. Most sensitive to influence
duration of this or that physical factor, along with photoreceptors,
are auditory and motor receptors, and to a lesser degree
nociceptors and thermoreceptors.
Slowly changing
physical factors
Quickly
changing
physical
factors

Receptos system

BEMG

CNS

Responce

Fig. 30. Principle of body functioning in time

Adding to the aforesaid existing today ideas about time as a
factor linking physical processes to each other, we can state the
following basic principles of homeostatic processes and body
functioning as a whole:
• The concept of time for a living system is characterized
by dialectic unity between the time of existence of an organism
as whole in the external environment and existence of certain
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“time lines” according to which various processes in an organism
develop, the dynamics of which can be changed by redefinition
of the character of physiotherapeutic influences, perceived by its
sensory system.
• For process of vital activity of an organism in external
environment as a set of homeostatic processes and each of those
processes separately, have peculiar indissoluble connection
between their realization in the cyclic (biorhythmic) form and in
the form characterized by very slow unilateral course of the
process.
• On the one hand, time parameters of the external
environment form the living conditions for a biological object,
and on the other hand, the object itself is a result of its own
processes of development during its whole lifetime time until the
present moment.
• Time parameters, both of the environment, and of the
internal processes in a biological system and values of those
parameters, can perform the role of a background for these or
those changes, and the role of a factor causing such changes.
•Organism is a system where processes take place in time and
are influenced by the time that passed during the whole period of
existence of this organism as a functional unit, and also under
influenced by the time that has passed from the reference point
for initial phases of cycles of various kinds of rhythmic activity,
determining the time parameters of reactions in the organism.
The patterns described above can be confirmed by the results
of practical research where hypnosis helps to model conditions of
the changed dynamics of processes and time current for the CNS.
It was established that working rhythms of the functional
systems of human body have a frequency range from 10-5 to 103
Hz. Over 300 functional systems in an organism work in a
circadian rhythm (10-5 Hz).
Work of organs and executive systems in its turn is based on
the mechanisms of neurohumoral regulation, determined by
nervous — efferent or direct influence on an organ as it is shown
in the functional chart in fig. 31.
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Fig. 31. General diagram of regulation processes in an organ

Direct influence of a physical factor on a particular organ or
system of the body can have the same action, as reflex one, but
only within this organ. Such influences are artificial. Total
homeostasis effect also is possible in this case, but only if all
neurohumoral conditions and parameters of the influencing
physical factor are met. In this case all processes in the organism
will be built on the principle of the secondary counterresponse to
changes in a particular organ.
Today physiotherapy uses direct influence on internal organs
of a person in order to achieve medical effect in a certain area of
the body where various organs can be located. Such approach
may disturb homeostasis in the body.
An example of such influence are RF techniques with
frequency of 13.56 MHz and influence capacity up to 250 W;
UHF which influence frequency of 27.12 (40.68) MHz and
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capacity up to 350 W; and microwave therapy with radiation
frequency from 460 to 2,400 MHz, and capacity up to 150 W.
Influence in such techniques is, as a rule, noninvasive, where
a powerful physical factor, first of all, affects the depth of
biotissues with receptors, and only then an internal organ.
Influences of physical factors have parameters, type, and dosages
and place of the influence uncoordinated with neurohumoral
peculiarities of the affected organ or system. As a result in
response to such influences there are reactions taking place in the
body that can be pernicious for it and cause no positive effect.
Thus, direct influence of a physical factor can only be a
means of emergency help in case of pathologies of a particular
organ or in need of forced launching of processes in the body (for
example, influence on the glands), but even in this case such
influences should be made taking into account the conditions
listed above, and also with preliminary calculation of the end
result and possible adverse reactions.
General organism reaction to the influence of many physical
factors as a result of these changes in biotissues is vasodilatation
and increase of blood flow and vascularity, aimed at restoration
of the upset balance.
As universal, from the point of view of the physical factor
type and parameters, body reactions to the influence of physical
factors is change in the level of metabolic processes and
connected with it secretion of free forms of various substances
into blood, strengthening of the activity of secretory and other
systems.
As it was already said, on a small area of physiotherapeutic
influence or in case of its small intensity balance can be reached
be means of local reactions. In case of considerable
thermogenesis, taking place as a result of absorption of the
energy of a physical factor by biotissues or under direct influence
of intensive heat, all segmentary mechanisms and the whole
system of thermoregulation in general are activated, including
change of muscle tone and level of oxidation-reduction
processes.
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Since general primary reactions of biotissues and body to
various physiotherapeutic influences are heat generation and heat
regulation, it seems to be possible to trace the degree and
character of body reaction to such physiotherapeutic influence,
and ways of its humoral distributions by temperature changes in
biotissues.
Thus, authors used thermography and impedometry methods
in order to estimate the character of physiotherapeutic influences
on human body and trace reactions arising in response to such
physiotherapeutic influence. Thermographic images are
especially convenient in monitoring of body reaction formed as a
result of influence of electromagnetic, magnetic, laser, ultrasonic
radiations and strain radiations in dynamics in general.
Cavitation processes in human body
At the same time it is possible to assume that cavitation
processes of radiations in human body, including brain, caused in
blood circulation system, electric systems, occur under provoked
resonances of ULF EMR of processes taking place on the Sun
and the Moon and inside the Earth (to a smaller extent, because
of the screen - terrestrial surface), planets and determines motion
characteristics, including distorted electric processes in human
body systems, and as a result in human thought, including its
social aspect.
Electromagnetic radiation of the heart is a result of cavitation
processes developed during motion of blood flows through heart
vessels and compartments. "Normal" cardiogram in this case is
correct motion of blood with certain structure and "development"
of ULF EMR in a certain range of frequencies and harmonic
structure.
The pacemaker, sinoatrial node, is located in the place of
convergence of hollow venous vessels. The frequency of its
electric pulsing is about 60 impulses per minute, and it is
determined by the frequency of EMR cavitation radiations during
blood motion in the top hollow vein and the bottom hollow vein
and depends on physiological parameters of vascular volumes of
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places where the blood flows. Same cavitation EMR determine
the electrocardiogram, since the excitation current of all cardiac
muscles has small power and with such number of their
contractions.
Explosive potential of ULF EMR formation in
multidimensional flows is thus expressed in many diseases of
human body, first as disturbances in the rhythms of human body
systems, as an electromagnetic structure, especially due to
discontinuities in convection field of the Earth.

Chapter 5
Evaluation of the efficiency of the parameters of EMR
influences in physiotherapy
In this chapter we will consider some techniques of EMR
application in physiotherapy from the point of view of parameters
of physiotherapeutic influence, their medical potential, using
generalizations from the previous chapter.
Certainly, modern physiotherapy predominantly uses certain
intuitively defined parameters of influencing factors, helping in the
process of treatment and stimulating healing. For many decades
scientists conducted research trying to correct the conditions of
human body and studying possible treatment of these or those
diseases by means of magnetoelectric methods.
Further we will consider several kinds of physiotherapeutic
influence of various factors, including EMR. In physiotherapy
influencing factors mostly affect the receptor, tissue and
intersystem level. At intersystem level they involve ionic, cellular
and intercellular processes which in case of intensive application
can be blocked by adaptive mechanisms and have small medical
effect, which is basically determined, apart from the energy
parameter, also by inhibiting influences of resonances in receptor
systems.
When EMR, especially pulse radiations, affect biotissues, they
cause in them processes of ionic polarization, but pulse therapy
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allows us to have additional control of these processes due to
regulation of rate of speed and degree of ions accumulation on
membranes, changing the form of impulses, their polarity and
using modulations.
Physiotherapy uses the following kinds and forms of impulses:
rectangular impulses of direct current, sinusoidal impulses with
constant direction — single-cycle and two-cycle exponental
impulses, diadynamic and sinusoidal impulses with constant
direction and changeable amplitude and sequence, interference,
sinusoidal modulated, fluctuating impulses of alternating voltage
with a "noise" spectrum of frequencies. The form of impulses itself
has a great impact on the character of reaction of biotissues and
receptors, which can be trigger-like or changing with regular
intervals. Thus, with identical current intensity and influence by
rectangular impulses and by sinusoidal form impulses reaction of
biotissues and receptor structures changes from very pronounced
painful at rest to painless and slight.
Along with application of the energy of physical factor to the
body by modulated impulses with different off-duty factor allows
to reduce heat generation in biotissues and energy load on the
cardiovascular and nervous systems and to exert influence on
organs and systems more or less determined by resonance by
means of selecting frequency corresponding to their functioning
cycles, and adequate magnetic influence parameters.
When receptors and biotissues show of reactions of adaptation
to the influence of physical factor with certain frequency and
modulation, organism is stimulated with certain changes of EMR
frequency and level.
Basic reactions taking place in the body and its systems in
response to EMR influence with low - and medium-intensity pulse
currents, include normalization of the CNS and its regulations of
body systems; stimulation of the receptor system; stimulation of
blood and lymph circulation.
1. Physiotherapy, for example, uses semi sinusoidal form of
impulses as an influencing physical factor, exerting combined and
alternate influence by a current with frequency of 50 Hz and a
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current with frequency of 100 Hz. These frequencies can be
applied to an organism either separately and continuously, or with
intervals, or in continuous alternation of modulated impulses with
a different duration period during the whole treatment. In this case
the pulsation amplitude and the level of direct current may change.
It must be noted that skin integuments are very resistant to
diadynamic currents. It is determined by big ohmic resistance of
the skin. In this case the main ways of current transmission into
the body through the skin are ducts of sweat glands. Most part of
the energy of electromagnetic influence is lost during its passage
through these ducts. Subcutaneous fat layer also offers
considerable electric resistance. In total these impulses cause
occurrence of a thermal factor that also affects the body through
thermoreceptors and is distributed in humoral way in combination
with the induced electric current.
Influencing biotissues EMR due to the constant component of
the induced currents change ions ratio in the structure of cell
membranes, cells and intercellular space. In the course of
influence there is a relative growth in the number of hydrogen ions
at the negative electrode of biotechnical system of impulse
generation, with subsequent redistribution of usual content of
potassium and sodium ions in cells and intercellular liquid, and
formation of unusual for biotissues polarizing congestion of ions
near cell membranes. All this leads to increase of metabolic
processes intensity and biotissues excitability.
Together with the reactions described above, influence of pulse
components of applied fields causes reactions of more rapid
change of ions concentration near cell membranes. Thus, no big
ion concentration takes place near the cell membrane due to its
semipermeability for the influence of such galvanic current. Fast
changes of ion concentration under the influence of such pulse
currents on a muscle cell or in innervating it nerve filament cause
reduction of muscle fiber. This reaction is accompanied by reflex
increase of blood-flow to the muscle and intensification of
exchange processes in order to form the counteractive response
(L.Connor).
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Dilation of blood vessels increasing blood flow occurs by
reflex as a result of direct action of current on receptors and
nervous fibers and formation of biologically active substances in
the place of its absorption. Increase in blood flow takes place not
only in the biotissues located between electrodes, but also in parts
of the body that are influenced through the nervous system from
the same part of the spinal cord. At the same time there is an
improvement of venous outflow and increase in vascular
resorption ability.
2. In another method of physiotherapy influencing the body by
sinusoidal impulses with carrier frequency from 2 to 5 kHz and
amplitude-modulated by low frequency within 10–150 Hz, this
carrier bearing frequency does not cause stimulation of receptors
in integuments, exerting influence on deeper (muscle) layers of
biotissues and intracavity receptor structures.
Thus, with the use of modulated medium-frequency EMR and
induced electric fields their exciting action increases and the
character of biological action of variable medium-frequency
currents on stimulated tissues is determined by the same
parameters, as in case of influence by constant pulse currents
increases, namely: impulse duration and modulation frequency,
their frequency, sequence, duration of intervals between them and
their intensity. Change of those parameters of biotechnical systems
determines the character of processes in biotissues and receptor
nervous paths and, as consequence, reaction of the CNS and
executive systems of the body to such influences.
As a result of EMR influence exciting action on cells with
electrically excitable membranes (receptors, nervous and muscle
fibers) is exerted not by all oscillation in the series, but only those
that have sufficiently big amplitude. These oscillations change
ions ratio in a cell membranes, leading to its depolarization and
distribution of the excitation throughout the cell. This process lasts
for a few thousandths of a second, comparable with the duration of
each oscillation of the modulated signal. Then depolarization
process occurs as a result of potassium-sodium pump, and again,
after a few thousandths of a second, subsequent current oscillation
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supports yet unfinished cell excitation. The longer is the interval
between series of impulses, the fuller is restoration of the initial
cell condition and the stronger is its reaction to the subsequent
series of fluctuations.
If regulation of impulse amplitude and intensity of influence
mostly results in energy changes in biotissues, change of
modulation frequency results in change of their information
properties, for example, modulation frequencies of 100-150 Hz
activate only nervous and muscular fibers. Frequencies of 10-30
Hz also activate reacting structures with big cycles of functioning
of human body systems and organs.
Reactions are formed in the body on local and reflex basis
according to counteractivity principles. Basic reactions to such
influence include stimulation of the CNS systems; improvement of
respiratory function — normalization of the functioning of organs
and systems in a pathological process; normalization of
functioning of endocrine glands at early stages of diabetes
mellitus.
Studies of those physiotherapeutic influences have shown that
in order to eliminate adaptive receptor processes and to increase
the intensity of body reaction to a physiotherapeutic influenceе, it
is possible to influence skin surface with a sinusoidal alternating
current, induced by EMR, with current density up to 3 mA/cm2
and voltage up to 100 V, that has noise spectrum with frequency
deviation from 100 to 2,000 Hz.
Research has shown that owing to the presence of mediumfrequency components induced or applied fluctuating current can
effectively directly influence subcutaneous biotissues, receptors
and nervous and humoral paths.
Exciting action of current with such parameters in each
separate moment is determined by its fluctuation frequency, and
consequently, half-cycle duration and oscillation amplitude,
provided that its exciting action at the same amplitude is
considerably higher with decrease in oscillation frequency. Since
values of those parameters change chaotically, the moments of
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high excitation occur also chaotically. Their pronouncedness can
be regulated only by currents induction capacity.
Aperiodicity of peaks of excitation increases irritant effect and
reduces receptor adaptation in comparison with effects of periodic
oscillation of the same amplitude. This is why in case of
pronounced inflammatory process therapists should refrain from
application of this mode because of possibility of its aggravation.
Influence by partially unipolar oscillations leads to the nonrhythmical contractions of muscle fibers transforming with further
increase of impulse amplitude into irregular muscle twitchings. In
addition to that blood circulation in tissues close to the electrodes
improves and temperature hoes up a little, which affects
thermoreceptors. This rise in temperature caused by increased
blood circulation is preserved for an hour after the influence.
Excitation of a considerable number of nervous and muscular
fibers in the area of pulse current passage generates receptor
impulses to the CNS, leading as a result to soothing reaction, just
as in case of other pulse currents. Improvement in blood and
lymph circulation, activation of phagocytic activity of leukocytes,
decrease in pain symptoms ensures anti-inflammatory action of
fluctuating currents.
3. Dream improvement is achieved by so-called of electric
treatment involving action of a small intensity pulse current
directly on the central nervous system through nerve paths and
nerve structures, in order to normalize its functional status. Thus,
in the frameworks of electric dream therapy neural fields in the
brain are influenced by rectangular impulses with average
frequency of 100 Hz, porosity 10, amplitude 15 V, with currents
up to 10 mA (induced currents up to 0.5/10 мА).
Pulse currents cause excitation of very sensitive neural fields in
the trigeminal nerve area. Rhythmcally ordered afferent pulsation
from exited neurons goes by nerve fibers of the trigeminal nerve to
bipolar cells of trigeminal ganglion, and from there — to the big
sensory nucleus of the trigeminal nerve in the medulla. From it via
numerous fibers pulsation comes to the neurons in the cortex of
cerebrum and mostly to thalamus and hypothalamus nuclei as
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subsystems of the CNS which forms generalized efferent pulsation
for all body systems.
Due to quite close arrangement of many vital centers in the
spinal cord and a big degree of branching of the links between
numerous nuclei of that area, influences on them have
multifunctional fundamental character. Efferent impulses
originating in these nuclei, change functional status of major body
systems — respiration, blood pressure, thermoregulation, muscle
tone, etc. Influence on endocrine glands is exerted through the
hypophysis, thus involving the humoral link, regulating functions
of many organs and systems. Described above excitation of
receptors and short circuit of the reflex arc at the level of medulla
are major factors in the mechanism of medical action of electric
sleep.
As for direct action of current on the brain, measured potentials
of a pulse electric current in an experiment (made by L.Bekhterev)
with implanted electrodes in case of orbital-occipital location of
external electrodes show that the greatest current density is
recorded in brain divisions located at the basis of the skull, and the
smallest — at the scullcap. This research does not deny direct
action of electric potentials on the brain during electric sleep, but
indicate that they have no prevailing value.
As it was already said, reflex and direct influence of weak
pulse currents on subcortical-stem brain divisions helps to
normalize the functional status of the central nervous system with
some inhibition of reactions and its regulating influence on other
body systems, which explains therapeutic action of electric sleep.
First of all we should note normalization of higher nervous
function, neurohumoral regulation, increase in working efficiency,
decreased fatigue. For example, incase of hypertensive disease we
note improvement of sleep and general condition of the patient,
decrease in emotional reactance, normalization of pathologically
elevated arterial pressure. Sleep cased by electric impulse
improves blood saturation with oxygen and increases respiratory
minute volume, normalizes functions of the blood clotting systems
and many other functions of the body.
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The character of medical action of electric sleep is determined,
in particular, by the frequency of impulses and treatment duration.
Pulse currents of low frequencies from 5 to 20 Hz render sedative,
moderately hypotensive action and to a lesser degree influence the
neurohumoral regulation system, slowing it down. When the
generator of a biotechnical system supplies frequencies of 40-100
Hz with the same treatment duration, pulse currents cause more
expressed reactions of vegetative-endocrine and cardiovascular
systems, manifested by increase in sympathetic and decrease in
trans-membrane receptor activity, in improvement of the function
of the cardiovascular system and normalization of the arterial
pressure.
Thus, "artificial" sleep for about 1 hour causes depression of
the system of neurohumoral regulation and less favorable reactions
of the cardiovascular system.
Let us now estimate processes taking place in human body at
receptor and biotissue levels, providing emergence and regulation
of a spectrum of counteractive reactions to pulse physiotherapeutic
influence. Use of modulated impulses makes it possible to regulate
ionic polarization processes in cells of biotissues and receptors and
occurrence of biocorrecting influences that can be realized in such
structures at a greater depth in the body. Such regulation allows us
to determine excitation of cells membranes owing to a change of
impulses intensity, their porosity, form and frequency. At the same
time there is a reduction of total capacity of the influence exerted
by a physical factor on the organism. Frequency of EMR impulses
in its turn determines the character of influence at its various
levels, including biotissues and receptors. High power frequency
influence on biotissues can also cause thermal effects. We should
note extensive coverage due to big depth of influence penetration,
and secondary physical and chemical transformations in cellular
structures of the body, determined by orientation of EMR
radiators.
4. Under the influence of sinusoidal currents with frequency of
22 kHz, voltage from 4 to 5 kB and low power active elements in
body cells and tissues begin oscillating motions, generating
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variable receptor potentials, and electronic and ionic polarization
which leads to chemical changes in cells and tissues.
Relaxation and polarizing processes of ions, electrons and
dipoles of protein-colloid elements in cells are the basis of socalled oscillating action of low power electromagnetic radiations,
accompanied by dilation of arteriolas and capillaries inside
biotissues in the affected area, by heat release that amplifies blood
circulation, and visible hyperemia of skin integuments. Dilation of
blood vessels and increase in blood circulation in them occur not
only in their normal conditions, but as a result of relaxation of
spastically narrowed vessels and decrease in their hypersthenia
under the influence of electric currents. Besides, vasospasm
relaxation and vessels dilation are observed not only in skin
integuments subjected to the influence, but also in internal organs,
segmentally connected with those areas.
Activation of blood circulation, including muscle structures of
the vessels, improves their functional status, which in combination
with vasospasm and ischemia relaxation contributes to increase in
activity of metabolic and trophic processes, especially in skin and
hypodermic tissues, which is widely used in treatment of trophiс
disorders in integuments. Stagnant processes decrease, functional
status of nervous and vascular systems improves, antispasmodic
action is observed. As a result of extensive afferent pulsation from
receptors of the affected area to the CNS and its vegetative centers
there is a reduction or ease from pain. For the same reasons, and
also owing to activation of adaptive mechanisms there is a local
decrease in the sensitivity of skin pain receptors, which with
sufficient duration and current intensity may reach almost total
anaesthesia.
5. In treatment by UHF range EMI, during which body of the
patient is subject to continuous or pulse electric field of frequency
from 27 MHz to 40 MHz and capacity from 1 to 350 W in a
continuous field and with influence options 25 kW in pulse and
average capacity 15W in pulse influence.
Modulations of EMR frequencies are from 100 to 500 Hz.
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Radiating electrodes, as a rule, are applied at some distance
from the patient’s body. Depth of EMR penetration at small and
relatively big distances will be identical. Optimal distances are
those providing uniform heating of the tissues. In case of lowintensity UHF influence it is possible to place electrodes on the
patient’s skin without any gap.
Major physical factor affecting an organism in this method is
EMR. In case of EMR transfer on the patient’s body ions move in
directions opposite to charged plates, forming conductivity
current. Dielectrics, that don’t have a structural dipole, temporarily
acquire it and are polarized. Processes of polarization, relaxation
of ionic oscillations, and resonant processes determine intertissular
heat generation. Its amount increases with increase in the
frequency of the variable field, and at the same frequency it is
determined by impedance of biotissues, in particular their ability to
polarize depending on the character of their substance,
characterized by its dielectric permeability and conductivity.
Since the influence is in the high frequency range, the
impedance of bone biotissues decreases considerably, and they
become permeable for high-frequency EMR. Air acquires the
same capacitor conductivity; this is why EMR freely passes
through the air gap between the radiator plate and the body,
through the skin with subcutaneous fat layer, adipose connective
tissue layers and penetrates into joints, and through bones into the
marrow. The amount of dielectric loss in tissues is determined by
their dielectric permeability — the least for fat, subcutaneous
tissue, nerve, brain, bone — where the greatest part of the energy
of EMR induced fields is absorbed.
Absorbed EMR energy changes physical and chemical
processes in albuminous cell structures, first of all most reactive
connecting and nervous tissues. Under the influence by pulse field
UHF affect CNS, causing a temporary restriction of cell structures
because it exceeds the physiological limit of excitation. Such
mechanism stimulates work of the CNS and creation of a new
adaptive level of reaction to external influences.
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In case of a low-frequency pulse mode direct action of electric
field oscillations caused by EMR on electrically charged particles
of biotissues and on bioelectric processes occurring in them are
much stronger, than in case of continuous EMR, and it mostly
affects reactions of the organism.
Thermal heating of biotissues can be determined by many
characteristics, including topography of the patient’s body in the
place of energy absorption, primary biophysical processes,
reaction of individual organs, systems and body in general. The
greatest amount of heat is formed in subcutaneous tissues, then in
muscles and skin, and the least — in neural tissue, blood and
lymph.
Accordingly, organism reaction to high frequency EMR with
modulations is caused by functional and biochemical changes
taking place in biotissues as a result of thermoreceptor stimulation
and stimulating action of biocorrecting fields having greater
importance in treatment, than thermal influence.
Nervous system and other systems of the body react to the
influence of low power EMR field by increased stimulation due to
resonances in those systems. In case of big doses of influence or
long influence by small doses we observe a short-term phase of
excitation with possibility of long inhibition, connected with
energy accumulation in a local organ and its adaptive reaction.
Small intensity causes dilation of arteriolas, capillaries,
venulas, and blood flow acceleration. Large doses lead to
narrowing of capillaries and arteries and slowdown of capillary
and venous blood flow. Very big dosages result in quickly passing
narrowing of vessels with their subsequent dilation and blood flow
acceleration, replaced by slowed and ceased blood flow through
small vessels and capillaries, which is determined by the
mechanisms of biological counteraction.
On the whole, thermal effect in tissues leads to dilation of
capillaries and arteriolas in the area subjected to the field,
improvement in blood circulation, decrease of arterial pressure,
increase of vascular permeability, lymph circulation, venous
outflow including brain vessels, activation of immunological
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processes, in particular activation of phagocytal action of
leukocytes, with anti-inflammatory, bacteriostatic, soothing action,
and functional influence on the CNS.
Laboratory tests have shown that influence of high-frequency
physical factor (EMR) causes a change of ionic composition of
blood, lymph, muscles, and parenchymatous bodies, generating
high frequency alternating current in dielectric layers in the
connective tissue, adipose tissue and nerve stems.
It was also shown that the influence of such radiation activates
various functions of the connective tissue, including its
reproductive properties. Researchers state not just growth of the
connective tissue in general under the influence of such factor, but
acceleration of growth and maturing of granulations regenerating
and filling the wound. They note acceleration of nerve fibers
regeneration, forced restoration of their initial conductivity.
6. Besides, if biotissues of a patient are subject to an alternating
low-frequency, modulated, magnetic field caused by EMR about
35 mT with frequencies of 700 and 1,000 Hz, such low-frequency
magnetic fields fade as a result of electromagnetic transformations
taking place in his biotissues.
Variable or intermittent magnetic field transmitted through
tissues induces Foucault's vortical currents in them, i.e. motion of
electrically charged particles along closed spiral lines. This motion
of charged particles as a result of their friction and collision
between themselves and nuclear structures causes generation of
intertissular heat. More intensive currents and greater amount of
heat are formed in tissues with good conductivity. However, as
calculations show, owing to a low magnetic field frequency the
heat formed is 10-6 times less than the amount created in the course
of tissues life activity. These fields in our work are called fields
caused by EMR or biocorrecting, just as frequencies. At the same
time they are a kind of stimulus and can change the rate of
oxidation-reduction processes, and affect the course of enzymatic
processes.
Together with generation of an insignificant amount of heat,
certain excitatory influence is caused by oscillatory motions of
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ions. This may lead to increase in concentration of ions having the
same charge on semi-permeable cell membranes, which changes
their functional status. Receptor structures in cells change their
electric characteristics, which causes a change of counteractivity
levels under applied large power EMR.
Biological effect of a magnetic field is also connected to its
humoral distribution due to induction electromotive force blood
and lymph flows. Under the law of magnetic induction weak
currents changing the course of metabolic processes emerge in
those environments as in good moving conductors. Intensity of
those currents is determined by the intensity of a magnetic field
induced by EMR.
It is well-known that most biotissues in the body are
diamagnetic, i.e. they are not magnetized under the influence of a
magnetic field, but many components of biotissues, for example,
electrolytes, hemocytes being in a magnetic field may acquire
magnetic properties with changing characteristics that can induce
secondary weak magnetic fields determining BC effects in the
body.
Besides, it is known that magnetic fields have an effect on
liquid-crystal structures of water, proteins, polypeptides and other
compounds. Small volume of magnetic fields induction influences
electric and magnetic interrelations of cellular and endocellular
structures, changing metabolic processes in cells and permeability
of cellular membranes.
Studying of the influence of magnetic fields on various human
body organs and systems allowed the scientists to identify some
distinctions in the effect of constant and variable magnetic fields.
Variable magnetic field intensifies inhibition processes in the
central nervous system and through brain subdivisions (fields)
stimulates increase in hormone secretion, hemogenesis and other
systems.
Besides, it is must be noted that all chemical reactions
including those in live organisms, proceed faster in a magnetic
field. Magnetic field of the Earth by ultra-low frequency EMR
influences live organisms not only at their cellular level, regulating
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tissular breath mechanisms, ordering composition of cellular
liquids, but via the system of their reception by antenna field of
blood vessels inhibits or stimulates processes in human body
through CNS and receptors.
Most sensitive to magnetic field influence are nervous,
endocrine, cardiovascular and hematopoietic systems. Induced
magnetic fields are also used for damaged biotissue restoration,
acceleration of protein carbohydrates and enzymes synthesis,
regulating permeability of cells membranes. Research has also
shown that organs responsible for immunity, that is thymus gland,
spleen, liver, and adrenal glands are very sensitive to the influence
of low-intensity magnetic fields. Immunity improves under the
influence of low-frequency therapy, and the number of
lymphocytes and antibodies in blood rises.
Pulse magnetic fields with variable characteristics created by
biotechnical physiotherapeutic systems also have expressed
biological action.
Increase in magnetic field capacity and frequency does not
change the mechanism of energy absorption in comparison with
induced low-frequency magnetic influences. When a magnetic
field affects a biotissue, heat is generated as a result of friction and
collision of oscillating particles. As it was already mentioned, the
amount of heat generated in a unit of time in a unit of biotissue
volume is directly proportional to the square of oscillation
frequency, the square of magnetic field intensity and specific
conductivity of the biotissue, which indicates generation of a huge
amount of heat in tissues incomparable to the amount of heat
produced by low-frequency oscillations. Thus, as opposed to
contact EMR methods, including high frequency ones where
energy is absorbed mostly in a skin and subcutaneous fat layer,
under the influence of a high-frequency magnetic field the energy
is absorbed in muscular layer or tissues with a big content of liquid
environments — blood, lymph, exudates, etc.
Physical and chemical processes in cells and tissues are similar
to the processes occurring under the influence of high-frequency
currents, and magnetic field energy is realized mostly in the
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processes of ionic conductivity and formation of resonant
oscillations of endocellular elements, which results both in
endogenous heat generation and in biocorrecting effect. Scientists
note that greater is the energy absorbed by biotissues, higher is
thermogenesis and the smaller is the biocorrecting effect.
Endogenous heat has an incomparably greater effect on the
body, than heat applied to it from the outside. This is because
external thermal influences turn on certain mechanisms of the
receptor thermoregulation system in the body which depends on
influence intensity, and in this case no considerable thermal
stimulation can affect deeply located biotissues. At the same time
heat formed under the influence of ULF EMR in biotissues at the
depth of 7-8 sm, is strong irritant for the receptor systems and
CNS, causing mostly pathogenic response from many body
systems.
First of all, nervous system as most sensitive one reacts to the
influence of a variable magnetic field, and through it other systems
of the body react as well. Short-term non-intensive influences with
weak heat sensation increases nerves excitability and their
conductivity. Longer influences with well perceptible moderate
heat increase stimulation threshold, intensifying inhibition
processes in the CNS, showing sedative, antispasmodic, soothing
effect, decreasing muscle tone.
Just as the nervous system, also very sensitive to EMR with
large-amplitude magnetic components is the vascular system,
reacting by intensification of lymph and blood circulation, become
activation of physical thermoregulation processes, deeper
hyperemia in biotissues, similarly to above-stated examples of
physiotherapeutic influences.
7. During physiotherapy on higher EMR frequencies from 460
mHz to 2.375 GHz. Due to very high frequency of EMR coming
close to the frequencies of electromagnetic oscillations in the
optical range, the properties of such EMR are close to the
properties of infra-red part of light radiation.
When a microwave radiation is directed on a certain body area,
the energy of oscillations is partially absorbed, and partially
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reflected from the skin surface. Because of the big difference
between dielectric permeability of air and dielectric permeability
of skin with its subcutaneous fat layer EMR reflexion is fairly big
and can reach 75 % of incident energy.
Generation of a considerable amount of intertissular heat in
muscle layer on its border with adipose one and in subcutaneous
fat layer affects the activity of many organs and systems.
EMR energy, penetrating through integuments, is to the
greatest degree absorbed by tissues with a big content of water,
molecules of which have polarity and relaxation frequency of
which is close to the frequency of actual oscillations. On
average, owing to complex structure of biotissues, the depth of
EMR penetration is 3–9 sm from the body surface.
The result of absorption of EMR energy in the specified
frequency range, due to oscillations of polar water molecules, is
generation of a significant amount of intertissular heat. Taking
into account described above peculiarities of energy absorption
by biotissues with small impedance, we can state that the
greatest amount of heat from the absorbed energy is generated
in muscle layer.
Nervous system as the system regulating and integrating
activity of the whole body is the first to react to EMR influence
in that range. Rise in temperature in the area of energy
absorption creates a flow of afferent pulsation in respective
spinal cord segments and thalamus and hypophysis centers
where, depending on the intensity of stimulation and the volume
involved tissues, various levels of reaction are activated,
including humoral systems.
Thus, EMR influence causes reactions determined by ionic
and thermal processes in biotissues in the body. Occurrence of
thermal processes in biotissues takes place according to the
frequency-dependent mechanism, peculiarities of which were
already mentioned. Biocorrecting influence of this radiation is
shown in the form of resonant and relaxation phenomena, and
reorganization in albuminous molecules of cellular membranes.
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Receptor potential of thermoreceptors as a result of heat
generation in biotissues is formed under the influence of power
flux density from 10mW/sm2 to 40mW/sm2. Below this
threshold occur effects consisting in resonant and relaxation
processes in endocellular elements, on which the theory of
biocorrecting frequencies is based. Relaxation processes take
place in dipole molecules of water, liquid environments, and
resonant phenomena take place in protein molecules with high
dispersion, in amino acids and peptides, with frequency
characteristics close to radiated EMR.
Influence of thermal doses in this EMR range causes typical
both local and reflex-segmentary reactions providing dilation of
local blood vessels, acceleration of blood flow in them, and
generalized reactions leading to activation of major adaptive
systems, the whole system of thermoregulation, with change in
metabolic processes and general tone of the body, leading, in
turn, to total, often uncontrollable reorganization of the body
and occurrence of pathological and destructive reactions with
oppression of the activity of most organs.
Thus, it was determined that long influence even by small
doses of high frequency EMR causes considerable, though
reversible, degenerate changes in the nervous system.
Humoral thermal influence and activation of temperature
reception of hypothalamus under thermal influence lead to
inhibition of motor, secretory and enzymatic activity of the
digestion system and their subsequent intensification during
such influence. On the 10-12th day of influence the studied
functions came close to their initial condition, which is
explained by action of adaptive mechanisms, in particular,
decrease in cells sensitivity in trigger area of hypothalamus.
Superhigh-frequency EMR in moderate thermal doses have
soothing and antipruriginous effect, and in weak thermal doses
they have hypotensive effect, improve coronary and central
blood circulation, contribute to termination or reduction of
clinical displays of hypertensive disease. Most patients
suffering from ischemic heart disease under the influence of
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weak thermal intensity note positive dynamics of the
pathologically changed functions.
Very significant in the mechanism of medical action of
microwaves in their application in weak thermal and thermal
intensities is their stimulation of the functions of major
hormonal organs — adenohypophysis, adrenal cortex, thyroid
gland and pancreas with increased content of hormones and
insulin in blood plasma.
As it was shown, electromagnetic oscillations in highfrequency range improve the functional state of the central and
peripheral nervous system, have well expressed antiinflammatory and immunomodulating effect, and facilitate
reparative tissue regeneration.
8. Influence on a human body with medical purposes by
continuous or pulse EMR with bearing frequencies in the range
from 30 to 95 GHz (millimetric waves) is called EHF therapy.
As a rule, only separate frequencies from this range are used in
practice, being resonant or biologically active ones. Among
them are the following: 42.3 GHz, 53.8 GHz and 61.2 GHz;
50.3 GHz, 51.8 GHz and 65 GHz. With development of
instrumental method studying biological activity under the
influence of EHF radiation this range of frequencies is
considerably expanding. Today there are the devices generating
frequencies up to maximum value of 95 GHz. Deviation of
bearing frequency modulation is in the range from 50 to 150
MHz. Power flux density of EHF radiation should not be above
10 mW/sm2.
Therapeutic principle of EHF therapy is based on the fact
that irradiation by one frequency brings a different result, than
action of another, even fairly close frequency. It indicates
existence of resonances in the nervous system of a certain organ
or a group of CNS neurons.
Explanation of the processes occurring in the body under the
influence of low intensity EHF EMR during physiotherapeutic
procedures is that effects of millimetric wave influence are
connected with excitation of tensoelectric waves in cells
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membranes with signs of pathology with subsequent generation
by those cells of signals controlling regenerative processes
through the CNS. That is according to this approach due to
pathologies or other any disorders patient’s energy
characteristics of cellular structures are insufficient and this
lack of energy is compensated by external influence.
It should be also taken into account that EMR fields of
millimetric range are initially inherent in all flesh as the
organism compiler and for this reason their therapeutic effect
can be realized in separate portions of external influence, for
example, of the order of (10–20–10–21) W/Hz·sm2. It is assumed
that generation of oscillations in EHF range in cells — is a
distinctive property of all live cells, and in case of a disease
those oscillations should naturally fade. Thus, under the
influence of EMR in such range on skin cells there are
resonances of dying away oscillations in cells membranes and
their maintenance at normal level can give a medical effect.
Physicists have theoretically proved that separate parts of
plasmatic cell membranes can make coherent (in-phase)
oscillations in the frequency range 1010-1011 Hz. They,
apparently, are those tensoelectric waves which can emerge and
be maintained in plasmatic cell membranes, getting energy from
metabolic processes.
In a "normal" (stationary) condition cells generate stable
coherent oscillations in EHF. But in the range of cellular
homeostasis change (transition to a non-stationary condition)
these oscillations are activated and, operating on the principle of
the mechanism of negative feedback to impaired cell functions,
facilitate their restoration. Coherent oscillations emerging in a
cell in the specified range of frequencies promote restoration of
the impaired structures. If for any reason cell transition from a
stationary state to a non-stationary one is not accompanied by
generation of coherent oscillations, application of external EMR
can simulate own oscillations of such cell, accelerating the
process of its restoration.
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Many experiments have shown that the primary target for
electromagnetic radiations (EMR) is not a cell of the body itself,
but water environment in the top part of skin integument, which
leads to increase in chemical activity of structured water
molecules in a live organism. Then by a trigger effect
stimulation is transferred as a kind of signal to the level of
cellular membrane proteins.
Moreover, there is a bioenergetic point of view on the
mechanism of EMI EHF interaction with a biological object,
assigning a special role to double resonance in the presence of
radiation capacity modulation, which exerts versatile influence
on the whole organism and, first of all, on the processes of
homeostasis regulation and maintenance. While under the
influence of almost all environmental factors on an organism
increase of influence intensity is accompanied by intensified
deviations of functional activity parameters of cells, tissues,
organs, systems from the "physiological" level, the mechanism
of millimetric waves influence on bioobjects have a unique
feature - possibility of their resonant interaction with
endogenous EMR of the bioobject. Excitation of coherent
oscillations is a natural mechanism of cell self-regulation.
Extensive experimental material indicates that EHF EMI can
affect practically all known types of cells: nervous, muscular,
connective, receptor, etc., in model systems of any level of
organization of the biological research object - single cells, cells
culture, colonies of microorganisms, tissue culture, isolated
organs, and whole organism.
EHF EMI with ultralow energy flux density (at the level of
mcW/cm2), are on the edge between weak and superweak levels
in EMR influences on biological systems. Energy of doses of
this range h·f, on the one hand, is less than energy of thermal
motion of atoms and molecules k·T, and on the another — it is
far less than energy of even weak hydrogen bonds in live
organisms. These radiations not only do not influence atomic
and molecular structures, but also cannot affect oscillatory
spectrum of biomacromolecules.
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Use of the peak modulation mode allows us to utilize an
additional channel of information delivery by means of signal
extraction using nonlinearity of the electric characteristics of
cellular structures.
Energy aspect of EHF radiation influence on biotissue
consists in the following. It was noted that low-intensity
electromagnetic waves in EHF range (10...20 mcW/cm2) falling
on water surface or water containing environment may cause
waves propagating in the environment almost loss-free.
Actually it is not separate water molecules that participate in the
wave motion, but molecular associates with hydrogen bonds
playing the role of binding forces, and excitation of these waves
has a resonant character at frequencies of 51, 65, 100 GHz.
Dissipating on structural irregularities, these waves lose their
energy in the form of heat or infra-red EMR.
9. Let us further consider possibilities and mechanisms of
therapeutic influence on the body by an optical range
electromagnetic radiation: infra-red, visible and ultra-violet.
Light radiation in EMR spectrum is divided into three basic
wave length ranges:
– Infra-red radiation — from 4,000 nm to 760 nm;
– Visible radiation — from 760 to 400 nm;
– Ultra-violet radiation — from 400 to 2 nm.
Experiments studying specific action of optical EMR on
human body systems and organs try to choose wave lengths
different from boundary values of these ranges. So infra-red
radiation, as a rule, is limited from above by wave length
1,000–1,200 nm, ultra-violet radiation is used in the range
limited from below by wave length 180 nm.
As we already mentioned, optical radiation energy, as well
as energy of other types of electromagnetic radiations, in
interaction with body tissues turns into other kinds of energy:
chemical, thermal, etc., serving as a trigger for physical,
chemical and biological reactions forming final effect of
medical treatment. Each of the considered ranges of optical
electromagnetic fields and radiations causes its own peculiar
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photobiological processes, which determine specificity of their
medical effects.
Just as for electromagnetic radiation, for optical radiations
there is also a progressive dependence between EMR
frequencies and depth of their penetration into biotissues. Infrared rays penetrate into a biotissue to the depth of 4–5 sm,
visible light —1 sm, ultra-violet rays —0.5–1 mm.
Penetrating into tissues to the depth of 40–50 mm, infra-red
EMR cause heat generation in the place of their absorption, i.e.
such radiation is a thermal energy transmission medium.
Thus, influence of IR radiation due to thermal energy
absorption intensifies Brownian motion of molecules and heat
generation in tissular structures. Short-wave infra-red rays are
absorbed by derma, but 30 % of rays penetrate more deeply,
reaching hypodermic fat layer and internal bodies. Medium and
long-wave rays are absorbed by epidermis. Penetrating deeper
into body tissues, than other kinds of light energy, infra-red
radiation heats up the whole depth of skin and partly
hypodermic
tissues
by
1–2°С,
and
causes
local
thermoregulation reactions of the shallow vascular network.
Thermoreceptors in skin, mucous membranes, hypothalamus
and spinal cord react to infra-red radiation. Impulses from
thermoreceptors via afferent paths reach thermoregulation
centers (hypothalamus, spinal cord), from where they come
back via afferent paths to internal organs and are manifested in
the form of vascular reactions of those bodies and their
intensified trophism.
Infra-red radiation stimulates formation biologically active
substances in tissues that regulate blood circulation via
respective functional mechanisms of thermoregulation by
vascular reactions and intensified perspiration.
Vascular reaction in response to the influence is expressed in
a short-term vasospasm, and then in increase in local blood
circulation and increase of the volume of blood circulating in
tissues. Activation of microcirculation channels and increase of
vessels permeability promotes dehydratation of the
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inflammation center and removal of cells disintegration
products. Activation of
fibroblasts
proliferation
and
differentiation leads to acceleration of wounds and trophic
ulcers healing. Thus, heat influence accelerates tissue
metabolism and increases of functional activity of molecules.
Anti-inflammatory complex of body reactions includes boost
of tissue regeneration, increase in local resistibility and antiinfectuous protection of biotissues.
Main therapeutic effects of infra-red radiation include antiinflammatory, lymph draining and vasodilating.
The energy of visible EMR is higher than of infra-red ones.
Influence of visible light and its color components through
eyes-photoreceptors has a mediated impact on the CNS and thus
on health and mental state of a person both in positive and in
negative way.
Different color hues have a selective effect on excitability of
cortical and subcortical nerve centers and consequently,
determine processes in the body.
Red and orange radiations stimulate cortical centers and
subcortical structures, dark blue and violet ones oppress them,
and green and yellow counterbalance inhibition and excitation
processes in the cerebral cortex and have antidepressive effect.
White light plays a huge role for human life activity and
working capacity. Its lack due to day length reduction during
autumn and winter period causes development of seasonal
emotional depression with such symptoms as drowsiness,
sedentary lifestyle, bulimia, and anorexia.
White light 5 times raises melatonin content in brain and
adaptive function of the epiphysis. It oppresses serotonine and
activates adrenaline neurons in brain stem, thus restoring
serotonine and adrenaline balance and balance of sleep and
wakefulness phases.
Dark blue and blue radiation cause photobiological
destruction of hematoporphyrin, being a part of bilirubin, which
is successfully used in newborns jaundice treatment, raises
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energy potential of the body, intensifying synthesis of energy in
cells mitochondria.
Besides, unlike other optical radiation ranges dark blue light
is intensively absorbed by numerous photoreceptors of a
biological object, causing photochemical reactions ensuring its
normal vital activity.
Influence of visible radiation on skin is produced mainly by
infra-red and ultra-violet rays adjoining its spectrum borders
and having thermal and chemical effect. When skin absorbs
visible radiation during "solar baths”, it generates heat that
changes pulse activity of sensitive skin fibers, activates reflex
and local reactions in microcirculation channels and intensifies
metabolism of irradiated tissues.
Ultra-violet radiation with wave length from 400 to 280 nm
is called long-wave, from 280 to 180 nm — short-wave, which
is caused by different biological action of those wave length
ranges.
Ultra-violet radiation has the highest energy. Its activity
considerably exceeds all other parts of light spectrum. At the
same time ultra-violet rays have the least penetration depth into
tissues — up to 1 mm. Therefore their direct influence is limited
by surface layers of irradiated areas of skin and mucous
membranes.
Most sensitive to ultra-violet rays is skin of the body, least is
skin on limbs. Influence of ultra-violet radiation causes skin
pigmentation improving its resistance to repeated irradiations,
and changes physical and chemical properties of skin, that is
decreases рН due to decrease in the cations level and increase in
anion level. Ultra-violet irradiation boosts activity of protective
mechanisms, has a desensitizing effect, normalizes blood
coagulation processes, improves fat metabolism.
Irradiation by ultra-violet range EMR with high energy of
radiation causes separations of electron and emerged positively
charged ions involve changes in the ions ratio in cells and
tissues, and consequently, change of electric properties of
colloids; this leads to increased permeability of cellular
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membranes and more intensive exchange between cells and
environment. Secondary electromagnetic radiation emerges in
biotissues in connection with such ionic recombination.
Ultra-violet radiation, being absorbed by surface layers of
skin with its powerful receptor mechanism, causes not only
local, but also segmentary and general reactions manifested by
activation of blood circulation, tissue thophism, phase change of
permeability of capillaries, cellular membranes, activation of
enzymes, increased content of biologically active substances in
tissues.
Those reactions develop not only in the irradiated site, but
also in internal organs — lungs, stomach, liver, bladder, and
also in unirradiated remote symmetric skin areas.
Some part of absorbed radiant energy turns into heat, the
influence of which causes acceleration of physical and chemical
processes in tissues, which intensifies tissular and general
metabolism.
A very important feature of ultra-violet rays effect is their
ability to regulate production of D vitamin in the body and to
improve phosphorus and calcium absorption by bone tissue, to
normalize activity of vegetative nervous system, and to improve
all metabolic processes in the body.
Along with wide application of ultra-violet EMR, therapy
also uses separate parts of ultra-violet spectrum having a special
effect. Short-wave ultra-violet rays with long exposure time
cause denaturation of protein polymers making them lose their
biological activity. Irradiated cells first lose their ability to
divide and then perish. Ultra-violet EMR lead to destruction of
diphtheritic and tetanic toxins.
Photolysis and denaturation processes caused by ultra-violet
irradiation, take place in the spiny stratum of epidermis, thus
releasing histamine, biogene amines, and acetylcholine.
Short-wave ultra-violet radiation with its pronounced
bactericidal and soothing action is used to make an impact on
mucous membranes, to normalize corticosteroid and sympathic
and adrenaline systems in chronic diseases.
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Long-wave ultra-violet radiation corresponding to ultraviolet rays of the Sun reaching the surface of the Earth,
modulated by EMR pulsations on its surface and having a very
"mild" effect on human body, normalizes pathometabolism, has
a pronounced vitamine-producing and desensitizing effect. It is
applied to compensate ultra-violet deficiency, for preventive
purpose to increase organism resistance to various diseases,
including allergies. This type of UF EMR has the maximum
chromogenic action.
Long-wave ultra-violet rays influence processes in cell
protoplasm, mostly in their protein substances and cellular
nuclei owing to their absorption by nucleotides.
Influence of ultra-violet rays can improve external breath
functions, activity of adrenal glands, oxygen supply to
myocardium, raising it contractility.
A source of electromagnetic, strictly monochromatic
(coherent) and directed optical range radiations in infra-red,
visible and ultra-violet parts of light spectrum is laser.
10. Laser radiation has a fixed wave length
(monochromaticity), identical phase of photons radiation and
identity of frequency characteristics (coherence), small beam
divergence (high directionality) and fixed orientation of
electromagnetic field vectors in space (polarization).
Recently there has been a number of scientific works
showing that monochromaticity and coherence of laser radiation
are not the major factors determining positive influence of laser
radiation.
Destructive properties of high-energy laser radiation in
relation to biotissues and its ise surgery have been already
described.
Action of low-intensity laser radiation on biological systems
is based on its thermal effect, shock effect from light ray
pressure, influence of electromagnetic field, photo-electric and
photochemical effects.
Owing to fairly high penetration ability of the radiation in
the red part of the spectrum it can influence not only surface,
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but also deeper tissues through repeated EMR transformations
in human body biotissues.
Activation of photobiological processes occurring during
selective absorption of laser radiation causes dilation of
microcirculation vessels, normalizes local blood flow and
results in dehydration of inflammation centers, activating
reparative processes in tissues. Laser can destruct membranes of
microorganisms on the irradiated surface.
Along with local reactions reflex reactions of internal bodies
are formed via segmentary-metameric links, receptors and the
CNS.
11. From a considerable number of natural elements with
radio-activity, i.e. ability of spontaneous transformation of
unstable atomic nuclei of some elements into steady nuclei of
other elements, accompanied by radioactive radiation, radon
(Rn86222), also called an emanation, found its application in
modern physiotherapy. It is an inert radioactive element with a
half-life period of 3.823 days. Decaying, it radiates mostly
alpha-particles and a very small amount of short-lived daughter
products, such as radium А, В, С with beta- and gamma
radiations.
Radon is present in some underground mineral waters
coming to the surface, and is a major medical factor at “radon
spas” or is obtained from radium (Ra22686) chloride or bromide
salts. Radon solution used for physiotherapy has a concentration
of 36.4 nCu.
Concentrated water solution of radon is added to water in
baths or other reservoirs; this is how artificially produced radon
water is prepared. It is believed that there is no difference
between natural and artificially produced radon water in
structure or effect on the body.
Radon water is used for drinking, irrigation, in the form of
general or local baths. Radon is also used for inhalations.
By the nature of their active factor, radon treatments are a
kind of radiotherapy, in particular, alpha therapy; by the method
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of application and peculiarities of their action on the body they
belong to balneotherapy and physiotheraputic inhalations.
A specific factor affecting an organism during radon
treatments is alpha radiation, biological activity of which is 10
times higher than activity of short-lived radium daughters A, B
and C.
During general radon baths more than 90 % of radon in
accumulated in skin, about 0.5 % of radon in the bath gets
through skin inside the body, up to 2 % of radon daughters
contained in bath water is deposited on the skin, creating a socalled active deposit. After the end of treatment about 60 % of
radon is excreted through respiratory system and 40 % —
through skin. Excretion ends 4–5 hours after procedure.
When we drink radon water, the greatest part of radon gets
into our stomach; a smaller part gets into other organs, tissues
and blood. Radon daughters are deposited on mucous
membranes of gastroenteric path and on food inside it, where
they disintegrate. Radon is mostly excreted through our
respiratory system.
During radon inhalations the greatest amount of radon and
its daughters are accumulated in lungs, but preliminary filtration
of inhaled air-radon mixture reduces the amount of radon
daughters. From lungs radon partially gets into blood and other
organs and tissues.
The principles of biological action of radiation on a human
body were examined in the previous chapter; therefore we will
directly address such reactions determined by the application
conditions of this physical factor in radon therapy.
Radon has a multilateral effect on an organism. Radon baths
in the first phase cause capillaries narrowing, in the second their dilation, have a positive effect on the function of
cardiovascular system, equalizing arterial pressure, composition
of red and white blood. Radon baths have a slightly inhibiting
action on the central nervous system, causing anaesthetizing
effect. Radon baths, drinks and inhalations stimulate function of
adrenal glands and normalize functioning of hypothalamus —
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hypophysis—adrenal glands. They improve immunobiological
activity, and have an anti-inflammatory and desensitizing effect.
12. Next we need to discuss influence of mechanical sound
frequency oscillations on human body organs and systems and
their transformations into EMR in biotissues, vessels, nervous
system by strain influences.
An oscillating body produces elastic waves consisting of
environment condensation and depression. Mechanical
oscillations with frequencies up to 16 Hz or infrasonic and
sound frequencies up to 20 kHz are called vibrations. In medical
practice strain influences as a medical physical factor are
applied by means of special devices equipped with vibrating
tips having various forms and elasticity. Those tips make it
possible to apply vibration to an object with various degrees of
pressure intensity.
Human reactions to mechanical strain influences including
massage depend on physical characteristic of the process and
duration of contact between vibrating surfaces and the body.
Organism is better adjusted and compensates the influence of
harmonious oscillations.
Mechanical oscillations (tensovibrations) propagate in
elastic environment losing their energy and fading due to their
absorption. Mechanical oscillations with low infrasonic
frequencies spread in the whole body with small attenuation.
With increase in environment viscosity internal friction between
particles of the environment increases and the amount of energy
turning into heat rises also.
Most techniques in physiotherapy use mechanical vibrations
with oscillation frequency from 10 to 250 Hz based on
parametrical effects, occurring in cellular and nervous systems.
It is assumed, the ability to support homeostasis is realized
in an organism at different levels — from molecular to the level
of the whole body — and is combined with neurohumoral
changes, and the mechanism of interrelation between specific
and nonspecific character of mechanical oscillations influence
determines response of the organism.
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Vibration effect on an organism is based on a reflex factor
— stimulation of mechanoreceptors and baroreceptors in skin,
subcutaneous tissue, vessels, sinews and muscles. Impulses
from mechanoreceptors are transferred to the central nervous
system through spinal cord processes together with temperature
and painful sensitivity in lateral funiculus of the spinal cord.
Afferent impulses are recognized in the parietal area of the
cerebral cortex.
The amount of energy transferred from a source of strain
influences to a person depends on frequency and amplitude of
oscillations. Along with receptor influence, as it was already
mentioned, during mechanical oscillations distribution in
biotissues some organs and tissues receive and amplify
mechanical oscillations, and others quench and filter them.
Therefore the character of vibrations distribution in biotissues is
determined by certain frequencies of oscillations and influences
cells functions.
Weak in intensity and brief strain influences increase
excitability of the nervous system. Strong and long vibrating
influences oppress functions of the nervous system.
Tensovibrations of low sound frequency decrease pain
sensitivity, and anaesthetizing effect amplifies with increased
duration of mechanical vibrations. Vibrating influences on
tender points restore and raise pain sensitivity threshold.
Anaesthetizing action of vibrations is determined by body
adaptation in connection with a phenomenon of protective
inhibition developing in the central nervous system as a result
of owing to increased pulsation flow. Low-frequency
oscillations as less fading cover bigger areas of the body and
thus have a greater anaesthetizing effect.
Weak vibrating stimulation give vasoconstrictive effect, and
strong cause vasodilation.
Low-frequency mechanical oscillations cause vessels atony,
high-frequency oscillations (100–200 Hz) cause an angiospasm.
Vibrating influences increase skin temperature, cause vessels
hyperemia and intensify perspiration.
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Mechanism of medical action of mechanical vibrations is
determined by a tonic vibration reflex. Mechanical oscillations
affecting a muscle at certain frequencies are transferred to the
central nervous system and are realized on the periphery in the
form of short-term contractions, which are very similar in
frequency to vibrating stimuli. Thus, vibration influence on
muscle receptors leads to reflex reactions in the same muscle,
and it is believed that the arch of this reflex goes through
cerebellum.
Local proprioceptors play an important role in shaping of the
response from hypothalamus - hypophysis -adrenal system and
cerebral cortex. A serious role in those processes is played by
reticular formation of the brain stem and vegetative nervous
system which together with endocrine glands is united in one
general system. Thus, a result of activation of the function of
adrenal glands, which leads to a rise in the number of glucocorticoids in blood, according to the feedback principle is a
suppression of thyroid gland function. After a course of
treatment stimulation of adrenal glands function is usually more
expressed.
We know about a big role played by hypophysis and adrenal
glands in the system of organism adaptation to vibrating
oscillations. Thus, it was found out during the influence of a
vibrating factor there is a quick accumulation of neurosecretory
material in neurohypophysis.
Influence of moderate doses of mechanical oscillations
improves the tone of sympathoadrenal, hypophysis and adrenal
system, activates metabolic processes in case of aseptic
inflammation, and has an expressed desensitizing effect in
relation to foreign antigenes. A course of vibratory massage
with application of an ultralow-frequency "wave" created by
several radiators on different sides of the spinal column and in
lumbosacral area stimulates neurotrophic changes determined
by improved adrenal function.
We should also mention "deep" massage techniques
determined by several aspect of strain influence. Such influence
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activates oxidation-reduction processes in myocardium,
improves tissue breath of liver, and improves oxygen absorption
by tissues. Activation of exchange processes occurs in the areas
and systems which are segmentary connected with the
stimulated area.
Also important is direct effect of mechanical oscillations on
lymphatic and vascular tone in the affected area. On the whole
vibrating factor stimulates trophic function and metabolic
processes in the field of influence, raising inflow of nutrients
and intensifying outflow of waste products from tissues in the
field of influence.
Frequency of vibrating strain influences has to correspond to
the functional state of the reacting system. Using resonant
effect, we can selectively affect work of different systems,
stimulating physiological processes in the body. Maximum
individual sensitivity of any organ or a tissue depends on total
response of different organs and systems. Shift of those
resonant frequencies should be taken as a specific biological
reaction to the influence of vibrating massage, just as in case of
EMR application. The principle of parametrical reaction of
body systems to vibration allows us to use such physical factor
together with pulse low-intensity currents to exert influence on
body systems.
13. Next we will consider ultrasonic oscillations with
reference to physiotherapeutic techniques that use strain
influence. Frequency of those oscillations is beyond sound
oscillations that can be heard by a human ear, beginning from
16-20 kHz and reaching several GHz.
Ultrasound in traditional physiotherapeutic doses has a
mechanical, physical and chemical and very weak thermal effect
on the body, which that, in turn, leads to activation of
corresponding receptors in the body.
Strain influence on ultrasonic frequencies is manifested in
the form of micromassage of cellular formations and increase of
cellular membranes permeability. The amount of ultrasound
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pressure on particles of the environment is characterized by its
power flux density through the body surface.
Physical and chemical action is connected with permeability
of membranes and influence on protein molecules - increase of
their dispersion and activation of metabolism processes and
tissues trophism.
High coefficient of ultrasound absorption in tissues with big
molecules ensures appreciable heating of collagen-containing
tissues which are most often subjected to ultrasound influence
during physiotherapeutic procedures. Anatomic structures
which are selectively heated by ultrasound includes collagenrich surface bone layers, periosteum, meniscuses, synovial
liquid, joint capsules, connective tissues, intramuscular scars,
muscular fibers, peritendineums and main nerve stems.
Non-thermal mechanisms by means of which ultrasound can
influence tissues, can be divided into two types: periodic and
unperiodic. Periodic effects are inherent to the oscillatory nature
of the sound field and can be considered as some kind of
micromassage promoting, for example, resorption of
commissures, formed in soft tissues after their injury.
Main unperiodic effect contributing to medical action of
ultrasound is made by acoustic flows. They can be caused by
stable oscillating cavities or radiating forces, both inside and
outside cells. Acoustic flows can influence the environment
near membranes, changing gradients of concentration and thus
influencing ions and molecules diffusion through membranes,
can reduce potassium content in some cells.
Influence of ultrasound activates oxidation-reduction
processes in tissues, intensifies tissue breath, causes moderate
vasodilation and improves blood flow in them, activates the
function of connective tissue, improves activity of leukocytes,
showing soothing effect. A big role in the action of information
ultrasonic mechanisms in the body is played by parametrical
resonant processes, i.e. mechanical oscillations turn into electric
ones during changes of electric processes in the body, as it was
already discussed.
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Ultrasonic physiotherapy it is accepted to use the concept of
ultrasound intensity (power flux density) - this is an amount of
energy passing through 1 sm2 area per second. This intensity
value is closely connected with total output power of
ultrasound, and this parameter should be taken into account
especially working with devices that have radiators with various
and very big (10 sm2) area.
Let's note that at sound intensity less than 2·103 W/sm2 and
exposure time less than 4·10-2 seconds cavitation mechanism is
activated, and when exposure time exceeds 1 second and sound
intensity is less than 200 W/sm2, most active is the mechanism
of thermal destruction.
Air strain therapy is used in treatment of various diseases. It
can be local when only limbs are placed in the area with
changing pressure, and general when the whole body of the
patient is placed in a medical pressure chamber.
14. Pressure chambers of general and local action use either
a pre-set air pressure level necessary for medical influence, or,
together with a pressure change they change ionic composition
of air due to increase of the content of negative aeroions and
introduce ultra-violet irradiation — both as preventive factors.
During barotherapy it is possible to change oxygen
percentage either by exceeding its normal content in air (a
hyperbaric mode), or to lower it (a hypobaric mode).
As a result of activation of thermo- and baroreceptors and
receptors of gas composition of blood in the body under the
influence of changeable conditions of air environment, we can
observe directed change of peripheral blood circulation, skin
breath and exchange processes. Addition of oxygen improves
blood and tissue oxygenation, lowering of its content improves
functions of the respiratory center, deepens external and tissue
breath.
Summarizing physiotherapeutic influences of EMR on
human body described in this work, we can say that the majority
of biocorrecting effects (BCE) on various organs are connected
with magnetic component of EMR in a frequency range from
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0.1 to 500 Hz, that is in the area of Kef1, in other areas, such as
Кef2, Кef3, Кef4, Кef5 the bioeffect under the influence of EMR
sharply decreases (see fig. 32).
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Fig. 32

Maximum efficiency factor in EMR physiotherapy is observed
at low frequencies, and bearing frequency penetrating deeply into
a biotissue, can be considerably higher than frequencies in the
range from 0 to 500 Hz.
This maximum factor is connected with influence on CNS and
brain divisions of secondary or tertiary EMR in a human body
which gives medical effect in physiotherapy, intuitively defined by
researchers.
As it was already mentioned, internal magnetic flows and
electric currents of regulating systems of the body and "cogitative"
neural systems are very small in size and their level is comparable
with natural flows of EMR of the Earth, the Sun and surrounding
planets and, probably, of very active galaxies.
Influencing on those internal flows and electric currents with
considerably greater energies, for example, in physiotherapy it is
possible to damage and burn out regulation channels of neural
networks since they have certain frequency and energy, which can
strike a “blow” on regulation, analysis and cogitative systems.
They (high energies) cause ionic-chemical reactions of adaptation
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and "switch off" processes of searching for parallel chains of
refulations through other zones of the body, not affected by
powerful flows of radiations. This once again confirms that energy
of small magnetic flows and electric currents inside an organism
exceeds the energy spent on its excitation. Such principle of power
balance as common for energetics, may be basic and promising, if
it is described and used. However, describing this law in "live"
systems, we need to bring it to a universal law using SSP-SSS for
energetics.
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Chapter 6
Definition of the characteristics of biocorrecting EMR for
diagnostics and treatment
Many researchers studying certain EMR with certain power
characteristics tried to define resonances of biocorrecting
frequencies with some of them having a positive effect and othersnegative, oppressing effect.
In this work we define the concept of biocorrecting (BC) EMR
used for treatment of certain diseases on cell, organ, and system
levels, which were described in the previous chapter.
The concept of biocorrecting frequencies consists of several
EMR parameters:
•BC bearing frequency;
•Shape of the modelling impulse;
•Porosity of EMR trains;
•Energy level of BC EMR during the course of treatment;
•Changes of all EMR parameters in the course of treatment
session and in the course of whole treatment;
•Deviations of BC EMR in the course of treatment in order to
avoid adaptation.
But the key parameter of BC EMR is the selected frequency of
EMR, which is determined in the course of research, first on
animals, and then on people.
For example, searching for BC in the framework of scientific
research of the methods of sugar level regulation in blood at initial
stages of diabetes, scientists developed No.1 way of BC EMR
influence on brain and its subsystem - hypothalamus, with
variations of BC parameters and blood analyses after the 1st, the
5th, the 10th procedure and after a month. Some of the volunteers
received placebo.
Correctly chosen frequency of BC EMR and its deviations wee
confirmed on several volunteers. This way of searching for BC
EMR is shown in fig. 33.
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Fig. 33. Diagram of searching for BC EMR to influence human
brain

Then scientists tested No.2 method of BC EMR influence on
brain hypophysis through the mouth cavity and controlled
parameters of EMR flow passage through the brain measuring
characteristics of the signal and its resonances. In this case an
encephalograph was used not for definition of α, β and other
rhythms, but for search for BC EMR. Blood samples for analysis
were taken as in the first method on volunteers.
BC EMR decreasing sugar in blood were found. The placebo
method was used also. This way of searching for BC EMR is
shown in fig. 34.
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Fig. 34. Diagram of searching for BC EMR to influence hypophysis

Also tested was method No.3 of BC EMR application directly
through integuments, muscles and fat layers on pancreas with
control of EMR flow passage through abdominal cavity and spinal
column, measuring characteristics of that signal and its resonances
by an antenna and a receiver on the back of a volunteer.
Blood sampling for the analysis was carried out similarly to
methods No. 1 and No.2.
BC EMR with sugar decrease in blood have been found out.
The method «плацебо» was applied.
The above-stated way of search of BC EMR is resulted on fig.
35.
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Fig. 35. Diagram of searching for BC EMR to influence pancreas

Studying influence on brain, thalamus and hypophysis
scientists determined the direction of scientific research trying to
find BC EMR to stimulate growth, sexual function, stabilize
homeostasis— self-regulating stability of physiological functions
of an organism and its internal environment.
Further research studying ways of possible stimulation of the
hematopoiesis system can be conducted in a similar way, taking
into account the fact that body ageing is to a certain extent
connected with blood composition, with decreased blood cells
generation with age, when many systems of an organism,
including brain, lower their activity.
Certainly, at first the object of scientific research should be rats
with a wide range EMR radiator certain modulations and energy
should be fastened on their backs. Pulse energy should not cause
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heating of cellular structures. Experiments studying EMR
influences are carried for a month and interrupted only for
replacement of the power supply.
Research should include analyses of blood and urine of the
rats.
Considering the consequences and basic components of
physiotherapeutic treatment that were described above, using
radiation of electromagnetic flows of various frequencies and
capacities it is possible to determine common for all of them
medical mechanisms at lowered capacities of EMR and magnetic
fields.
Treatment by means of EMR should include treatment by
strain influence (barotherapy, massage etc.), treatment by cold
(cryotherapy) since treatment by low temperatures is a decrease in
flows of infra-red radiations), and mud-and-water treatment —
electrolytic, with oscillatory processes of chemical processes in the
body organism, by means of chemical aggression of the external
saline-alkaline environment in baths or natural reservoirs, and by
radiological methods —flows of superhigh-frequency range EMR,
with high energy of those flows. Later we will consider
mechanisms of EMR influence on a human body for various
techniques, with caused secondary and subsequent generations of
magnetic fields in the body.
Fig. 36 shows total EMR influencing a human body and brain
EMR directed outside.
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Fig. 36. Diagram of electromagnetic influences, both direct
and affecting a human body with own EMR of the human body

As a rule, some medical effect is also obtained by stimulation
of the sensory systems, but its maintenance requires regular
repeated electrostimulations. However, after electrodes extraction
supporting courses of Electrostimulation are possible only ne
means of biophysical systems with certain characteristics. In this
connection it was necessary to find conceptually new
neurophysiological methods of pulse influence giving more
pronounced and continuous effect which could remain and be
reproduced even after electrodes extraction.
Research has shown that these properties of reproducibility of
cortical electrostimulations on selective frequency are extremely
stable and remain for years without reinforcements. Moreover,
after electrodes extraction they can be reproduced by means of
sensory pulse influences through visual, tactile, auditory receptors.
Work of neurophysiological perception and memory
mechanisms depends on such evoked potentials which can regulate
perception and decline of memory "cells".
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Practice shows, that one of methods most successfully used to
study processes in neural brain structures and underlying human
perception is the method of evoked brain potential. Such evoked
potentials are an electric response of a brain structure to a
stimulus, or, in more general terms, to a certain event, change of
an external or internal situation. Evoked potentials and their
analysis are especially important for diagnostics of brain and body
systems diseases, connected with an area on which
electromagnetic or electric stimulations are projected.
Techniques of treatment using BC EMR as well as techniques
for diagnostics and estimation of EMR parameters were proposed
on the basis of the material described above.
BC EMR structures were suggested for development of such
treatment and diagnostics techniques.
Structure of biocorrecting EMR is shown in fig. 37, where:
Signal

Fig. 37

f1 is bearing frequency of EMR within 5/100 kHz (bearing
frequency);
f2 is modulating frequency close in its characteristic to
resonant frequencies of organ structures (a part of structures);
f3 is modulating frequency, comparable with functioning
cycles of organ structures;
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f4, f5 are frequencies with increase in signal A (f1, f2) to signal
B (f4, f5) etc;
f1, f5 are applied from 5 kHz to 100 to Hz;
f3, f4 are applied from 3 kHz to 45 kHz;
f3 is applied from 0.02 Hz to 12 Hz.
Frequency ratios should vary in the following proportions:
1:150:1,500:150,000
with
changes
of
proportions,
1:100:1,000:10,000, 1:40:3,000:50,000 and so on up to 100
oscillations a day according to the laws of invariancy and
proportions inequality to integer quantities.
EMR amplitude was determined on the basis of parameters of
the biotissue located between EMR radiator and structure of the
organ or the organ to which biocorrecting signal is applied. For
definition of EMR amplitude the following experiment was
conducted (see fig. 38):
Frequency
generator

Radiator

Biotissue

Receiving
antenna

Frequency
generator

Assumed organ location

Fig. 38

Regulation of the capacity of output signal of the generator
determines signal parameters, on the basis from its attenuation in a
biotissue; this is why signal on a radiator was increaseв in order to
achieve necessary characteristics of BC influence.
The system shown in fig. 38 with grounding is located in the
pipe-shaped screen made of copper.
In experiments on animals the amplitude of BC EMR and
frequency ratios - about 100 variants – were changed.
These experiments make it possible by changing of EMR
parameters to obtain resonances on various systems of an organ
and to exclude adaptive changes in organ systems and to confirm
an effect of decrease of blood sugar level, improvement of
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hematopoiesis parameters, healing of trophic ulcers etc.
The "point" of resonances in hypophysis structures is
determined by an encephalograph receiving EMR impulses with
different frequencies. In a resonance, its main part "dropped out"
of the frequency spectrum (see fig. 39).
Supplied signal amplitude

Received
signal
amplitude
Received
signal
amplitude

Output signal frequencies

Fig. 39

As can be seen from fig. 39, resonant frequency f1 and
frequencies close to it have amplitude much less than the
surrounding frequencies, which is caused by release of EMR
energy in the area of such parametrical resonance. Release of
necessary energy which is much less than doses used in
physiotherapy, allows us to obtain BC without thermal effects of
influence in the area of hypophysis that regulates work of
endocrine glands through hormones secretion. Electric current
emerging in the area of influence, i.e. in the area of hypophysis,
according to the theory proposed in this work, accumulates a
greater number of SSS, than in usual situations.
Moreover during EMR passage through biotissues, including
brain, in case of influence on the hypophysis we can have several
resonances: some are connected with the hypophysis itself and its
structures, others with neural structures and glia of the surrounding
neural networks.
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It must be noted that modulation frequencies, bearing
frequencies, and frequencies inside this range can have triangular,
exponential, bell-shaped and other types of shape.
Defining BC EMR with effective characteristics in order to
exclude adaptable mechanisms in the structures of organs, systems
and CNS it is necessary to change those frequencies within 5 %
from their main value in the dynamic mode.
Stimulation of certain brain areas should be accompanies by
continuous monitoring of signs of changes on the encephalogram
and resonant frequencies, evaluation of vascular reactions and
impedance of glia, and clinical parameters of the general condition
of a person, his organism with estimation of his psychological
characteristics. It is very important to note possible negative
consequences of BC EMR application, which, on the one hand,
can have positive influence on certain brain structures, and on the
other hand they can trigger negative inhibiting mechanisms, both
of the brain structure itself and behavior of the person, and of
certain systems in the human body.
It is necessary to dwell on the research studying influence of
BC EMR on brain that have spectral structure similar to radiated α,
β, γ and other brain rhythms, based on inverse Hartley
transformation of those rhythms into a single signal, which
changes in case of a disease (see fig. 40).
Accumulation of each of those rhythms should last 20-30
minutes as registered on an encephalograph. Then inverse Hartley
transformation is done with their summable components and after
we receive “almost” rectangular impulse which must be estimated
as a diagnostic one (see fig. 40).
"Unhealthy" impulses are compared with a set of "healthy"
impulses, i.e. impulses taken from brain of healthy people (see fig.
40).
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Fig. 40
Seriousness of the pathology is estimated on the basis of the
S
ratio between mismatching areas 2 . After that the patient needs
S1
to have medical examination.
We can observe difference of these impulses and thus estimate
the body state of a particular person. In order to correct
functioning of body systems it was suggested to use BC influence
on the brain (CNS) of a sick person supplying an impulse of a
healthy person for 20-30 minutes every other day during a month,
taking standard bioanalyses and recording brain radiations by an
encephalograph and comparing them with characteristics of a
healthy person.
After body state of the patient was evaluated. Influence of BC
EMR on human brain can be used for biocorrection of human
body during electromagnetic disturbances connected with
uncontrollable tensostable radiations of the Sun, space, and
intraterrestrial magnetic disturbances. This becomes even more
important with a low-frequency part of the EMR spectrum.
For estimation of the possibility of such correction the
following experiment was carried out, where low-frequency part
of the EMR spectrum influenced human brain according to the
diagram shown in fig. 41.
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Correction of cellular structures of organs and systems by
means of BC EMR is possible only at a close distance between
small-sized "chips" radiating BC EMR and specific cells, for
example, to oncological tumors, with radiation of frequencies and
modulations capable to destruct such cells. Such "chips" can be
embedded in the oncological tumor area either surgically or by
means of endoscope passing through oesophagus into stomach,
and their attachment near the pathological center in case of
stomach oncopathology.
Certainly, fine-tuning of such technologies involves search and
definition of BC EMR parameters and creation of small-sized EMI
generators and power supplies for those generators. It must be
noted that small-sized semi-conductor blood diagnostics systems
analyzing the presence of viruses and pathogenic centers [53],
cholesterol, рН, sugar in blood and so on are now being created.
Quite promising is application of BC EMR for stabilization of
the work of genetic structures in a human body and correction of
their activity.
All the described BC EMR have small energy characteristics;
their amplitude and capacity selection depends on density of the
biotissue and existence of a massive ionic exchange in it.
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Another rather effective way of biocorrecting influence is light
and sound radiations, and EMR affecting receptors in ears and
eyes with changing characteristics of influence frequency and
pulse amplitude. Optical influence with a change of color
characteristics together with sound and receptor influence, can
determine the criteria of non-standard behavior of a person during
treatment of certain diseases.
It should be noted that high-energy EMR, such as high-voltage
(up to 5 kV) correction of behavioral stimulus of a person, of
course, helps to reduce epileptic attacks, ease stress during
schizophrenic attacks, but at the same time their postcorrecting
consequences, especially during a long period after the influence
have not been described yet.
In a similar way we should evaluate the consequences of
defibrillation impulses used during resuscitation, because not they
only eliminate fibrillation of cardiac muscles after cardiac arrest,
but give us a chance to estimate the consequences of "rough" but
necessary interventions, into the electric system of heart. Such
evaluation has not been adequately made and may require complex
scientific research.
We can assume that BC EMR can also correct work of cardiac
muscles via the same electrodes that are used to take a cardiogram,
influencing them with certain frequency, amplitude and dosage of
supplied electric impulses. Such influence may require particular
precision of those characteristics.
Generally such biotechnical systems are called pacemakers, but
in the above-stated case it is a BC EMR generator for the heart.
Electrodes used in such generator do not have to contact heart
biotissues of the treated person. Correction of the function of the
sinoatrial is also promising after R&D and creation of biotechnical
system with BC EMR parameters improving its energy level and
electric characteristics of cardiac muscles excitation, with chip
embedding near the sinoatrial node, especially if we keep in mind
the theory of cavitation energy replenishment of the sinoatrial
node by blood flows and cavitation process in big hollow heart
vessels, where during non-uniform motions of blood flows
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cavitation bubbles blow up and radiate EMR of certain frequency
and capacity, thus, probably, replenishing the energy of the
sinoatrial node and cardiac muscles [5].
Using the following examples, including, an example of the
system of stimulation of organs functioning for shunting of the
damaged part of the spinal column, we will consider its structure
and work of biotechnical systems based on the above-stated
principles and requiring additional tests.
The system (see fig. 42) includes both unimplanted and
implanted parts executed with possible magnetno-induction
connection between them. The implanted part contains transceiver
unit, programable microcontroller, the first unit of signal
transformation, including digital to analogue converter and power
amplifier, switching unit with output connected to electrodes, thus
forming stimulation channels. The system also contains one
electrode, the second block of signal transformation and a neutral
electrode. At least one stimulation channel additionally contains a
frequency modulator connected to the output of the switching unit
and connected to a pair of electrodes. One of those electrodes can
implanted into afferent path of the spinal cord above the place
where it is damaged and connected to an exit of the frequency
modulator, and the second is implanted in the afferent path of the
spinal cord below such place and connected to input of the
frequency modulator and to input of the switching unit. Use of this
biotechnical system enables restoration of the conducting function
of the spinal cord and expands functionality of the system for
stimulation of organs functions.
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Fig. 42
Thus, the given system makes it possible to correct (change)
the parameters of stimulating signals according to the parameters
of the signals-commands from brain divisions, signals-commands
of the higher parts of the spinal cord and signals-commands of the
lower parts of the spinal cord, which reflect changes in the state of
receptors functionally connected with them, resulting from their
stimulation, and bear information about a change of the functional
state (reflex response) of the executive organs (effectors) expected
in reply to such stimulation.
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Fig. 43
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Now, let us examine realization of the ideas about EMR
influence on brain, since nowadays there is an uncertainty
concerning interpretation of brain EMR, diagnostics of brain
diseases and diseases of body systems. If EEG received earlier
allowed doctors to identify major pathological abnormalities in the
brain (mostly tumors and postapoplectic conditions), nowadays
diagnostic techniques using MRT (tomographs) register these
same pathologies much more reliably making it easier for doctors
to identify such abnormalities.
And consequently it is long past time to find a way of
identification of functional abnormalities of the brain connected
both to diseases of human body systems as a whole, and its organs
in particular.
Power supply
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Fig. 44

Practice of electrode implantation and registration of electric
signals from particular brain points, as can be seen from
experience of leading institutions studying brain, have only limited
results. The most promising is a complex method of brain research
[1], EEG, Doppler sonography of brain and brain vessels, oxygen
pressure, impedance etc., including use of physiological
parameters.
As practice has shown, attempts to diagnose and treat organism
as a whole and organs systems in particular through administration
of medicinal products are not optimal and require individual doses
and necessary dosing accuracy in their application. In general
medicinal influence, just as any chemical influence, changes
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electrolytic environment of the body and causes reorganization of
organs functioning. This is why in our work we propose an
algorithm based of theoretical assumptions [2] diagnostics and
treatment of brain diseases in systems and organs, proceeding from
frequency components of brain rhythms and influence on it by
certain EMR.
This work proposes measurement algorithms by contact and
non-contact ways for high-quality measurement of brain EMR
parameters in relative comparisons of the rhythms and
accumulation of information on their relationships with subsequent
transformations in medical purposes.
As numerous studies have shown, electric activity of human
brain is manifested in the following basic rhythms registered on an
EEG: delta-rhythm, alpha rhythm, beta rhythm, gamma rhythm, a
theta-rhythm and other rhythms.
Therefore the degree, to which the shape of transformation of
the total signal is close to a square, characterizes the state of the
brain, CNS as a whole, and also systems and organs of the body.
Any distortions of this signal provide information on certain
diseases which now may not be diagnosed.
Treatment may involve sending of a "return" electromagnetic
impulse to the brain, which, predictably, will come into a
resonance with basic rhythms of the head and will set the required
rhythm of brain work.
This will cause functional changes in the CNS with
reorganization of work of organs and systems in the body.
Since brain is an electric system, in this work we took into
account the fact that the length of brain neural network is about
5,000 km and that it is a segmentary antenna unit. Currents
flowing in the neural network and its fragments cause EMR,
characterizing the state of the brain and body systems.
For brain EMR registration by non-contact way, in the course
of our work and research we created and tested an electronic
system with the length of antenna unit of 5,000 m, alternating
current, frame spiral structure, which allowed us to expand the
orientation diagram up to 360 degrees and radiated ultralow193

frequency and low-frequency signals in the range from 0 to 1,500
Hz (fig. 45).

Fig. 45. Antenna system with an analog-to-digital transducer
and a PC. The cylinder contains compactly located conductor, the
length of which is 5,000 m
This system can both receive and radiate impulses. Its structure
includes a receiving (radiating) aerial, an oscillating circuit, a
preamplifier, a system of filters, a main amplifier and analog-todigital transducer which helps with data accumulation and their
digital processing in a PC.
General block diagram of this device is shown in fig. 46.
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In order to avoid additional interferences, all equipment
indoors should be de-energized. Computers and analog to digital
transducer are located in the next room.
Mutually spaced modules are connected by a silver-plated
coaxial cable.
The system allows switching of signal transmission and
reception modes. 5 km long antenna has resistance of 10 kOhm,
this is why in the work mode amplitude of the signal supplied to
the antenna grows up to 1,500 V.
We also developed an algorithm for estimation of the shape of
brain EMR.
Then we fine-tuned the algorithm of imposing a signal of a
healthy person on the received signal in order to define difference
of shapes and frequencies of signals, based on which diagnostic
symptom of the disease is formed.
Next, we modeled an algorithm of a healing signal which is
generated on the basis of diagnostic symptoms and usual analyses,
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such as blood sampling, estimation of sugar level in blood and
others.
We also developed a system for strain influence on muscular
structures of the back. This biotechnical system for vacuum
massage is equipped with blocks, allowing us to regulate vacuum
taking into account sensitivity of skin and internal receptor
structures, which allows deep massage of back muscles.
Subject to the observed growth of spinal column diseases and
as
consequence
neurologic
acute
manifestations
of
osteochondrosis, and reduction in sportsmen’s rehabilitation time
in case of traumas and need for quick restoration before and after
strenuous activity we required more precise ways to exert
influence on muscles and nervous structures of the spinal column.
Creation of a biotechnical system with new qualitative
characteristics that can solve questions of fast rehabilitation of
patients suffering from spinal column diseases, in posttraumatic
period and for fast restoration of sportsmen in sports medicine,
requires new approaches which were formulated in [4, 37].
The theory of creation of a wave of physiotherapeutic influence
from the neck to sacral section of the spinal column ensures a new
approach to elements of the biotechnical system and control of the
sequence switching on the "radiators", which will also allow
stretchings (traction) of the spinal column with reduction of the
internal pressure and increase of the intervertebral plane.
Creation of a low-frequency wave improving blood supply,
reducing a compression of traumatized spinal roots and primary
receptors of vertebral biotissues, is possible with the use of two
waves along each side of the spine, with synchronized work of
radiators of physiotherapeutic influences, including vacuum. In
order to solve the above-stated problems we created a NVT
system, allowing us to perform wave vibration and biomechanical
strain stimulation of human body biotissues, using multifactorial,
light influence and variable magnetic influence. The basic
medical-regenerative characteristic of the created system is a lowfrequency wave created in the plane of muscular structures of the
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back. Fig. 46. shows the principle of low-frequency wave
formation.

Fig. 47. Arrows on the diagram show the direction
of motions of physiotherapeutic "waves"— electromagnetic,
vacuum and light-dynamic, where П11, П12 … П24 — are
radiators of physiotherapeutic influences; 1, 2 are the first and
the second "waves"
Consecutive application of vacuum from radiator П4 through
П3, П2, to П1 with increase in vacuum degree from 0.2 to 0.8
atmospheres in a pulse radiation mode of strain influences in П1,
П2, П3, П4 is shown in fig.47.
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Fig. 48. Vibration wave
All NVT characteristics described above make it possible to
create a wave improving blood circulation, dissolving edema in the
area of a pathological center, reducing compression and trauma of
spinal roots and primary receptors of vertebral biotissues. The
wave is created in the NVT system with a frequency between 0.1
and 0.5 Hz, along two lines, on right and left-hand side, but it is
most effective, when the vibrating wave (fig. 48) coincides with
the frequency of oscillations of muscular structures.
Together with vacuum influence, biotissues are subjected to
consecutive muscular influence by an inductor radiating a
magnetic field with frequency of 1-12 Hz in each radiator and
strain wave with a frequency from 0.1 to 0.5 Hz along the patient’s
back.
Built-in optical radiator in cases of all radiators generates
radiation in infra-red and visible range of frequencies in a pulse
mode from 1 to 25 Hz, creating another wave of physiotherapeutic
influence. Aggregate effect of the proposed physiotherapeutic
influences makes it possible to reduce rehabilitation time of
patients with acute forms of osteochondrosis in posttraumatic
period, and can be used in sports medicine in treatment of
contractures of limb joints extremities. Under the influence of the
above-stated factors strained muscles are stretched, and frequency
of influences is regulated according to the length of muscular
structures and sensations of the patient.
At the same time during stimulation of mechanoreceptors on
skin and inside muscles and vascular structures, biopotentials from
them go to the central nervous system (CNS), which regulates
blood supply and nervous system, spinal column and muscles of
the back.
Many diagnostic systems have been developed in addition to
active biotechnical systems, which were discussed above. They
include a diagnostic system that transforms spectral voice
characteristics into electric components, allowing doctors to
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identify diseases of the ear, nose, and throat system and lungs,
with a potential for estimation of EMR radiations.
As it was already said, human body is a complex mechanism
where all parts are interdependent. Hence, psychophysical state
can be reflected in voice. In our work we estimated the possibility
of creation of a biotechnical system evaluating the spectrum of
human voice for the purpose of diagnostics of respiratory and
speech production system diseases and avoiding of psychological
pressures, which can be touched on in other works, both for
defense and law enforcement agencies in their development of
vocal "lie detector", and in the work of dispatching services,
surgeons, and social workers.
At present only a few scientists study the spectrum of human
voice. Their purpose is elimination of deviations in pronunciation
of sounds and words. Taking into account the fact that it is
theoretically possible to find any deviation from norm in the voice
spectrum, it might be useful to create a device which in real time
would analyze voice spectrum and display probable diagnosis on
the screen.
Informative frequencies from 0 to 2 MHz must be singled out
from the whole spectrum, in doing so we need to take into account
impedance of the larynx in order to define the character of vocal
chords oscillations (electrolarynxsonography).
In order to carry out such research work it is necessary:
— To take obviously sick people and to register their voice
spectrum during pronunciation of certain phrases, syllables,
sounds with EMR estimation;
— To remove from the general spectrum "usual" harmonics
connected with phonation (nasal cavities, mouth cavities etc.);
— To take obviously healthy people and to register their voice
spectrum removing uninformative components;
— To carry out comparative analysis of various spectra;
— To conduct electrolarynxsonography of healthy and sick
people.
Speech production process originates in the central nervous
system. Thanks to analyzers the organism continuously receives
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signals from the environment. Upon the receipt of signals from the
external and internal environment the nervous system controls
adaptive reactions and supports homeostasis (fig. 49).
Analyzers are a uniform functional system consisting of the
perceiving device (receptor), afferent (sensitive) conductor and
cortical analyzer division.
Any stimulation perceived by specialized nervous devices receptors, are transformed into neural impulses travelling by
conductors and reaching certain cortex areas, thus causing
sensations.

CNS
Lungs

Vocal cords

Resonators

environment

Distant exteroreception

Voice system
Proprio and
interoreception

Fig. 49. Schematic block diagram of speech production
Receptors are divided into exteroreceptors (contact receptors in
skin and mucous membranes, distance receptors, perceiving
stimulation at a distance), proprioreceptors (in muscles,
piriosteum, joints surfaces, sinews, ligaments) and interoreceptors
(in internal organs and blood vessel walls). The CNS controls
neuromuscular actions, movement of the vocal system elements
and radiation of the acoustic signal.
Before the speech begins vocal folds should be drawn together
by arytenoid cartilages, which locks the air flow and creates
excessive subpharyngeal pressure (pre-fonation adjustment). Air is
pushed out from the trachea by lungs, is collected in subfold space
and starts pressing on them. When excessive pressure reaches
certain level, the folds open and air rushes into the glottis. When
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the glottis is open to its maximum the air flow speed reaches
maximum and pressure inside glottis goes down (according to
Bernoulli’s law), and the speed of air flow is not the same,
reaching its maximum in the narrowest part of the glottis. A low
pressure area is formed in the glottis. Surrounding it high pressure
surrounding and chords elasticity force them to close up. This
process is similar to excitation of sticks oscillation in wooden wind
instruments. Thus, alternation of excessive pressure in subfold
space and negative pressure due to Bernoulli’s effect forces the
folds to close and open, thus supporting a normal mode of their
oscillations.
This is accompanied by modulation of the air flow, which is
pushed into resonant cavities in portions (as in wind instruments).
The sequence of air pushes occurring as a result of oscillations of
the vocal chords is called a glottal wave, usually represented in the
form of dependence between volumetric air speed and time.
The period of such wave is determined by the duration of the
total cycle of chord oscillations, i.e. by the basic frequency of
oscillation. The amplitude is determined by the maximum speed of
air flow, which, in turn, depends on the level of excessive subfold
pressure [15, 16, 35, and 36.]
In order to solve the question of pulmonary diseases
diagnostics it is necessary to take into account all the above-stated
cavities and resonators that change their characteristics as a result
of various diseases and to estimate their spectral characteristics,
singling out ranges of the frequencies connected with this or that
pathology during phonation of pre-determined syllables and
words.
Various diseases, including lung diseases, cause blocking of
some or other systems of breath and speech production.
Proceeding from the size of alveoluses (about 280 microns),
bronchioles (less than 1 mm), main bronchial tubes (about 1.5 sm),
tumors (several centimeters), pleural cavity (about 20 sm), we can
calculate the range of frequencies, where we should search for the
information about the disease (fig. 50).
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Fig. 50. Lung structure on the bronchiole and alveole level [2]
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Fig. 51
The databank of "pathological" frequencies should be
developed in the course of subsequent research.
The monitor should show the result of diagnostics and indicate
the part of lung or larynx affected by a disease. EMR of lowfrequency voice spectrum are still unreliable in experiments due to
low sensitivity of the instruments, where d is object diameter, v is
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sound speed in air at the temperature of human body, t is time
during which sound passes through the given object.
For alveoli: f ≈ 1.25 MHz
For bronchioli: f ≈ 350 kHz
For main bronchial tubes: f ≈ 1.75 kHz
For tumors: f ≈ 23 kHz
For pleural cavity: f ≈ 2 kHz - 35 kHz
According to the results of calculations of these harmonics
very informative are both separate and aggregate harmonics [2] for
the following lung diseases: bronchitis, oncological tumors,
pleuritis etc.
A variant of a biotechnical system for diseases diagnostics by
voice spectrum is shown in fig. 51.
EMR with small magnetic electric components and ultralow
frequency can be also used in traumatology to accelerate
reproduction of bone tissue after fractures and use of implants.
Examples are shown in fig. 52 and fig. 53.
Leg fracture
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Fig. 52
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Moreover, similar EMR can be used for accelerated healing of
surgical wounds, injured surfaces, trophic ulcers and for treatment
of spinal column diseases by creation of an ultralow-frequency
strain wave which is transformed into EMR in two directions —
from head to pelvis.
We would also like to note that BC EMR can be applied for
rehabilitation of patients from spaceships and submarines, by
means of creation of electromagnetic fields with compensatory
characteristics to their adaptation on Earth for normalization of
their CNS electromagnetic fields.
All the biotechnical systems described above can be
implemented and used in medical practice in various fields of
medicine — from diagnostics, surgery, resuscitation to
rehabilitation with minimum destructive changes in the patient’s
body. Such technologies have a great potential, and financial
investments in these area can be economically profitable, taking
into account frequent destruction processes in human organism
caused by administration of medicinal products.
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Conclusion
This work examines rather complex mechanisms of
electromagnetic adaptation of human body to external disturbances
of magnetic fields and influence of those mechanisms on human
body systems and organs.
Magnetoelectric structure of human body together with
biomechanical systems, electromagnetic processes, and energy
transfer inside the body represent almost the whole person. But
there always was one element missing in our understanding of
human existence as a “living system” with human mind linked to
public and other aspects of mutual relations with the surrounding
world.
Also between electromagnetic processes and structures of
human genome there is a gap in the structure of their
interreception during human life.
This book introduces new structures of elementary particles
SSP-SSS for explanation of these tasks, which required
reconsideration of the hypotheses of formation and interaction of
elementary particles.
SSP-SSS as a structure of elementary world with its
characteristics can explain much both in physical and in life
sciences.
The explanation that magnetic and electromagnetic flows are
flows of SSP-SSS gives us understanding of their mutual relations
in the surrounding world and in human body, and of reactions of
human body systems to low-amplitude magnetic and
electromagnetic radiations.
It is proposed to use such radiations in the form of
biocorrecting EMR to treat diseases of human body.
The author believes that the Future of humans, including their
health, will be connected with resolution of ecological problems,
including the problem of electromagnetic pollution, and what is
also important, with treatment of various diseases.
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